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GEOGRAFIE - SBORNiK cEsKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROK 1996. CISLO 2. ROCNIK 101 

Dear friends! 
It is a great pleasure for me to greet you while you are opening the second 

issue of Geography - Journal of Czech Geographic Society, volume No. 101. 
The 28th International Geographic Congress will be organized in The Hague 
in August this year. This whole issue of Geography - Journal of Czech 
Geographic Society has been prepared by the new editorial board in English 
so that it could be used for a quality presentation of Czech geographers at the 
Congress. We suppose that in future Geography - Journal of Czech 
Geographic Society will continue to publish geographical articles written by 
experts from all Czech geographical institutes and departments; moreover we 
want Geography - Journal of Czech Geographic Society to become a real 
showpiece of Czech geographers. As a result, some articles will be published in 
English in future (with extensive Czech summary). Czech written articles, 
however, will prevail; foreign language summaries will be provided. Therefore 
this issue is a sort of exception as regards both the language and contents. 
Apart from scientific articles also informational contributions are included. 

We believe that foreign readers will welcome the English written articles 
and we also beleive that No 2/1996 Geography - Journal of Czech Geographic 
Society will contribute to the promotion of Czech geography abroad. 

Ivan BiCik, President, Czech Geographic Society 

Vazeni ctenafi, 
prave jste otevreli druhe cislo casopisu, ktery v letosnim roce vstoupil do 

101. rocniku vydavani. Rok 1996 je zaroven rokem XXVIII. kongresu 
Mezinarodni geograficke unie (lGU/UGI), ktery probehne pocatkem srpna 
v nizozemskem Haagu. Nova redakcni rada pripravila toto cislo v anglictine, 
aby se jim mohla geografie Ceske republiky na vyznamnem mezistatnim 
setkani geografU z ceIeho sveta prezentovat. Predpokladam, ze i nadale bude 
nas casopis slouzit nejen k publikovani odbornych vysledku' geografU vsech 
pracovist CR, ale mel by byt i organizacnim a informacnim materialem geo
grafU predevSim nasi republiky. Proto i v budoucnu lze ocekavat, ze nektere 
clanky budou publikovany v angliCtine (s vetsim ceskym shrnutim) a vetsina 
dalsich i nadale v jazyce ceskem (s cizojazycnymi summary). Proto lze toto 
cislo jazykove pokladat za spise vYjimecne. Pokud jde 0 napln, tak vedle 
clanku publikujicich vysledky vyzkumu, obsahuje i state informacniho cha
rakteru. 

Ceskym ctenarum prejeme, aby se pres obtiznejsi ctivost v clancich orien
tovali. Vaznym zajemcum 0 problematiku urciteho clanku muze autor zaslat 
jeho ceskou verzi - pokud ji ma ovsem k dispozici. 

Vefim, ze zahranicni ctenafi casopisu, tuto vyjimku v pouzitem jazyce 
spise privitaji a verim, ze timt.o zpusobem Geografie - Sbornik CGS 2/96 pfi
speje k propagaci nasi prace v zahranici. 

Ivan Bietk, prezident CGS 
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GEOGRAFIE - SBORNiK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROK 1996 • CiSLO 2 • ROCNiK 101 

MARTIN HAMPL 

GEOGRAPHY OF SOCIETAL TRANSFORMATION: 
GENERAL QUESTIONS OF STUDY 

M. Hampl: Geography of Societal Transformation: General Questions of Study. -
Geografie-Sbornik CGS, lOl, 2, pp. 82 - 91 (1996). - The paper is devoted both to empirical 
generalization of contemporary transformation in the Czech Republic and to the theoreti
cal discussion of selective problems of geographical cognition. Stress is put upon the ques
tion of geographical regularities, relation between social and geographical structures and 
the problem of uneven development. 
KEY WORDS: Societal transformation - geographical regularities - uneven development. 

The author would like to thank Grant Agency of Czech Republic for support of the grant 
no. 30258 (Theory of regional differentiation of Societal Development) under which this 
contribution was prepared. 

1. Introduction 

The transformation processes in post-totalitarian countries have become 
an important theme in possibly all social sciences, social geography included. 
Changes in the locational attractiveness of countries and regions, as well as 
the territorial differences in the dynamics and successfulness of transforma
tion processes certainly deserve increased interest in geographical study. 
Moreover, contemporary social geography is classifying itself clearly among 
social sciences, so the interest in internal societal problems and their solu
tions becomes primary. This is also linked to the disillusionment caused by 
problematic results of "positivistic" geography. 

There is a question, however, whether repeated conceptual imports from 
other sciences may help to solve epistemological problems of geography. The 
present plurality of paradigms amplified by post-modern admiration for dis
order may express adequately reached knowledge of socio-geographical reali
ty. In that case, though, it only one account of an extraordinary complex real
ity. This may be why much research continues to have either a mainly de
scriptive character or a general but too speculative orientation. An eloquent 
example is the geographical study of societal transformation (cf. e.g. Carter, 
F. W., Maik, W. eds., 1995). This serves as a starting point for the discussion 
of general questions about geographical study. 

The first aim of this contribution is a theoretical discussion about geo
graphical aspects of the study of societal transformation. The discussion is 
understood as a certain superstructure above an empirical depiction of the 
Czech reality, though already in a generalized form. These "primordial" em
pirical generalizations of up-to-date transformation results should lend sup
port above all to the existence of geographical regularities. These regularities 
are thought of as a stochastic or "frame" type, and do not exclude secondarily 
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important peculiarities of the structures and evolution processes in individ
ual regions or localities. In the second part, the discussion is concentrated on 
the problem of relation or of connection between the social and the geographi
cal organizations. The duality in understanding this relation is a fundamen
tal problem of a subject classification of social geography. This duality may 
be expressed as whether the subject here is a transformation of geographical 
organization of society, or the geographical organization of societal transfor
mation. Finally, the third part of the paper deals with the question of the so
called uneven (particularly territorial) societal development. This problem 
may be considered as a key problem for the establishment of assessment cri
teria in case of the regional development and regional policy. It is also impor
tant for the assessment of "great problems" such as questions of social jus
tice, justifiability of societal development regulations, relations between prin
ciples of solidarity and meritocracy, etc. In that case also, duality in under
standing uneven development appears: is it a question of societal decision 
and "social justice" or is it an objective regularity? 

2. Geographical differentiation of contemporary societal 
transformation in the Czech Republic 

The results of many empirical analyses of transformation changes enable 
one to make generalized assessments (cf. also Hampl, M. et at, 1996, Hampl, 
M., 1996). These suggest a hierarchy of factors of geographical differentiation 
of transformation changes and corresponding regularities in this differentia
tion. The consequence of mentioned assessments has a special meaning in it
self, because it expresses their importance succession. With regard to primor
dial nature of the order in geographical reality, i.e. to regularly asymmetric 
differentiation of this reality (Rampl, M., 1994, 1995), the problem consists in 
the establishment of importance consequence of geographical differentiations. 

The most fundamental factor is the hierarchical organization of the socio
geographic system, not only at the level of settlements but also at the level of 
regions. In the transformation period, polarization between metropolitan ar
eas and other areas increased, and is still increasing. In a Simplified way, 
three hierarchical levels can be thus distinguished at a regional (supra-dis
trict) scale: Prague metropolitan area, other metropolitan areas, and rela
tively rural (non-metropolitan) areas. The changes in the settlement hierar
chy at local levels are of secondary importance. It must be admitted that 
sharp differences in territorial settlement intensity and in resulting function
al specialization of settlements does exist here. However, these differences 
are not new. In addition, they have more limited influence on the quality of 
life of the population because of the intensity of commuting between the 
towns and the country. Important differences can be found in the economic 
situation of municipalities, though (cf. Blazek, J., 1994). The reason for the 
integral influence of settlement and regional hierarchy on the course and re
sults of transformation lies in correlation between size and qualitative differ
entiation of settlements, resp. of urban regions. Examples include the in
creases in diversification of economic base, share of non-productive activities, 
education level of the population, and increases in provision with social and 
technical infrastructure, etc. 

The second key factor is locational and especially macro-Iocational attrac
tiveness. Its role was fundamentally increased by the "opening up" of the 
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Czech economy and society to foreign countries. At the same time, its polar
ization was "reversed", due to the change in geo-political and geo-economic 
position of the Czech Republic. Its important application cannot be, though, 
explained only by the factor of distance from developed countries or regions. 
Fundamental societal changes in Central and Eastern Europe have made 
possible the revitalization of the historically rooted links between East and 
West. The correlation between cultural and distance zonation is proof of both 
force of evolutional inertia and integral - even though gradually developed -
unity of Europe. This too, is a case of hierarchical polarization of the centre
periphery type but at a higher scale - the continental level. That is why the 
results of this polarization are best seen at the supra-national level (see also 
division of the Czechoslovakia). In the context of the Czech Republic, these 
consequences are important for macro-regional differentiation, especially in 
non-metropolitan areas. 

The third import.ant but selectively occurring factor is economic specializa
tion of territorial units. Pronounced specialization brings increased sensitivi
ty to transformation changes, both in a positive and negative sense. In the 
second case the most important examples are both basin areas - North 
Bohemian and Ostrava areas (the latter with negative influence of an un
favourable location). The disadvantages of agricultural areas are more limit
ed in their manifestation (often due to the compensating role of favourable lo
cation). On the other hand, positive consequences of transformation can be 
found in the areas attractive for the tourism and recreation industry (e.g. 
CeskY Krumlov region) or in micro-regions where industrial speCialization at
tracts foreign investors (e.g. Mlada Boleslav region). 

By combining these conditions of the geographical differentiation of trans
formation processes, a simple typology of districts expressing the most impor
tant features of a newly created regional structure of the Czech Republic can 
be elaborated. There are 5 categories in this typology: Prague metropolitan 
area - basin (metropolitan) areas - other metropolit.an areas - Western non
metropolitan areas - Eastern non-metropolitan areas. Table 1 shows charac
teristics of the categories. The assessment of t.he order or rank of the cate
gories from the point of view of maturity and "transformation successfulness" 
finds correlation in almost all characteristics (see order referred to above) 
with the exception of the basin areas. These represent special problem units 
which possess notable economic power, but "restrained" economic develop
ment connected to serious social and economic unbalances. This is reflected 
in their ambiguous assessment according to selected characteristics. 

Data in Table 1 lend support to the above formulated generalizations and 
help depict regularities in the basic order of regional differentiation. But with 
the gradual increase of territorial and content detailedness of assessment 
regularities in partial geographical structures "disappear". In this sense, the 
nature of order in geographical reality can be justifiably charact.erized as a 
hierarchy of differentiations oriented primarily from the whole to the parts 
i.e. "from the top". Basic differentiations of geographical systems show regu
lar organization, which is "completed" by a variabilit.y of geographical phe
nomena with regard to other features, secondary by their importance. As an 
example, although hierarchic size differentiation of settlements occurs in 
every settlement system, it is almost impossible to find regular space configu
rations in settlement organization predicted by central place theory. 
Organization of geographical reality must be thus necessarily understood as 
an integral differentiation in coexistent combination of diverse phenomena, a 
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Table 1 - Basic characteristics of district categories 

Share on the total Characteristics of transitional changes 
ofCzRin% (per hab., CzR=100) 

Category area popu- jobs jobs Tan- Tax Private Unem- Index 
lation 1993 in gible inco- entre- ployed of jobs Average 
1995 bank- invest- mes pre- 1995 1993/91 salaries 

ing ments 1994 neurs 
1993 1993 1994 1993 index 

1993/89 

Metropolitan 
areas 23,4 47,0 51,3 63,3 128 134 107 84 102 108 104 

in them: 
Prague 2,2 13,4 16,0 32,4 171 205 136 10 108 121 113 

basin 5,2 12,9 12,4 9,8 118 103 77 188 93 110 100 

other 16,0 20,7 22,9 21,1 108 107 106 68 104 98 99 

Non-metro-
politan areas 76,6 53,0 48,7 36,7 75 70 94 114 98 93 97 

in them: 
Western 38,6 22,7 20,8 17,1 86 78 99 103 96 96 99 

Eastern 38,0 30,3 27,9 19,6 67 64 91 122 99 90 95 

Notes: Distribution of districts into the categories: Prague metropolitan area contains 
Praha, Praha-vychod a Praha-zapad; basin areas contain districts Chomutov, Most, 
Teplice, Dsti l}ad Labem, Ostrava, Karvina, Frydek-Mfstek; other metropolitan areas con
tain districts Ceske Budejovice, Plzeii-mesto, Plzeii-jih, Plzeii-sever, Karlovy Vary, Liberec, 
Jablonec nad Nisou, Hradec Kralove, Pardubice, Brno-mesto, Brno-venkov, Zlin and 010-
mouc. Other districts of Mid-Bohemian, South-Bohemian, West-Bohemian and North
Bohemian regions form Western non-metropolitan areas and other districts of East
Bohemian, South-Moravian and North-Moravian regions form Eastern non-metropolitan 
areas. In the case of tangible investments their financial amount is assessed, in the case of 
tax incomes these are incomes of the municipalities and the districts from the salaries of 
employees and small entrepreneurs. Data about jobs 1991 originate from the Census 1991 
and encompass all the jobs, similar data for 1989 and 1993 (including data about salaries) 
encompass only civilian sector, in 1993 without small enterprises (with 24 and less employ
ees). 

Sources: Census 1991; internal publications of the Czech Statistical Office: Employment 
and salaries 1989, Districts of the Czech Republic 1994, Selected indicators of the districts 
of the Czech republic in the 1st half-year 1995; Internal materials of the Ministry of 
Finance of the Czech Republic. 

differentiation which is extremely asymmetric to the high occurrence of un
favourable combinations and the low occurrence of highly favourable combi
nations. The distance factor itself is applied only in a partial and modified 
way. The spatial organization of phenomena must be thus necessarily under
stood before all as an external expression of hidden nature, so its exact form 
is neither regular nor important (see also the application of realism: struc
tures - mechanisms - events, Sayer, A., 1984). 

In this context, a critique of positivist geography can be added. Its failure 
was not primarily a consequence of narrowing study to "the empirically found 
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out and verified", but a consequence of inadequate reduction of the subject of 
geographical study (and thus also of appropriate empirical findings) to spa
tial structures. Although in the post-positivist period "the geographical" is 
again completed in content especially in connection with enforcement of con
textual explanation (Hagerstrand, T., 1973, 1995, Thrift, N., 1983), stress is 
too much put on internal social relations, on mere spatial "constraint" of so
cial integration in the frame of localities and regions. 

3. Duality in the conception of the relation between geographical 
and social reality 

In geographical studies dealing with societal problems two fundamental 
approaches and related thematic directions can be identified. First is an ex
amination of geographical organization of society as a relatively autonomous 
structure conditioned both by an interaction of the society with its natural 
environment and by an "external" interaction of territorial societal subjects 
themselves (settlements, regions). In these interactions, the influence of a 
distance factor can be felt. Second is an examination of the situation and 
changes of economic, social and political conditions in various territorial 
units, i.e. an examination of the differentiating influence of geographical 
combinations of partial societal structures and processes. In this case the 
concept of the society is narrowed to its "internal" organization as is usual in 
social science research. The consequence of this is a usual assessment of geo
graphical differentiation of the society only as a result of secondarily impor
tant or modifying application of specific conditions of external environment to 
the realisation of general tendencies formed by the principle of internal orga
nization of society and its evolutional movement. As an example of these ap
proaches is the interaction between the global and the local (see e.g. critical 
discussion in Sayer, A., 1991) or much contemporary geographical work 
about transformation processes in post-totalitarian countries. 

Both approaches are of course justified and do not exclude each other. The 
thing is that the mentioned duality corresponds both to a relative autonomy 
of above characterized internal (societal in narrower sense) and external 
(geographical resp. ecologic) organization of the society and to their integral 
unity and correspondent mutual influencing. It is only the mutual combina
tion of both approaches that can bring deeper and more complete knowledge 
of these problems. The geographical differentiation has an irreplaceable role 
in the development of the society as a source of significant evolution impetus
es. Differences in external conditions of more narrowly defined societal sys
tem are at the same time not only random combinations of environmental 
factors but in the first place regular differentiation of the environment i.e. hi
erarchic (asymmetric) organization of mentioned combinations from the point 
of view of their favourableness. That is why fundamental features of geo
graphical differentiation in transformation dynamics and successfulness of 
localities are regular. An example is the settlement and regional hierarchy or 
macro-Iocational zonation characterized above. Analogously, there can be ex
pected regularities in geographical diffusions of changes. On the other hand, 
the "internal" movement of the society influences changes in its external or
ganization both as regards transformation of functional specialization of lo
calities and regions and changes in central functions and in regional impor
tance of cities. 
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It seems, however, that the contemporary orientation of human geography 
deviates from the discussed unification of both approaches of geographical 
examination of development of the society. An adoption of paradigms from so
cial sciences leads understandably also to an adoption of problem themes and 
examination tasks, especially sociological and political ones. The situation is 
characterized by formation of two or three main types of approaches. These 
include: voluntarist approaches proceeding from the decisive role of activity 
of a human individual (e.g. behaviour geography); structuralist - functional
ist or neo-marxist, stressing the role of societal organization (especially 
marxist geography); approaches trying to overcome traditional sociologic du
ality by means of a study of interaction between an individual and social or
ganization - especially the theory of structuration (Giddens, A., 1984 and 
others) and realism (Bhaskar, R., 1979, Sayer, A., 1984). In all these cases 
the attention of geographical study is shifted "inside" the society (though pro
claiming at the same time the importance of spatial factors when forming 
combinations of social phenomena and processes) and it leads to an exchange 
of geographical examination tasks for sociological, political or possibly eco
nomic tasks. Jointly, an ideologization of study is increased, sometimes even 
deliberately (e.g. Harvey, D., 1974). 

The study of the geographical organization of changes and unbalances in 
"internal" societal situation is crucial for two reasons. First, societal demand 
for such studies results from the needs of the decision sphere, both at central 
and local levels. Second, the dynamics of transformation changes, which in
creases the attractiveness of their study. It can be seen, generally, that the 
changeability of social and especially economic conditions is greater in the 
period of transformation than the changeability of geographical conditions. 
For example, Czech population distribution remained very stable after 1989 
(in all categories of districts examined in Table 1 the index of shares on the 
total population of the Czech Republic in 1991 - 1995 was 100), and from the 
point of view of job distribution the changes were only limited. In such a 
short period of time, the size hierarchy of cities or areas of regional influence 
of centres could not change to any notable extent. On the other hand, region
al differences in the increase of salaries, even in spite of prominent social pol
icy of government, were great and the differences in the dynamics of privati
zation processes or economic growth were even greater by orders. All this cor
responds to the complex and cumulative character of the conditioning of geo
graphical organization and its changes, due to the important connections to 
diverse physical structures (housing stock, technical infrastructure) and nat
ural environment. 

In spite of the more limited changeability of geographical organization of 
the society, its role in the "internal" development of society is considerable. 
This occurs because first, there is an extraordinary extent of differentiation 
of this organization and thus of different favourableness of "external" condi
tions of social and economic transformation. It is because of the fundamental 
societal changes after 1989 that this importance of differentiating and stimu
lating influence of geographical conditions on societal development arose fun
damentally. The potential of existing differences in the quality of geographi
cal conditions was realized gradually in consequence to democratization and 
transition to the market economy. Thus, in the centre of the research effort of 
geography should be an assessment of possibilities of effective realization of 
this potential, finding the ways how to remove barriers to both spontaneous 
selective processes (see e.g. underdevelopment of housing market) and the 
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ways how to sUitably support cooperative processes (deepening territorial 
distribution of labour), diffusion of innovations, etc. Only after seeing the so
lution to these problems can it be justified to discuss special questions how to 
realize social and economic transformation, questions dealing with regional 
policy, the influence of macroeconomic policy on regional development, etc. 

Although in the first phase of transformation especially differentiating in
fluence of geographical organization on the course of internal societal 
changes is dominant, it is without any doubt that new tendencies appear in 
the development of geographical organization of society itself. Their full ex
pansion can be expected only in the following and longer period. This is be
cause removal of the barriers (e.g. to migration) cannot be realized in the 
short term. The same is true with deepening the differences in the allocation 
of resources and labour force demands which will gain importance only after 
changes in company behaviour which are contingent upon privatization. In 
spite of all this, certain signs of development of suburban processes, the for
mation of potential emigration regions, or partial changes in working activity 
especially in metropolitan areas, can be seen already. Thus, both in the up
to-date and in the future development rather limited development of exten
sive processes and contrarily strengthened development of intensification 
processes must be expected. Shifts in the distribution of population or jobs 
will not be much extended, but changes in functional importance of centres 
and whole regions, in territorial organization of relations and in changes of 
central places role of the cities may be relatively significant. Their influence 
and regional importance may first increase at the centres of service and qua
ternary activities. 

At the same time, simultaneous with the opening up of the economy and 
the linking between elements of the settlement system, integration tenden
cies will be strengthened. In the basic skeleton of the settlement system two 
or three interlinked trends have appeared already. First, there is a partial 
substitution of a traditionally quantitative (size) hierarchy of centres by qual
itative (functional importance) hierarchy. Second, the hierarchic polarization 
(centre - periphery) move gradually to higher rank/scale levels. In the condi
tions of the Czech Republic, this is the case of higher regional levels in the 
context of the national system (Prague metropolitan region - other metropol
itan regions - non-metropolitan areas) and the case of supranational level 
(integration into European system of centres and axes). 

4. Conclusion: is uneven development a problem or a regularity? 

A discussion about the problem of uneven development of the society is in 
the centre of interest of many geographer's works with theoretical or applica
tion orientation. This discussion is usual starting point for assessments of de
velopment of the society, creation of different regulative conceptions of "im
provement" of spontaneous processes, etc. Uneven development is in them 
generally considered before all as a social problem, as an undesirable creat
ing or deepening of social unbalances. The authors with marxist orientation 
even explain uneven development by means of political and economic nature 
of capitalism and in this sense they connect it only with the capitalist system 
(Smith, N., 1990). This opens possibilities for confusing conditionality of the 
development of internal and external organization of the society, confusing 
the real and the normative evaluations. 
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Starting point for the discussion should be putting the problem of uneven 
development into general context. First, it is necessary to refer to general 
predominance of selective tendencies in development not only of the geo
graphical organization of the society but in the development of the environ
mental or integral systems in general. Evolution of qualitative differentiation 
of reality has of an extremely selective character: from quantity of the lower 
the "few" higher arise; spatial occurrence of a locale with allotment of evolu
tionary higher phenomena is extremely limited and is furthermore internally 
differentiated in an extraordinary manner (for example the limited extent of 
the ecumena, the scarce occurrence of great concentrations of progressive 
economic activities in its context, etc.). All this allows one to accept the con
clusion about universal validity and regular nature of "uneven development" 
of real systems of integral (complex) type. Development of the society in an 
environment introduces more complexity, and for that reason specific forms 
of selective processes. The "internal" and "external" organization of society 
must be understood as having certain coordinating and mediating structures 
in an interaction between relatively homogeneous mankind and its external, 
extremely heterogeneous environment. In the formation of external organiza
tion of the society, selective processes are necessary, not only because of an 
adaptation to external differences in the suitability of environment, but also 
because of societal activity leading to the creation of new forms of territorial 
division of labour (see especially advantages of the territorial concentration 
and corresponding nodal organization of socio-geographical regions). Owing 
to selective or concentration processes the grade of unevenness in geographi
cal distribution of societal phenomena is more intensive than that of natural 
phenomena. At the same time, extreme unevenness is mostly found only from 
the point of view of territorial intensity of phenomena occurrence (e.g. densi
ty of population). From the point of view of quality of life represented in a 
simplified way by the "income per capita" this unevenness is considerably 
lower. Connections between both types of unevenness are immediate: more 
effective geographical distribution of population can be realized only by 
means of a corresponding increase in the standard of living. 

As a matter of fact, the regular nature of "uneven development" makes ab
surd its assessment from the social justice point of view. This can deal only 
with the results of development. With respect to their complex character, the 
assessments of different partial results will be of course different. On the one 
hand, the profitability of efficient elements will be raised, but in addition, the 
economic force of the whole system will be raised, too. That is why in trans
formation or dynamic periods, an accentuation of selective processes can be 
found. The acceleration of development by means of an increased selective
ness usually brings about a lot of more profound though not immediately evi
dent advantages, even for the inefficient elements. These include the deepen
ing of territorial division of labour, finding more suitable specialization for 
most elements of the system, and the ensuing development of cooperative 
processes in the whole system. 

On the other hand, one may also encounter a deepening of social differ
ences and polarization of the rich and the poor. Excessive unevenness of such 
types increases possibilities of social destabilization, the rising of populist po
litical representations, or even social revolution. From the strategic angle of 
view it is desirable to maintain social stability. Another danger of disorders 
in societal evolution comes from the possibility of monopolizing economic 
power, which would restrict the market as a key mechanism of selection. It 
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stands to reason that favourable societal development depends to a consider
able extent on ensuring proportionality in enforcing both selective and ho
mogenizing processes, on creating a suitable extent of respecting meritocracy 
principles and solidarity principles. Necessary autoregulative mechanisms 
for finding the mentioned proportionality are already built in spontaneous 
societal development: for example the distribution of activities and deepening 
of specialization of the parts, the migration of the population which mostly 
enforces differences in settlement intensity but at the same time reduces dif
ferences in income of people due to their transfer into better paid sectors, 
richer regions, etc. Prevalence of cumulative tendencies in development (cf. 
e.g. Myrdal, G., 1957, Richardson, H. W., 1978) makes it necessary to direct 
aid to the poor. The degree of regulation and extent of redistribution must be 
decided politically. 

The question of the degree of regulation cannot be solved at only one level. 
There will always be the question of a set of different regulative measures, so 
the key issue lies in their selection and chosen forms of application. It is very 
desirable to take into account the above discussed systemic nature of society 
and its development, and the role of dynamizing and stabilizing processes. 
The experiences of West European countries evoke a transition from simple 
donation policy to mobilizing policy. This calls for a necessary decentraliza
tion of power and existence of complex subjects of territorial development. 
However, on the contrary, there has been several years of postponing self
governing provinces in the Czech Republic. Indeed, it is not always just the 
question of regulation for underdeveloped units. One example is the state of 
housing in the Czech Republic, where support for housing construction would 
help not only to solve the situation of certain population groups (especially 
young families), but also to remove barriers of selective spatial mobility of 
the labour force (the deregulation of rent is necessary at the same time). 
Generally, the advantage of aid in the spheres which are connected with the 
development of (territorial) division of labour should be stressed. These 
spheres help to increase the interlink age of the whole system (technical in
frastructure, etc.), which supports the spread of innovations and economic co
operation. 
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Shrnut( 

GEOGRAFIE SPOLECENSKE TRANSFORMACE: OBECNE OTAzKY STUDIA 

Hlavnim cHem pi"ispevku je diskuse nekolika zavaznych teoretickych probIemu geo
grafickeho studia spolecnosti a jejiho vyvoje. Diskuse je uskutecnena ve spojitosti s empi
rickym postizenim realneho vyvoje socialni a ekonomicke regionalni diferenciace v Ceske 
republice po roce 1989. Tento vyvoj je ovsem charakterizovan jiz v generalizovane urovni, 
aby mohl plnit ulohu urcite ilustrace nebo dokonce verifikace teoretickych zaveru. Na 
prvem miste je resena otazka povahy geografickych pravidelnosti. Zduraznen je predevsim 
jejich specificky obsah - pravidelnosti v diferenciaci jevu, jejich kombinaci a jejich 
rozmisteni - a jejich ramcova povaha: pravidelnosti nachazime v prve fade v celkovem (hi
erarchickem) usporadan( geografickych systemu podle vyznamove primarnich znaku jeho 
prvku (napr. velikost sidel, vyskyt progresivn(ch aktivit). Naopak v dilcich subsystemech 
a u specialnich - sekundarne vyznamnych - charakteristik geografickych jevu existuje 
znacna a vice mene nepravidelne usporadana variabilita. Na druhem miste je diskutovana 
otazka vztahu spolecenske a geograficke reality. Klicovy vyznam je pfikladan specifikaci 
vnitrni (socialni, ekonomicke apod.) organizaci spolecnosti na jedne strane a jeji organizaci 
vnejsi (geograficke, event. geoekologicke) na strane druM. Z teto specifikace vyplyvaji 
i funkce obou organizaci v integralnim vyvoji spolecnosti. V pi"ipade vnejsi - geograficke -
organizace je to predevsim funkce diferencujici, vyvolavajici vyvojove podnety, selektivni 
procesy apod. Ty soucasne podmiiiuji prohlubovani celkove delby prace, specializace casti 
apod. Z tohoto pohledu je posuzovan i treti diskutovany problem tzv. nerovnomerneho 
vyvoje spolecnosti. Na misto casteho pojiman( tohoto vyvoje jako dusledku bucf nespravne 
ekonomicke, socialn( a regionalni politiky nebo dokonce nespravedliveho spolecenskeho 
systemu je dokladana zakonita podstata nerovnomerneho vyvoje. Vseobecnou snahou 
ceJeho sledovani je predmetove specifikovat socialni geografii a jeji poznavaci ulohy 
a zpochybnit dnes m6dni nahrazovani geografickych problemu problemy vice mene socio
logickymi, politickymi, event. i ekonomickymi. 

(Author is with Dpt. of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science, 
Charles University, Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2.) 
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LAND US EILAND COVER CHANGES 
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1. Bic£k, A. Gotz, V. Jancak, L. Jelecek, L. Mejsnarova, V. Stepanek: 
Land Use I Land Cover Changes in the Czech Republic 1845 - 1995. - Geografie-Sbornik 
CGS, lOl, 2, pp. 92 - 109 (1996). - The article presents basic information on the long-time 
research programme dealing with long-termed land-use changes. This research pro
gramme is based on the land-use data of 1845, 1948, 1990, and 1995. It deals with issues 
marked by the International Geographic Union in 1995 as important part of the interdisci
plinary research. Apart from the methodological process the article also outlines the evalu
ation of land-use structural changes at the district level by the index of change. This is an 
overall index reflecting all changes in the respective region. The case-study of Semily 
District verifies the methodology used at the cadastral level and shows possible applica
tions in detailed studies of the nature/society relations. 
KEY WORDS: land uselland cover changes - Czech Republic. 

This article has been compiled as part of the research project No. 205/95/0611 backed by 
the Czech Grant Agency. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Opening Remarks 

In 1995 the International Geographic Union (lGU) emphasized the support of 
interdisciplinary projects. In this very sense the project of Land U seILand Cover 
Change (LUCC) has been launched in May 1995. It is focused on changes of 
land-use and land-cover over the time. As such, it brings the concept of time into 
land-use studies that belong among traditional socio-geographical issues mostly 
focused on spatial relations only. The link between spacial and time concepts 
much enriches the traditional land-use research. The Land UselLand Cover 
Methodology is applied as a modern synthetic approach to landscape studies 
where the history of naturelsociety relations in a certain area should be docu
mented. Thus, the land-use analysis becomes an important and conclusive 
method documenting the intensity and structure of human influence on the 
landscape. The land-use analysis can either be based on existing land-use cate
gories that can be well recognized in the open air (arable land, meadows, etc.) or 
on functional categories (recreational, transport, water supply functions, etc.). 

How can one examine the land-use development and the nature-society re
lations? The analysis of detailed scale maps is the basic method which gives 
simplified information on the state of the landscape in different years de
pending on the availability of maps. 

The second method is based on remote sensing and on the use of satellite 
images from different years. This method is quite efficient since it includes 
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computers and automatic drawing machines. It is limited, however, to the pe
riod of last fifty years. In future it will undoubtJy be widely used as part of 
analyses, projects, and prognoses. 

Archive records reflecting changes in small regions are the base of the third 
method. Irregular written records, notes, and other pieces of evidence inscribed 
by owners and administrators can be analysed. However, such an analysis is a 
time-consuming process requiring highly qualified labor force and the structu
ral trends obtained can neither be generalized nor applied to other regions. 

The fourth method deals with the land-use data recorded in different peri
ods by official survey organizations. Land use surveys have a long tradition 
on the Czech territory as well as in the whole western part of the former 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Land-use data by cadastral units since 1845 are 
available. 

In legal terms, cadastral unit is "a technical unit with clear boundaries con
sisting of immovable property described in a common record. Each cadastral 
unit is marked by a numeric statistical code." (Kuba, B., 0livov8, 0., 1993). 
The average size of cadastral units in Czechia is 600 hectares. They are usual
ly associated with one settlement and have precisely defined boundaries. 

Currently there are ca. 13,000 cadastral units in the Czech Republic. Each 
record includes data on at least ten land-use categories available from differ
ent years. Such an amount of data requires computer facilities; establishing 
ofa specialized geographical information system (GIS) seems inevitable. This 
method allows to cover the whole area by useful data and to carry out land
use analyses in any region where basic data is available. Some other socio
economic and natural data are available at the cadastral level, too: altitude, 
land fertility, population, number of houses and apartments, etc. As a result, 
one can analyse relations between the state and development of land-use on 
the one hand and selected characteristics on the other hand. 

One might find even more approaches towards the evaluation of the long
termed land-use and land cover changes. It seems that field work - that pri
marily brings current data - could also characterize the development of at 
least some landscape elements. Field work - though time consuming and 
costly - is important and often necessary. It is usually a part of case studies 
in small regions where also other methods are applied. 

We strongly believe that each of the above mentioned methods of long
termed land-use and land cover changes brings valuable results. A real pic
ture of landscape development can be drawn and future trends can be com
piled, however, only if various methods are combined. 

1.2 Data Sources and Their Origins 

Detailed land-use data was on the Czech territory first collected more than 
180 years ago as part of cadastral records (initally called stable cadaster). It 
was necessary to create a base on which land tax - main source of the state 
budget - would be calculated. As a side result, precise triangulation network 
came into existence and cadastral maps (scale 1:2,880) were created. Maps 
were later transformed to the scale 1:2,000. The actual plot areas were calcu
lated from these cadastral maps and all maps of medium scales were derived 
from them, too (Masek, F., 1948). 

Preparatory works started after the Emperor's edict dealing with "stable 
cadaster and land tax" had been issued on December 23, 1817. Taxation was 
based on plots and net income from each plot was defined. Each plot received 
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a plot number. Each cadastral unit (cadastral settlement) had its own map 
where all plots and boundaries were shown. 

The main portion of work started in 1824 in Bohemia. Detailed mapping was 
carried out in 1826 - 1830 and 1837 - 1843. 12,696 cadastral units with 
15,359,513 plots were delimited in Bohemia, Moravia, and the Czech part of 
Silesia. It covered 49,967 map sheets. After the maps were finished, plot areas 
were calculated and plots were evaluated on the grounds of land-use and land 
cover. Each plot was given a soil value (MaSek, F., 1948). The structure ofland 
by cadastral units was also recorded; altogether 54 (!) land-use categories were 
recognized. Land-use records date back to 1845 and have survived in archives. 

There have been many changes in the cadastral records over the decades. 
Later revisions dating from 1869 and 1882 brought new cadastral units into 
existence and resulted into new land summaries. Next revision was done in 
1896; the revisions of 1902 and 1930 were already based on judicial districts. 
At the moment cadastral records from 1930s onwards are kept in some dis
trict Cadastral Offices. Simplified land-use data for ca. 13,000 cadastral 
units were summarized in 1948 by the Central Survey and Cadaster Archive 
in Prague. The work was based on district summaries and on the cadastral 
records. Data of 1990 and 1995 come from the computer database of the 
Czech Land Survey. Altogether there is a unique and extensive set of land
use data hardly to be found wherever in the world. It contains the size of all 
land-use categories in all cadastral units. For the sake of historical compar
isons so called Basic Territorial Units (BTU) were created; these contain data 
of 1845, 1948, and 1990. The 1845 and 1948 BTU data were taken from the 
Central Survey and Cadaster Archive and modified; the 1990 and 1995 data 
come from the Database Centre of Czech Land Survey in Prague. 

2. Methodological Overview 

Land-use and land cover changes are highly topical issues in social geography. 
Land-use data by the smallest areal units (cadastral units) from different 

years are the basic source. Different land-use categories, however, were sur
veyed in different years. As a result, the comparative research is based on 
eight basic land-use categories. Arable land, permanent cultures (gardens, 
orchards, hop-gardens, vineyards), meadows, and pastures form the agricul
tural land fund. Forests come next; water bodies, built-up areas, and "re
maining" areas make up so called "other" areas. This basic structure is for 
specific investigations simplified to three supra-categories: agricultural, for
est, and "other" land. Land-use structure by eight basic categories is avail
able for key years (1845, 1948, 1990, and 1995) that separate periods with 
different nature-society relations and different land-use development. 

Detailes on the methodological background have been published by Bicik, 
I. (1995) and Bicik, I. et al (1995) and also by other authors. Only basic prici
pIes will therefore be mentioned now and the methodological process itself 
will be explained in further text. 

3. Land-Use Changes in the Czech Republic and Thier Assessment 

3.1 Bohemia and Moravia 
Land-use changes over the past 150 years undoubtly reflect the overall 

changes of economic and social conditions. The development of Czech society 
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and its historico-geographical periodization in between 1845 and 1990 has 
been examined by Jelecek, L. (1995). Apart from other aspects he has also re
searched the consequences on land-use patterns. Historical periods are char
acterized as follows: 

1845 - 1882 Intensive changes in the framework of agricultural land. 
1882 - 1897 Minor changes of land-use structure. 
1897 - 1921 More intensive changes in the framework of agricultural land. 
1921 - 1948 Minor overall changes only. 
1948 - 1970 Great decrease of arable and agricultural land. Built-up areas 

and "remaining" areas increased. 
1970 - 1990 Arrangements to reduce the agricultural land losses. Minor 

changes within the framework of agricultural land. 
The above mentioned trends have general validity at the national level on

ly and do not reflect regional inequalities. In order to quantify these trends 
the index of change has been used. (See Figure 1). 

3.2 Land-Use Changes by Districts 1860 - 1896 - 1930 

The methodology tracing land-use changes requires to compare territorial 
units (districts) of similar size. There have been, however, several changes of 
territoral administration over the period of 1845 - 1995. Comparisons are al
ways made by units that were in effect in the period of interest. As soon as 
the analysis carried out by cadastral units (basic territorial units) is finished , 
comparisons of any kind of administrative units that existed between 1845 -
1990 will be possible. It will also allow comparisons of areas delimited on dif
ferent bases: urban agglomerations, National Parks, etc. 

Judicial districts came into existence in 1850 and remained basic adminis
trative units until 1949. Compared with the current districts (76) there were 
almost three times more (218) of them. Judicial districts , abolished by admin
istrative reforms after 1948, were very homogeneous areas. The delimitation 
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Fig. 1 - The average annual index ofland-use change (1845 - 1990, Czech Republic). Axis x 
- years; axis y - the average annual index of land-use change. 
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Fig. 2 - Natural Agricultural Regions (NAR; 1900) and Productional Agricultural Regions 
(PAR; 1930). 1 - PAR boundaries; 2 - NAR boundaries; 3 - NAR; 4 - Sugar Beet PAR; 5 -
Grain PAR; 6 - Grain and Potato PAR; 7 - Fodder PAR. Source: Novak, V. et aI., 1925 . 

of Natural Agricultural Regions (NAR) and Productional Agricultural 
Regions (PAR) has been based on judicial districts, too. 

Agricultural records under the Austro-Hungarian Empire were based on 
Nat.ural Agricultural Regions (NAR) created in 1870s. Natural condit.ions for 
agriculture were the most important. criteria. NARs remained in use until 
1940s. Here we use NAPs as they were in 1900. The Czechoslovak St.atistical 
Service created four so called Productional Agricultural Regions (PAR) in 
1925. These were based on the dominant character of plant production 
(Novak, v., 1925). The index of change by PAR and NAR for 1860, 1896, and 
1930 has been const.ructed. (For the boundaries ofbot.h regions, see Figure 2). 

The index of change in Bohemia (period 1860 - 1896) by Natural 
Agricultural Regions and Productional Agricultural Regions (Table 1) shows 
that most land-use changes over this period were due to changes in agricul
ture. Up to the end of the so called agricultural revolution in 1870s the agri
culture in Bohemia became more effective by better use of existing plots 
rather than by increasing acreage of arable and agricultural land (Jelecek, 
L., 1985 and 1995). 

Land-use changes in between 1860 and 1896 happened largely in the 
framework of the agricultural land. The effect.s of industrialization and ur
banization were still insignificant. Meadows and pastures in fertile lowlands 
were turned into arable land; ponds were drained to acquire more land for 
sugar beet and wheat in the plains and for wheat and potatoes on elevated 
plateaus. More potatoes started to be grown in Bohemian-Moravian 
Highlands. In less fertile mountainous regions pastures became mostly 
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Table 1 - Index of Change in Bohemia 1860 - 1896 - 1930 

~ 
1860-1896 1896-1930 1860-1930 

Territory 

Bohemia 2,85 3,80 4,77 

Productional Agricultural Regions: 
Sugar beet 5,02 4,54 5,63 
Grain 2,42 4,14 4,05 
Grain and potato 3,12 3,10 3,99 
Fodder 2,73 4,94 5,34 

Natural Agricultural Regions: 
I. Bohemian Lowlands 5,48 4,41 6,37 
II. Western Part of Southern 

Krkonose Foothills 2,89 5,23 3,99 
III. Eastern part of Southern 

Krkonose Foothills 4,57 5,77 7,55 
IV. Lower Ohre and Ceske 

Stredohori Mts. 2,22 5,71 5,18 
V. Upper Ohre 1,30 5,07 5,95 
VI. Berounka and Brdy Range 2,90 3,44 3,31 
VII. Plzen Basin 2,47 5,08 5,87 
VIII. South Bohemian Basins 3,87 3,75 4,73 
IX. Bohemian-Moravian Highlands 3,12 3,22 3,93 
X. Krkonose Mountains 2,69 7,15 7,09 
XI. Orlicke Hory Mountains 1,94 11,17 11,17 
XII. Krusne Hory Mountains 1,73 15,82 16,75 
XIII. Sumava Mountains 3,59 2,91 5,21 

aforested but some were also converted into arable land by part-timve farm
ers. Afforestation was frequent in South Bohemia, especially in the Sumava 
Mts. Local landowners who managed large plots (Schwarzenberg family, etc.) 
transformed their businesses to more effective forest industry. 

The more intesive use of agricultural land became apparent in the period 
1896 - 1930. The index of change decreased in fertile regions - this was the 
case of Sugar Beet PAR or Bohemian Lowlands NAR. Large non-agricultural 
investments had not yet been allocated there. On the other hand, increase of 
barren land and conversion of less fertile arable land into meadows and 
forests already started in the highly industrialized and densely populated 
Sudetenland. The index of change in the Fodder Producing PAR almost dou
bled and it increased up to seven times in the NAR Krusne, Orlicke, and 
Krkonose Mts. The Sumava Mts., dominated by forestry and scattered farms, 
had almost no industry and show even decrease of the index. The largely rur
al NAR VIII where industry stagnated also shows decrease. Only a modest 
increase of the index of change was recorded in the NAR Bohemian-Moravian 
Highlands which had similar economic structure. The index of change in
creased in all other regions; apart from those quoted above the most signifi
cant increase was recorded in the industrial areas of Plzen and environs 
(NAR VII) and around Sokolov and Cheb (NAR VII). Due to the limited 
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0,00 2,50 4 ,00 6,00 13 ,39 % 

Fig. 3 - The index ofland-use change by judicial districts (1860 - 1896, Bohemia; f=218) 

availibility of data the index of change by districts (period 1896 - 1930) has 
been calculated on the base of six land-use categories only. Built-up areas, 
water bodies, and "remaining" areas were grouped into "other" areas, 

Figure 3 shows the regional differences of the index of change between 
1860 and 1896 in a more detailed manner. The indexes in judicial districts in 
the fertile ~Ibe Lowland (especially in the eastern part with the best soils) 
and in the Sumava Mts . exceed 6,0. On the contrary the densely populated 
border districts and mining, textile, and glass regions in North-West 
Bohemia have quite low indexes. 

3.3 Land-Use Changes by Districts 
1961 - 1970 - 1980 - 1990 - 1995 

In contrast to the previous analyses this chapter deals with land-use 
changes by the current districts. 76 districts existed in the end of 1995. 

Analyses are based on the complete land-use structure (i.e, eight cate
gories) used also at the cadastral analyses. Though there have been some 
changes in district boundaries, these have not exceeded 1 % of district area in 
most cases. For technical reasons it has not been possible so far to make re
calculations in areas where more significant changes occurred. It is the case 
of districts Prague (treated as one unit), Prague-East, Prague-West, Beroun, 
and Piibram. Nevertheless, data shown in cartograms may be considered as 
accurrate ones. 
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Land-use changes are described by the overall index of change that indi
cates the share of land where any land-use chage occurred over the given pe
riod of time . Though changes of all eight land-use categories in all periods 
could be shown, due to the limited capacity of this issue only the indexes of 
change for periods 1961 - 1970 - 1980 - 1990 - 1995 are presented. 

0.00 - 1.99 
2.00 - 2.99 

,,:,::::::::):,:::::,,'1 3.00 - 4.99 

IllliOOlllllill 5.00 - 9.99 
11111111111111 1111111111111111111 10.00 + 

Fig. 4 - The index ofland·use change by districts (1961 - 1970, Czech Republic; f=76 ) 

Fig. 5 - The index of land·use change by districts (1970 - 1980, Czech Republic; f=76); ex· 
planation - see Fig. 4 
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Fig. 6 - The index ofland-use change by districts (1980 - 1990, Czech Republic; f=76); ex
planation - see Fig. 4 

Fig. 7 - The index ofland-use change by districts (1990 - 1995, Czech Republic; f=76); ex
planation - see Fig. 4 

Processing and comparison of data led to the following conclusions: 
1. The least intensive land-use changes were recorded in predominantly 

agricultural regions. There are five districts (Pelhfimov, Havlickuv Brod, 
Chrudim, Znojmo, Kromefiz) where the index of change does not exceed 1.5 
in any of four periods. 

2. The most intensive land-use changes occurred in highly urbanized and 
industrialized districts (Prague, PI zen, Teplice, Ostrava, Karvina). 
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Fig. 8 - Summed ranks by the index of change in four periods (Czech districts 1961 - 1970 
- 1980 - 1990 - 1995) 

3. Quite important land-use changes were also recorded in districts adjoin
ing the western and south-western boundary. 

4. Figures 4-7 show the large regional differences ofland-use development. 
Districts where indexes exceed the value of 10 are regions with the most 
damaged environment. Land-use changes affecting more than one tenth of 
the total area are supposed to much contribute to the overall environmental 
imbalance. However, the vice-versa scenario might make sense, too: inten
sive land-use changes as the result of damaged environment? The same fig
ures also show intensive changes in most Moravian districts as well as rela
tively stable conditions in the Bohemian-Moravian Highlands. 

Different approach has been used in the case of Figure 8. Ranks by the in
dex of change in all four periods are summed up; each district is given one 
number. In our opinion this figure shows best the land-use changes over the 
whole period 1960 - 1995. The most intensive changes are recorded in dis
tricts with the most damaged environment and in big cities - Prague and 
Plzen. 

4. Land-Use Changes at Detailed Scale: 
Case Study Semily District 1845-1995 

The above mentioned methodology of assessing land-use changes has 
been applied in the Semily District. In this case study more attention has 
been devoted to parameters indicating the environmental quality of cadas
tral units . (For details on coefficients of environmental stability and recre
ational sUitability see further text.) Land-use data by cadastral units of 
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January 1, 1995 is also included in this study. It allows to trace the most re
cent land-use development in the period 1990 - 1995. The analytical process 
described further will be used in land-use st.udies in all Czech districts in 
close future. 

4.1 Basic Facts on the Semily District 

Varied landscapes are typical for the Semily District, NE Bohemia. 
Maximal and minimal altitudes differ by 1,300 metres. Sloping grounds are 
frequent; 42.8 % of agricultural land have slope gradients 7' or more. Due to 
the higly varied landscapes on the area of 69,887 hectares the district has 
several different parts that form more homogeneous subregions. Especially 
distinctive are the relatively fertile western section and northerly mountains 
with infertile soils. Different natural conditions result in different develop
ment (see maps showing the index of change and coefficient of environmental 
stability - Figure 10, Figure 12). 

0-29.9 
30.0 - 39.9 

_ 40.0 - 49.9 
_ 50.0-59.9 
_ 60.0+ 

Fig. 9 - Productional ability of soils in the 
points (% from most productiv soils in the 
Czech Republic; (case: Semily region) 

Different subregions have differ
ent climate. Five climatic types are 
found within the district: moderately 
cold , wet and moderately warm, 
moderately wet and moderately 
warm, wet and cold , and wet and 
warm. Sorts and types of soils a lso 
vary. Brown soils on crystalline and 
Permian rocks are most frequen t. 
Soils are of medium density mostly, 
thickness vary from medium to low, 
with medium share of gravel and 
stones. The low qualit.y of soils re
sults in low productional ability of 
agricultural land. This ability has 
been calculated as the average value 
of all Soil Value Units (SVU) by 
cadastres compared with the most 
fertile SVU in the state. Using this 
method the Semily District got 43.5 
points and ranks to the 64th position 

out of 76 Czech districts. The average soil value in financial terms amounts to 
35,480 CZK per 1 hectare only (the national average is 55,096 CZKl1 ha). The 
share of arable land out of agricultural land is only 59 %; the same figure for 
Czechia, however, is 81.6 %. There are some restrictions that contribute to the 
low share of arable land: National Park Krkonose manages 11.1 % of agricul
tural land, and 22.6 % of land is under special treatment due to protection of 
underground water. 

4.2 Development of the Land-Use Structure 
in the Semily District 

General land-use changes are described by the index of change. Indexes for the 
periods 1845 - 1948, 1948 - 1990, and 1990 - 1995 are shown in Figure 10. It is 
apparent that changes that occurred over one hundred years between 1845 and 
1948 were far less intensive than changes in the second half of the 20th century. 
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Fig. 10 - Index of change in Semily 
region: a ) 1845 - 1948, b) 1948 - 1990, 
c) 1990 - 1995 

4.3 Changing Patterns of Individiual Land-Use 
Categories 

Following a slight decrease in the first period (by 3.6 %), the extent of agri
cultural land has much decreased after 1948 (by 13.7 %). Only arable land , 
however, was decreasing in the framework of agricultural land. Intensive in
crease of meadows, pastures, and permanent cultures was recorded in the pe
riod 1948 - 1990. Nevertheless, pastures still occupied less land than in 
1845. In the most recent period subsidies encouriging the conversion of 
arable land into meadows and pastures have already been effective. It was 
expected that the extent of meadows and pastures would rise. This conver
sion, however, was only modest in the Semily District and did not exceed 5 %; 
pastures even decreased. At the national level the Semily District was below 
average in this respect (See Figure lla). The extent of permanent cultures 
has decreased between 1990 - 1995 - first time since 1845. This was due to 
the decrease of orchards in the southern part of the district . 

Forests grew in terms of size slightly only in the first period and signifi
cantly in the second period (by 14.1 %, i.e. 3229 ha). Slight decrease has been 
recorded recently. The expansion of forests between 1948 and 1990 was typi-
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Table 2 - Changing areas of land-use types in the three investigated periods (Semily 
District, absolute and relative figures) 

Land-use extent changes in different periods 

category of 1845 I. II. III. 

1845-1948 1948-1990 1990-1995 

ha % ha % ha % 

AL 34,883.3 -1,212.3 -3.5 -14,467.8 -43.0 -902.1 -4.7 
PC 690.9 664.2 96.1 1,270.2 93.7 -57.5 -2.2 
ME 6,182.2 1,408.0 22.8 5,653.7 74.5 258.6 2.0 
PA 4,374.4 -2,510.3 -57.4 4,429.6 76.7 -74.5 -2.3 

AGL 46,130.9 -1,650.3 -3.6 -6,114.4 -13.7 -772.4 -2.0 

FOL 22,364.3 461.2 2.1 3,229.6 14.1 -210.1 -0.8 
WB 528.8 -25.8 -4.9 162.8 32.4 -2.9 -0.4 
BA 380.0 302.3 79.6 295.7 43.3 11.5 1.2 
RA 2,227.7 322.0 14.5 2,181.2 85.5 -19.5 -0.4 

OTA 3,136.3 598.6 19.9 2,639.8 70.7 -11.0 -0.2 

Total 71,631.5 -590.5 -0.8 -245.0 -0.3 -993.5 -1.4 

Explanations: AL - arable land; PC - permanent cultures; ME - meadows; PA - pastures; 
AGL - agricultural land; FOL - forests; WB - water bodies; BA - built-up areas; RA - "re
maining" areas; OTA - "other" areas. 

cal in mountainous and hilly subregions (93.7 % cadastral units in these ar
eas show increase of forests). 

Built-up areas grew over all periods. 98.7 % of cadastral units show in
crease of built-up areas between 1845 and 1990, 91.1 % between 1990 and 
1995. Built-up areas grew by more than 50 % in 51 cadastral units out of to
tal 79 (period 1845 - 1948). 

So called "remaining" areas consist of different types of plots. Increases in 
terms of size were recorded between 1848 - 1990; recently there has been a 
slight decrease. 

4.4 Environmental and Recreational Potentials Over the Time 

The coefficient of environemtal stability has constantly grown wit.hin t.he 
Semily District over all investigated periods (see Figure 12). The coefficient 
of recreational suitability shows similar development, though the increase is 
somewhat slower. 

It is important to emphasize that calculations are based on the recorded 
extent ofland-use categories. Areal increase of land-use types that are in the
ory environmentally valuable does not necessarilly mean that environmental 
quality is really improving. Let us take forests as an example. Forests are re
garded as the land-use category with the highest environmental qual~ty. In 
practical terms, however, many forests especially in elevated parts of the 
Semily District are much damaged. As a result the recorded size of forest 
land is not automatically covered by quality forests. Increase in size may not 
be increase in environmental quality. 
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Fig. 11 - Index of development in cadast
ral units in the period 1990 - 1995 (case: 
Semily region): a) grasslands, b) arable 
land, c) agricultural land 

4.5 Conclusions 

The analysis of long-termed land-use development in the Semily District 
reveals some important trends. Development of t.hree land-use categories 
show clear tendencies over all investigated periods: 

The extent of arable land has been decreasing constantly. The most intensive 
relative decrease has been recorded between 1948 and 1990 (in average 344.4 
ha per year). The average annual decrease between 1845 and 1948 amounted 
only to 11.7 ha and the same figure for the most recent period was 180.4 ha. 

On the contrary, constant increse has been recorded in the case of built-up 
areas and meadows. 

Built-up areas grew fast especially in the period 1948 - 1990 (in average 
by 7 ha per year). The mean annual increase between 1845 and 1948 is al
most identical with the recent period 1990 - 1995 (3 ha and 2.3 ha respective
ly). 

Also the extent of meadows has increased most in the period 1948 - 1990 
(in average by 134.6 ha per year). At present (i .e. between 1990 and 1995) 
meadows still t.end to grow in terms of size. This recent increase is four t.imes 
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Fig. 12a 
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Fig. 12 - Koeficient of ecological stability (case: Semily regi 
on): a ) 1845, b) 1948, c) 1990, d) 1995 

faster than in the earliest recorded period , but three times slower compared 
with the period 1990 - 1995. 

The above mentioned tendencies provide a sound base which allows us to 
describe all three investigated period. The earliest period (duration over 100 
years) is typified by slow and slight land-use changes that have altered the 
landscapes of Semily District at a modest scale only. On the contrary, the 42 
years long period after 1948 was a "fast" one resulting in fundamental 
changes of land-use patterns and landscape on whole. Consequences of these 
fast processes are apparent everywhere. 

The period 1990 - 1995 is a relatively short one. Important political and 
social changes, however, have taken place recently. In our opinion they could 
result into faster landscape changes. The most recent land-use changes seem 
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to be generally in favourable (for instance the decrease of forests which has 
never before been recorded); in most cases, however, reasons and motives are 
not yet clear. Since land-use records show some inertia the current data may 
still reflect processes that have happened before 1990. Landscapes changes 
are for sure slower that social changes. If one takes the Semily District as an 
example, at least some new tendencies in the use of land can be observed. Let 
us quote the significant increase of meadows which is probably linked with 
the decrease of arable land and with the increase of "remaining" areas. Only 
land-use analysis from other districts, however, could prove whether these 
tendencies have general validity or not. 
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Shrn uti 

ZMENY VYUZITI PLOCH CESKE REPUBLIKY V LETECH 1845 - 1995 

Clanek i'esitelu projektu grantove agentury CR je zamei'en na presentovani zakladnich 
myslenek projektu "Dlouhodobe zmeny vyuziti ploch vCR". Kratce seznamuje s datovou 
zakladnou a metodologii projektu (drive publikovane podrobneji Bicik, I., 1995) a vyuziva 
rozpracovaneho postupu ve dvou urovnich. 

Pi'edevsim analyzuje pomoci jednoho ukazatele - indexu zmeny - intenzitu zmen 
struktury ploch v ruznych casovych horizontech po uroveii okresu. Nejprve jde a okresy 
z let 1860 - 1896 - 1930 (f=218) a jejich seskupeni do tzv. produkcnich zemedelskych re
gionu. V tabulce 1 jsou zachyceny zmeny ve ti'ech obdobich a dokumentuji opozdeni 
v prosazovani trznich vztahu v jednotlivych oblastech. Oblast Orlickych a Krusnych hor 
vykazuje nejvyssi index zmeny, v letech 1896 - 1930 hodnoty dosahuji 11,17 % a 15,82 % 
ploch, na nichz se zmenil zpusob vyuziti. Vzhledem k deice obdobi jde a pomerne vyrazne 
zmeny, jejichZ ekologicky dopad Ize hodnotit jako priznivy (zvi\tseni rozsahu lesnich ploch 
a drnoveho fondu pi'edevsim!). Dale jsme analyzovali okresy (f=76) v obdobi 1961 - 1995 
po deseti letech, resp. po peti letech, podle stejneho ukazatele - indexu zmeny. Tim byly 
urceny okresy s nejmensim a nejvetsim indexem zmeny, ktery chapeme jako zprosti'edko
vany obraz interakce spolecnost - pi'iroda. Nejnizsi zmeny na urovni pod 2 % za desetileti 
vykazuji agrarni okresy (Pelhi'imov, Havlickuv Brad, Chrudim, Znojmo, Kromei'iz), 
naopak nejvyssich hodnoty pak vykazuji uzemni jednotky s tezebnim a dalsim prumyslem 
(Teplice, Ostrava, Karvina) a jadra metropolnich oblasti (Praha, Plzeii). Serie kartogramu 
podava podrobnejsi regionalni inform ace 0 tomto jevu po jednotlivych obdobich a jejich 
souhrn. 
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Druhou uroveii predstavuje detailni rozpracovani metodiky analyzy dlouhodobych 
zmlm struktury ploch v okrese Semily. Serie kartogramu podava informace 0 vyvoji roz
lohy jednotlivych ploch v letech 1845 - 1948 - 1990 - 1995, 0 vyvoji celkove struktury 
a dalsich statickych i dynamickych charakteristik za tzv. zakladni uzemni jednotky. 
Zakladni uzemni jednotky predstavuji srovnatelne jednotky z hlediska nemenne celkove 
rozlohy ve vsech sledovanych letech. Jsou to bud' jednotliva katastralni uzemi, ci spo
jene dye a vice puvodnich katastralnich uzemi (mezi nimiz doalo k vymane casti ploch, 
ktere neni mozne zjistit) z duvodu srovnatelnosti. Tato ukazka na pfiklade jednoho 
okresu predstavuje nejen analyzu vyvoje struktury ploch daneho uzemi pod Ie zaklad
nich uzemnich jednotek, ale naznacuje airokou skalu moznosti vyuziti teto datove za
kladny k podrobnym mikro- a mezoregionalnim analyzam. Resitelsky kolektiv pred
staveneho projektu pracuje na zpracovani daJaich okresu CR s perspektivou zpracovani 
a vyhodnoceni vyvojovych tendenci v cele CR. Prava tlmto zpusobem chceme vyuzit 
zcela ojedineIe zakladny dat v CR a pripojit se k projektu Land Use/Cover Change -
LUCC. Ten byl schvalen Mezinarodni Geografickou unii jako vYznamny mezioborovy 
projekt v roce 1995. 

Obr. 1 - Vyvoj prumerneho rocniho indexu zmeny struktury ploch v letech 1845 - 1990 
v Ceske republice. Osa x - roky; osa y - prumerny rocni index zmeny. 

Obr. 2 - Prirozene krajiny (rok 1900) a vyrobni zemedelske oblasti (rok 1930). 1 - hranice 
oblasti; 2 - hranice krajin; 3 - krajiny; 4 - oblast repafska; 5 - oblast obilnafska; 6 -
oblast obilnarsko-bramborafska; 7 - oblast picninai'ska. Pramen: Novak, V. a kol., 
1925. 

Obr. 3 - Index zmeny struktury ploch Cech v letech 1860 - 1896 podle soudnich okresu 
(f=218) 

Obr. 4 - Index zmen struktury ploch mezi lety 1961- 1970 (podle okresu CR; f=76) 
Obr. 5 - Index zmen struktury ploch mezi lety 1970 - 1980 (podle okresu ¢R; f=76) 
Obr. 6 - Index zmen struktury ploch mezi lety 1980 - 1990 (podle okresu CR; f=76) 
Obr. 7 - Index zmen struktury ploch mezi lety 1990 - 1995 (podle okresu CR; f=76) 
Obr. 8 - Souhrn zmen struktury ploch za ctyfi sledovana obdobi podle souctu poiadi okresu 

v jednotlivych letech (f=76) 
Obr. 9 - Produkcni schopnost pudy v bodech (vuci nejurodnejsim pudam vCR; okres 

Semily) 
Obr. 10 - Index zmeny v okrese Semily: a) 1845 - 1948, b) 1948 - 1990, c) 1990 - 1995 
Obr. 11- Indexy rozlohy vybranych kategorii vyuziti ploch podle katastralnich uzemi okre

su Semily v obdobi 1990 - 1995: a) trvaIe travni porosty, b) orna puda, c) zemedelsky 
pudni fond 

Obr. 12 - Koeficient ekologicke stability v okrese Semily: a) 1845, b) 1948, c) 1990, d) 1995 

(Authors are with Dpt. of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science, 
Charles University, Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2.) 
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CZECH AGRICULTURE IN TRANSITION 

J. Pta c e k: Czech Agriculture in Transition. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 101, 2, pp. 110 
- 127 (1996). - The article deals with the transition and transformation of Czech agricul
ture. The character of post-1990 systemic changes is defined. Chief goals of the state agri
cultural policy are described as well as the impacts of radical economic reform on the agri
cultural production. The following processes are analysed: 1) Restitution - return of prop
erty to the original owners or to their heirs; 2) Transformation - property transfer from the 
cooperatives to private subjects (individuals and companies); 3) Privatization - denational
ization and privatization of the former state farms. The last chapter focuses on the privati
zation ofZihle State Farm (West Bohemia) as a detailed case study. 
KEY WORDS: agriculture in the Czech republic - transition - cooperative - state farm. 

1. Introduction 

Czech Republic has come to existence on January 1, 1993 after the dissolu
tion of former Czechoslovakia. Its total area is 78, 900 km2; agricultural land 
occupies 42,800 km2, arable land 31, 600 km2. Thus, the share of arable land 
on agricultural land (73.77 %) is by European standards relatively high. 
Forests (26, 300 km2), lakes and other water areas (16,000 km2) have a sub
stantial economic significance, too. 

Rolling, undulating highlands and uplands form the most common land
scape type. Climate is moderately warm with prevailing subcontinental char
acter. Continental climatic features rise in importance with increasing dis
tance from the ocean, from west to east. Annual precipitation varies between 
500 and 750 mm; altitudes are between 140 m (in lowlands) and 1, 600 m in 
the mountains. 

Czech agriculture has much worse conditions - regarding climate, soils, 
and landscapes - than most West European countries. Western Europe en
joys maritime climate, moderate temperature range, higher humidity, and 
longer vegetative season. Moreover, some 10,000 km2 of Czech agricultural 
land occurres in areas with specific conditions: in National Parks, Protected 
Landscape Areas, in regions with special protection of surface and under
ground water, and also in heavilly polluted areas. 

Czech agriculture concentrates on typical products of the mild climatic 
zone. Cereals are grown on almost one half of all arable land (mostly wheat 
and barley). Rape seed and fodders are important, t.oo. Livestock production 
focuses on dairy farming, cattle, pigs, and poultry. 

Agricultural policy before 1989 was mostly concerned with self-sufficiency in products of 
mild climatic zone. Low and fixed food prices were kept, and incomes in the agricultural 
sector were equally distributed. In practical terms only two ownership types existed (coop
erative and state one) and land was managed by two different bodies: by cooperative farms 
and state farms. Private farming was negligible. 
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Fig. 1 - Czech agricultural regions . Regions : A - maize growing, B - sugar beet growing, C -
potato growing, D - hilly regions. Fifty years ago Bohemia and Moravia have been divided 
to four basic agricultural regions typified by characteristic - though not the most wide
spread - crops. The division is based on the land fertility. Following agricultural regions 
were delimited: A - maize regions . These are the parts of Southern Moravia warm enough 
for maize to get ripe . B - sugar beet regions. Flat and warm areas not included in A where 
sugar beet is grown for sugar. The most fertile region of all. C - potato regions . Highlands 
and uplands prevail ; it covers the largest part of the Czech Republic. D - hilly regions where 
mostly fodders and forage are produced . High share of meadows and pastures is typical. 
More recent agricultal regionalization based on the pedological research has been carried 
out in the 1960. The above mentioned agricultural regions, however, are still much in use. 
Map and commentary: Antonin Gotz 

Political changes in the end of 1989 have started the process of transition of 
Czechoslovak (Czech) economy from the centrally planned system towards a market one 
which should secure a long-term economic prosperity . 

The fundamental Scenario of Economic Reform has been approved in 1990. Its ultimate 
aim is the reintroduction of market economy and includes the following systemic changes: 

- privatization of most stately owned establishments in the field of industry, services, 
agriculture, and in other branches; 

- liberalization of retail and production prices; 
- internal convertibility of Czechoslovak currency (regarding financial flows on current 

accounts); 
- liberalization of external economic relations . 
Radical economic reform, shift towards market economy and, first of all, denationaliza

tion and privatization has pushed stately owned business into quite different economic 

Table 1 - Agricultural businesses in the Czech RepUblic 

number average holding % of agric. I. 
(hectares) in Czechia 

Private Farmers 3,205 4 0.4 
Cooperatives 1.024 2,561 61.4 
State Farms 174 6,261 25 .3 
Other Companies 12.9 
Total 100.0 

Source: Zpniva 0 stavu ceskeho zemedelstvi 1994 <Report on the State of Czech Agriculture 
1994) 
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conditions. Under the old regime, business abilities of all kinds including enterprising it
self were supressed and ordinary, unimaginative solutions were limited. Alternative ways 
that could solve problems were not welcomed . Suddenly, all this has changed: market com
petition began to play an important role. The influx of foreign investments and competition 
of foreign firms accelerate the process . 

It will take a lot of time till market conditions will fully be adopted . Large companies 
that have so far been doing "business" on socialist principles facing no real competition find 
the shift towards market conditions exceptionally difficult in all economic branches. 

Agricultural transformation is especially important due to specific condi
tions that include ownership relations, low investment. turn-over and high 
number of agricultural establishments that often have multi-sectoral charac
ter. 

Agricultural policy is the key factor in the process of transition that should 
be viewed from many different perspectives. These include legislation, pro
duction, economic relations (markets, prices, subsidies, exports), social con
cerns (employment, stabilization of settlement structure in the country), or
ganization, and environmental concerns (landscape protection). 

The new agricultural policy sets long-term and short-term targets. 
SystemiC change of the whole agricult.ural sector and rapid transition were 
among the short-term aims. The process of transition should result in: 

- establishing of new privat.e farms under the condition of settled owner
ship rights (regarding land and agricultural property); 

- higher efficiency, competitiveness, and market orientation; 
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Fig. 2 - Agriculture in transition : agricultural land owned by private farmers, transformed 
cooperatives, and privatized state farms (percentage of total agricultural land, January 1, 
1994). The map shows the share of land that already has been privatized (or, in case of co
operatives, transferred to companies). At the national level this share amounts to 96 %. 
The rest is state property: residual state farms, school farms, and military farms. 
Transformed types of land ownership prevail in all Czech regions with the exception of 
North-West Bohemia where the process of transition has been slower due to devastated 
landscapes and complicated restitution claims. Similar situation resulting from unfinished 
restitutions is in the Prague's environs . 
Map and commentary: Antonin Gotz 
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- securing of stable market conditions; 
- improvement of agricultural techniques; 
- regional patterns of agricultural production that would reflect natural 

and market conditions. 
Long-term targets have been focused on securing of market orientation, ef

ficiency, and international competitiveness. There are also other priorities: 
minimization of harmful environmental influences, sustainable development, 
protection of natural sources, and quality improvements. It has also been 
stated that agricultural production should retain positive impacts on the en
vironment. 

Czech agriculture has been significantly reduced during the transition 
process. Introduction of market prices has resulted in much lower domestic 
demand for food. Exports were reduced, too, since some traditional markets 
were lost, mostly in Eastern Europe. All this caused a decisive pressure that 
led to basic structural changes. These should include adaptation of Czech 
agriculture to current domestic needs and to international markets. 
Agricultural employment has been reduced by one half; on the other hand, 
labour efficiency has increased. 

The share of agriculture on the national economy in between 1989 and 
1994 has decreased by 50 % to just 3 % of GDP. Agricultural employment has 
gone down from 9.4 % (1989) to 5.1 % (1994). Labour force have moved to oth
er economic branches. Many of these former "farmers", however, were not 
true agricultural employees: they were engaged - in the framework of cooper
ative and state farms - as drivers, builders, mechanicians, etc. and often had 
better working conditions there than industrial plants, transport or building 
firms could offer. 

Gross agricultural production of 1994 has amounted just 72.2 % of the 
1989 figure. Consumption has decreased dramatically, too: in case of beef and 
milk by some one third. 

Changes in ownership and legal relations are among the key aims of the 
agricultural reform. The folloWing processes are included: 

1) Restitutions - return of the nationalized property to original owners or 
their heirs; 

2) Transformation - transfer of cooperative property to private owners (in
dividuals and companies); 

3) Privatization - denationalizatin and privatization of state farms property. 

2. Restitutions 

Restoration of standard ownership relations belongs to the most pressing 
problems in the Czech Republic. The restitution process has two main goals: 
it should compensate - at least partly - past property injuries, and it trans
fers ownership rights to individual persons. Since the very beginning of the 
economic transition, restitutions have been viewed as the fastest way how to 
transfer property in general to individual owners. Great problems emerged, 
however, in the case of agricultural property, mostly due to the large amount 
of restituted property and high number of individual claims. 

Both movable and immovable properties nationalized after February 1948 
became subject to the Restitution Acts. The Act No. 229/1991 is of greatest 
importance for agriculture since it deals with ownership of land and other 
agricultural property. It came into action on·June 24, 1991. 
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The idea behind this Act was to compensate some property injuries that 
concerned previous owners of agricultural and forest property between 1948 
and 1989. The Act also should improve cultivation of agricultural land and 
forests in line with the desirable economic development of rural regions. 
Environmental concerns are taken into account, too. 

The Land Act consists of four parts. First, the scope of this Act, ownership rights, and 
users rights concerning the land and products grown on it are determined. Second, it speci
fies individuals and companies subject to this Act, legal instruments necessary for restitu
tion claims, plots that can not be restituted, legal deadlines, and compensations for build
ings, permanent cultures, and plots that can not be physically restituted . The third part 
determines the activity of the Privatization Fund. The Part Four then enacts special, tem
porary, and final regulations concerning compensations for farm stock (animals and equip
ment) and permanent cultures. Legal rights of owners of buildings and plots are specified, 
as well as the relations towards church land . The last article concerns the past land re
forms. Free of charge use of private land has been abolished . 

The restitution deadline for immovable properties was first set to December 31, 1992. It 
has later been extended by one month. 

Restitution claims concerning immovable properties - land, residential 
and non-residential buildings directly related to former estates including 
built-up plots, outbuildings and structures necessary agricultural production, 
forestry, and water management - could have been raised by entitled sub
jects at the Land Office . Liable subjects (holders of the respective property) 
were asked to return it. 
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Fig. 3 - Restitution in agriculture : restitution claims and property equilibrium (percentage of 
satisfied claims in financial terms, January 1, 1994). Restitution of property has been the 
most problematic matter in agriculture after 1989. The property relations have been bal
anced quite fast over the past few years; 57.8 % of all claims were satisfied by January 1, 
1995. The map reflects the situation one year earlier . Restitution claims are being satisfied 
rather quickly in the inland. Restitution of agricultural property goes more slowly in the 
frontier (and also in Prague and other big cities) due to difficulties with justifying the claims. 
Map and commentary:Antonin Gbtz 
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Entitled and liable subjects then concluded an agreement concerning the 
physical property transfer. This had to be officially sanctioned by the Land 
Office. 

It was necessary to identify landowners and owners of other immovable 
properties as well as legal rights to land and its use, and related regula
tions. 

Historically, Bohemia and Moravia have always had an elaborated system of land 
records. So called land sheets have existed since the 13th century; the more complex land 
books came into existence under Maria Theresa. Detailed cadastral mapping has been car
ried out between 1823 and 1845 (scale 1:2,880), together with records of immovable proper
ty. All these records were mostly aimed to protect legal ownership rights. 

Until 1951, ownership rights and other rights concerning immovable property became 
enforceable only after their registration in land books. All contracts on transfer of immov
able property must have been legally sanctioned by a court oflaw. The state and transfers 
of immovable properties (including maps and legal documents> were recorded by Cadastral 
Office. In this way, recorded and real state of ownership relations were in good harmony. 
This principle, however, was abandoned in 1951 when the new Civic Law has become en
forceable. Since 1951 written records concerning immovable property were not incumbent 
any more. 

Collectivization brought radical changes: land was partly nationalized and partly trans
ferred to the hands of "socialist organizations". Cadastral Office was in the late 1950 re
placed by the so called Unified Land Records - documentation based on the right of use in
stead of ownership rights. 

Next legal change came in 1964. Again, it mostly dealt with the right of use. Land 
records became enforceable on the base of legal agreements and documents issued by 
courts, national committees, notaries, and other bodies. These records were mostly intend
ed to serve for planning purposes in agriculture, for statistics related to agricultural and 
forest land, and for socialist organizations. 

January 1, 1993 brought fundamental changes in the field of ownership 
and other rights concerning immovable properties. The previous system has 
been abolished and cadastral records have been reinstalled. Local Cadastral 
Offices came into existence. Renewal of cadastral maps and physical delimi
tation of plot boundaries are important problems now since landscape char
acter has changed a lot and trigonometrical points largely disappeared. 
Socialist agriculture amalgamated plots into large units; the Communist ide
ology abolished the principle of land prices. 

The chance to acquire land is of great importance for potential new private 
farmers. The extent of land that would stay in state hands after restitutions, 
however, can hardly be judged. Many problems remain unsolved, e.g. restitu
tion of church land. It is estimated that 300,000-400,000 hectares of land will 
be used as a compensation for plots that are claimed but can not be legally 
restituted. 

The Land Act concerns also compensations for farm stock (animals and eqUipment) and 
for store belonging to the original owner that became part of the cooperative property or 
was commandeered. In such cases, however, agricultural production must be secured. The 
legal subject or its successor that had acquired the property is responsible for these com
pensations. 

In case it can not be proved that farm stock or store have been commandeered or be
came cooperative property between February 25, 1948 and January 1, 1990 and if its cur
rent value can not be fixed, the following compensations for 1 hectare of agricultural land 
are used: 1 large livestock unit (animals), 8,500 CZK (fodder, forage, and litter), 1,700 CZK 
(seed). or 10 tons (manure). The following formula sets compensations for the comman
deered equipment: C = Max (A xha + Atx ha2). Cn is the total sum; Ma value of 1 hectare in 
the respective case; Ao' At coeffi'cients. and ha means number of hectares claimed. 
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Altogether 232,856 restitution claims were raised in agriculture. Thus, the 
area which is being transferrd to the original owners, equals one sixth of the 
Czech territory. 

All compensations come from the state property. The commandeered proper
ty is either physically returned or, in case it does not exist any more, property 
of equal value is offered. Financial compensations amounted maximally 10,000 
CZK; shares of the Restitution Investment Fund can compensate the rest. 

The restitution process was slow at the very beginning, partly due to the 
complexity of claims and due to the limited capacity of Cadastral Offices. 
58 % of claims were executed by the end of 1994, and some 95 % by the end of 
1995. 

3. Transition of Cooperative Farms 

Private farming has been much suppressed since 1949 and gradually re
placed by collective ownership. Following the Soviet patterns, cooperative 
farms were forcibly coming into existence. Almost each village had its cooper
ative by the end of 1950s. Later, the number of cooperative farms decreased 
since many were amalgamated and the average acreage rose. 

Cooperative farms did not own any large amount of state property. Their 
transition is based on the Act No. 42/1992 (Act on ownership relations and 
property transfers in cooperatives). This Act is intended to secure principles 
of democracy, equal rights, and voluntariness and to enable cooperatives to 
function under market conditions. Based on this Act, cooperatives were oblig
ed to return the property to entitled subjects and new landowners can freely 
decide how to manage their land. 

The transition itself consisted of two parts: 
1) execution of ownership claims; 
2) transition of cooperatives into other legal subjects. 
Ownership claims concerned the private property (mostly land) and also 

the division of cooperative property. In theory, land has never become cooper
ative property and legally remained in private hands - though theoretical 
"owners" could not manage it. 

Apart from land also other private agricultural property (namely animals, 
machines, and various stock) forcibly became part of cooperatives when these 
were founded. Again, also this property remained in theory in private hands. 
Distribution of the cooperative property accumulated over the collective era, 
however, proved to be a difficult task. After having been audited, this proper
ty was divided to follOWing parts: 

1) 50 % was transferred to landowners (according to acreage); 
2) 30 % was transferred to the original owners according to the amount of 

other property that became part of the cooperative; 
3) 20 % was transferred to cooperative members according to how long do 

they work in it. 
Cooperative farms were then transformed into alternative legal subjects, 

e.g. stock companies or new owners' cooperatives. Until January 28, 1992 all 
owners must have decided how to manage their land and other agricultural 
property in future. Such propert.y could be: 

a) rented to t.he transformed cooperatives; 
b) managed on private base, either by oneself or by renting to other private 

farmers. 
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Fig. 4 - Cooperatives in transition: share of agricultural land owned by transformed coop
eratives (in percents, January 1, 1994). The former Soviet kolkhoz-type collective farms 
have been transformed to various types of companies and businesses since 1990. Former 
collective farms became owners' cooperatives, share companies, trade companies, and other 
types of establishments . Collective farms were legally obliged to return the land claimed by 
former owners . The map shows the share of agricultural land managed by the transformed 
(privatized) cooperatives . This share is low in areas where state farms prevailed under 
Communism, i.e . in North-West Bohemia and in North Moravia. On the contrary, trans
formed cooperatives dominate in the traditional inland agricultural regions (Hana 
Lowland in Moravia, northern part of South Bohemia, and North-East Bohemia). 
Map and commentary: Antonin GOtz 

The case b), however, included many problems. Plot boundaries had to be 
precisely delimited and the land fragmentation, accessibility, etc. must have 
been taken into account.. It was often difficult to justly divide animals, stock, 
machines, etc. with respect to their further use. 

Most of former cooperative members, however, entered the transformed co
operative farms. 

There were 1,199 cooperatives with average size of 2,132 hectares before 
the transition process started. 1,679 new legal subjects (average acreage 
1,357 ha) came into being when transformation was finished: owners' cooper
atives, share companies, limited companies. By the end of 1994, the number 
of cooperatives has increased by 40 % since many were subdivided into small
er units and the average size dropped to almost one half from 2,500 hectares 
to 1,430 hectares (as to December 31, 1994). 

Unlike most developed countries where private farming dominates, in the 
Czech Republic cooperative farms have so far retained its leading position. 

Cooperatives themselves, however, will undergo Significant changes. Their 
future role is viewed by different people from different perspectives: some 
beleive that cooperatives will retain their current dominant position forever, 
others presume that there is no place for such units in future Czech agricul
ture. Divila (1994) outlines various possible scenarios of cooperative future. 
He suggests restructuring and division of cooperatives into small, economi-
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cally viable units. Adaptation to market conditions is inevitable. Such inter
nal economic transition must be supported by the transition of legal, owner
ship, and business relations. In a sense, it would be a specific kind of internal 
privatization in the cooperative framework. 

Such privatization would bring direct responsibilities and more features of 
real enterprising. It might be the first step towards sustain ability of small 
businesses. Cooperatives would be fragmented into smaller farms; new trade 
activities would emerge. Some cooperatives would cease to exist, other would 
be transformed into specific establishments securing access to markets, tech-

. nical background, etc. for private farmers. 

4. State farms 

State farms were established in 1949. They were given the land belonging 
to the organization named Czechoslovak State Forests and Farms. On 
January 1, 1949 state farms managed 146,476 hectares (1,9 %) of all agricul
turalland. This initial extent, however, increased fast since state farms were 
gradually granted properties subjected to the 1st and 2nd land reform, estate 
and church properties, uncultivated land in the frontier, properties of the for
mer provincial national committees and mountainous pasture cooperatives, 
etc. Later, state farms acquired also some commandeered private properties 
and the land of economically weak cooperatives, mainly in hilly and moun
tainous parts of the country. State farms managed 25.4 % of Czech agricul
tural land in early 1990. 

Denationalization and privatization of state farms under the conditions of 
economic transition is a troublesome task. . 

Most state farms are located in hilly and mountainous regions along the 
Czech border and also in basins. Having rather low economic efficiency on 
one hand, state farms on the other hand offer jobs that are often scarce in 
such regions and they are key elements in the settlement network and local 
in frastructure. 

Based on the Act No. 9211991 dealing with transfers of state property to other legal sub
jects, privatization of state farms is part of the big privatization concept. FolloWing meth
ods are used: 

a) sale by public competitions; 
b) sale to a designated owner (including preferential sales of property parts in the resti

tution framework); 
c) establishing of commercial companies (especially share companies) in the framework 

of coupon privatization; 
d) sale by auctions; 
e) free property transfer, namely to municipalities. 
Some state farms or their parts temporary remain state property. 

The actual denationalization and privatization of state farms consists of 
the folloWing steps: 

1) properties subject to restitution laws are returned; 
2) ownership rights concerning land and agricultural property are clarified 

on the base of the Land Act; 
3) privatization project must be carried out and approved 
4) state property is legally transferred to the National Property Fund or to 

the Land Fund; 
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Table 2 - Privatization of state farms and similar establishments managing land (by 
December 31, 1993) 

Establishments involved 
Submitted projects 
Approved establishments 
Approved projects 
No. of projects to be realized through the Land Fund 
Property value (mil. CZK) 
- restituted property, compensations 
- property legally attached to the lando, country roads 
- property to be privatized 
Property value (approved projects only) 
Percentage of privatization2) 

!) reclaimed land and permanent cultures (including constructions) 
2) percentage of property approved for privatization v 

316 
1,414 

109 
132 
58 

47.819 
21,169 
7,990 

18,660 
8,018 

43 

Source: Zakladni principy zemediHske politiky vlady CR do roku 1995 a na daUIi obdohl: 
(~asic Principles of the Czec:.h Agricultural Policy By 1995 and in the Following Period), 
Udaje pozemkoveho fondu CR - pocet projektu k realizaci (Czech Land Fund Data -
Projects To Be Realized). 

5) part of the property is rented; 
6) the whole property or its part is sold by auction or sold to a designated 

owner. The property is transferred into the form of a share company; 
7) the property is transferred for free to municipalities or social funds. 
Privatization of state farms has been laregely influenced by the scope of 

restitutions. Legal comminUments stemming from restitutions much slowed 
the privatization process. 

Different timing of restitution and privatization processes in the period 
1991 - 1994 proved to be the greatest problem. Some one half of state farms 
properties will come to private hands through restitutions and legal compen
sations. 

Privatization of state farms must include privatization project based on 
specific rules. It is subject to approval. Such project should consist of precise 
definition of the respective property, way of acquirement, value, way of trans
fer of the privatized property including responses to claims of liable subjects. 
In case of a trade company the procejt must specify its legal form. If state 
property is sold, the project must include also the kind of sale, price, instal
ments, timing, and purpose. 

Any privatization project must concern all legal kinds of property. These 
are as follows: 

- property subject to restitution laws; 
- legally unspecified property; 
- church property (so far it can not be privatized); 
- state property that can not be privatized because of indirect restitution 

claims; 
- state property subject to privatization. 
316 state farms have entered the privatization process. 

Since the restitution process has not been finished yet, many problems emerged. It has 
been decided that state farms property can be rented before it would be finally privatized. 
State property subject to restitution that yet has not been transferred and property that 
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yet has not been passed to the holder of privatization project has been rented according to 
the following preferences: 

1) persons or parties claiming restitution of the respective property 
2) authors of the privatization project; 
3) hitherto users; 
4) private farmers; 
5) local residents; 
6) other persons or parties interested. 
As soon as the restitution process is finished, it is generally expected that renters would 

become owners of the rented property (including land). 

The method of payment is the key aspect of the decision-making process if 
the state farm property is sold. First, all financial commitments (regarded as 
part of the overall cost) related to the privatized property must be accepted 
by the new owner. The rest then can be paid in various ways. If the money 
are paid in full not later than 60 days after signing of the contract, only 43 % 
of the value signed is required. The payment can also be based on interest
free instalments over the period of up to 20 years; in such case one must pay 
the full value. 

Privatization of state farms was much delayed at the beginning of 1994. 
The process, however, was later accellareted and 95 % of privatization plans 
have been approved by the end of 1994. The privatization itself is currently 
in action. Two thirds of state farms will be sold. Most new owners have the 
legal form of limited companies (33 %). Some 5,700 rather large units (aver
age acreage over 100 hectares) would come into being. 

5. Private Farmers 

State farms are legally owned by individuals (not by companies). The num
ber of private farms has been constantly increasing and it exceeded 60,000 in 
the end of 1994. The average size is 16 hectares. Only 1,100 private farms, 
however, own more than 100 hectares of land. These large private farms are 
already an important competitive factor on the market. 

Many new landowners - former cooperative farmers or people that did not 
work on the land any more - use just a small part of the returned land for 
private farming. Many became part-time farmers. The rest of the returned 
land has often been rented to the former users or to private farmers who 
want to expand their acreage. 

The share of private farming on agricultural production has not risen dra
matically. Among the important reasons of this are the following facts: 

1) The acreage acquired by private farmers is usually well below the eco
nomically viable minimum for farming under market conditions. To increase 
the size, most private farmers have to rent land from landowners that are not 
interested in farming. 

2) The property of former cooperatives and state farms mostly consisted of 
large stables and machines for large scale production. 

3) Cooperatives often lack finances to pay for the property of entitled sub
jects. 

4) Macro-economic conditions in agriculture are generally poor (low sales, 
price structure, etc.). 

5) Inevitable renewal of farm buildings is costly. 
6) No information system and no consultang bodies exist. 
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Fig. 5 - Private farmers : share of agricultural land owned by private farmers (January 1, 
1994). The share of agricultural land owned by private farmers has been in 1995 estimated 
to amount to ca. 23 % . No surprise that many private farmers are found in the Prague's en
virons where land is fertile and demand for agricultural products high. West Bohemia and 
part of North Bohemia also show high share of private farmers. On the contrary, there is a 
relatively little interest in private farming in the Moravian agricultural regions (Hana 
Lowland). 

Map and commentary: Antonin Gotz 

Table 3 - Czech agricultural business (December 31,1994) 

Type of business Number Acreage Average 
(agricultural land) acreage 

ha (,000) % ha 

Businesses transformed 
from cooperatives and state farms 2,767 3,143 73.4 1,135 .9 
Private farmers (total) 60,666 993 23 .2 16.4 
- p.f. with more than 1 ha 27,402 971 11 22.7 1) 35.41) 

Private businesses total 63,433 4,136 96 .6 65 .2 
Private businesses with 30,169 4,114 96.1 136.4 
more than 1 ha 
Other (residual state farms, 
school farms, military land, etc.) 345 145 3.4 420.3 
Total 63,778 4,28 100.0 67 .1 

!)Estimated figure 

7) It is psychologically difficult for many potential private farmers to start 
the business. 

8) Interpersonal relations in the country are not ideal. 
Much of the former state and cooperative land has been transferred to new 

landowners before the end of 1994. This concerned 16 % of all Czech agricul-
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turalland. In 90 % of cases less than 10 hectares were transferred. This fact 
well reflects the scattered land tenure in 1948. 

Restitution of this scattered tenure, however, did not bring typical prob
lems of small scale farming. 63,778 agricultural businesses with average size 
of 67.1 hectares existed in the end of 1994. 

Individual businesses and private firms that came into being as a result of 
transformation and privatization and own more than 1 hectare of land ac
count for 96.1 % of agricultural land in the Czech RepUblic. The average size 
is 136.4 hectares. The share of private farmers with more than 1 hectare is 
22.7 % (average acreage 35.4 hectares). 

6. Privatization of the Zihle State Farm: Some Practical Aspects 

The state farm in Zihle (district Plzen-North, West Bohemia) owned 4,937 
hectares of agricultural land in the beginning of 1990. Out of this figure, 
arable land covered 4,169 hectares. As a result of restitution, the acreage has 
decreased in between 1991 and 1993 to 2,899 hectares of agricultural land 
and 2,453 hectares of arable land. (Figures as of December 31,1993). 

Zihle is located in a potato country with altitudes ranging between 400 and 
620 m. It is a varied, largely wooded landscape. The annual precipitations 
are around 500 mm, average temperature 7.5 °c. 

The first step towards the transformation has been the response to restitution claims. 
The following property transfers occurred: 

1) Land - all plots used by the state farm until June 24, 1991 (the date when the respec
tive Act became enforceable) must be returned if legally claimed. 

2) Buildings - all buildings used by the state farm until June 24, 1991, must be re
turned if legally claimed with no respect to past transfers among agricultural and other or
ganizations. 

3) Farm stock, animals, and equipment - the organization which took the property or its 
legal successor is responsible for compensations (Article 20). 

Altogether 270 restitution claims concerning land, 53 claims for buildings, 
and 168 claims regarding compensations for farm stock, animals, and equip
ment have been raised by March 31, 1993. The original restitution deadline 
has been several times postponed. 68.59 % of all claims were satisfied by 
December 31, 1993. The property transferred (excluding land) amounted to 
71.6 million CZK. 

Based on the governmental proclamation specifying the list of companies 
to be privatized, the Zihle State Farm has become part of the second privati
zation wave. 

The basic privatization project of the Zihle State Farm (June 1992) com
bined all privatization methods. The property that should have been priva
tized amounted to 342,320,000 CZK. It was divided into following parts: 

1) Restitution claims (including reserve) 110,532,000 CZK 
2) Property remaining in state hands 9,891,000 CZK 
3) Property unsuitable for enterprising 1,667,000 CZK 
4) Privatization by direct sales 8,587,000 CZK 
5) Privatization by auctions 124,000 CZK 
6) Privatization based on public competition 497,000 CZK 
10 other privatization projects concerning parts of the property have been 

compiled by the legal deadline. 
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The way how the Zihle State Farm should be privatized has been dis
cussed at the Czech Ministry of Agriculture in summer 1992. 

The property of Mladotice Department was transferred to the newly estab
lished owners' cooperative Mladotice on November 1, 1992. The cooperative 
manages the property of 74 entitled subjects from Mladotice, Chrastovice, 
Cerna Hat, and Straziste. Restitution claims concerning land, farm stock, an
imals, and equipment amounted to 21,369,000 CZK and were satisfied on the 
base of the Land Act. Restitution claims concerning buildings and movable 
properties were compensated at the base of accounting values. 

Renting of the state farm properties to individuals and companies was a hot issue at the 
beginning of 1993. After negotiations with the Czech Land Fund, parts of the Zihle State 
Farm property that were not included in the basic privatization project have been rented. 
This was the case of pastures at Tis u Blatna (including l~nd), Novy Dviir Farm (including 
land), and of building yard and concrete factory i~ Velka Cerna Hat. 

In the course of 1993, privatization of the Zihle State Farm was discussed at the 
Ministry of State Property and Its Privatization. Czech government session of September 
22, 1993 discussed the same issue, too. The basic privatization project has been approved 
as was the partial privatization project concerning the production of fodders and forage in 
Zihle. Other privatization projects were not approved. 

Property of the newly established share company (Zihle Estate, Ltd.) is 
valued at 188,000,000 CZK. 60 % of shares are coupon shares, 35 % to be sold 
in public competition, 3 % belong to the restitution fund, 1 % to the invest
ment fund, and 1 % are employees shares. 

The privatization project is manag,ed by the Czech Lan~ Fund. It has es
tabJished the share company named Zihelsky statek, a.s. (Zihle Farm) based 
in Zihle. 

This share company took full responsibility for all debts, claims, and cred
its on December 31, 1993. 

The company focuses on livestock production, mainly on pig breeding. 
Improvement and selection of the breed is of great importance. The piebald 
Pfestice breed, white thoroughbred, and landrace breed are most common. 
The company has its own insemination centre, fattening station, and slaugh
ter section. Beef breeding and dairy farming are important, too. 

Corn (grown on 55.1 % ofland), pulses (1.3 %), oil-seed (5.1 %), and fodders 
and forage on arable land (38.5 %) are among the leading cultivated plants. 

Table 4 - Ownership of agricultural land in the former Zihle State Farm (October 1995) 

number acreage 

1) Owners' cooperative Mladotice 865 ha 
2) Private farmers - landowners 23 434 ha 

less than 2 ha 8 5 ha 
2 -5 ha 1 4 ha 
5 -10 ha 6 50 ha 
10 - 20 ha 2 21 ha 
20 - 50 ha 4 104 ha 
more than 50 ha 2 250 ha 

3) Private farmers - renters 739 ha 
4) Zihle State Farm 18 ha 
5) Zihle Estate, Ltd. 2,881 ha 
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The company also performs other activities such as transport, repairs, 
building, drying, trade, groats processing, and housing. 

The so called residual state company manages apartments, temporary 
rented property, and the property that is gradually transferred to entitled 
subjects in the restitution framework. There is no material production. 

Table 4 shows how the agricultural land has ~een managed in the begin
ning of October, 1995. In early 1991, the former Zihle State Farm cultivated 
4,937 hectares of agricultural land. 

6. Conclusions 

Successful economic transformation and privatization are conditioned by 
many aspects. Restitution of owners' rights, return or compensation for con
fiscated property, transformation of cooperatives and privatization of state 
farms are among the most important ones. Privatization itself should not be 
focused just on rapid ownership changes but it should rather introduce mar
ket conditions and encourage real enterprising. The legal system allows vari
ous privatization methods and forms that are applied according to specific 
conditions of the privatized company. 

New owners have to prove that they are qualified for successful agricultur
al enterprising under market conditions. It is very important for each new 
firm to establish a sound organizational structure. The size of farm, coopera
tive, or trade company must also conform to local conditions. These are main 
preconditions for generating profit. 

The initial sucess largely depends on the behaviour of new owners and on 
the character of business relations. There are, however, also other aspects 
that much depend on the state. The state creates the overall economic envi
ronment including basic legal regulations and control functions. 

The relatively low profitability of agricultural businesses has much influ
enced transformation, privatization, and restructuring. This disparity - com
pared to other economic branches - Significantly hampers viable agricultural 
enterprising. In general, agricultural funds bring less profit. 

To remove the above mentioned disparity, a complex of provisions must be 
put into action. These should be guaranteed by the state as part of the state 
rural programme. The provisions should include: 

- tax reliefs; 
- provisions of the Market Regulation Fund; 
- agricultural subsidies; 
- activities of the Support and Guarantee Agricultural and Forest Fund. 

This fund secures loans and partly subsidizes interest payments to make 
loans accessible for farmers. 

Supply of agricultural products in general exceeds demand and overpro
duction is an important problem, too. It might be partly solved by levying 
quotas on certain commodities, or by increased exports. The agricultural 
market is influenced by the activities of the State Fund for Market 
Regulation in Agriculture. The Fund has the following tasks: 

a) It purchases agricultural surpluses, stores them and in case of need ex
ports them. Purchasing prices must not fall below a certain level ("guaran
teed prices"). 

b) When increased demand can not be supplied at the market, the Fund 
sells the stored products and organizes imports if necessary. 
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Though the land tenure is rather scattered now, Czech agriculture is by 
European standards dominated by large production units. If these relatively 
large cooperatives and farms are managed efficiently, it might bring advan
tageous results at both national and international levels since Czech farmers 
are soon supposed to face the enlargement of European Union. 

Market conditions will inevitably bring further horizontal and vertical in
tegrations. Closer links between the agricultural production itself and pro
cessing branches are expected. 

Four basic types of Czech agricultural businesses are supposed to exist in 
future: 

1) Small private farms focused on subsistent agriculture. These are impor
tant to keep psychological links with the land and to maintain the social 
structure in the countryside. The economic viability of these "family farms" 
will be much influenced by their location and by the further progress of eco
nomic transition. 

2) Small and medium private farms with market-oriented production. 
3) Owners' cooperatives established mostly on the base of transformed for

mer cooperatives. 
4) Trade companies (mostly share companies and limited companies). 
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Shrnuti 

TRANSFORMACE CESKEHO ZEMEDELSTvI 

Radik8.lni ekonomick8. reforma po zasadnich politickych zmenach z konce roku 1989 
probih8. i v ceskem zemedelstvi. Z kratkodobeho hIe disk a byla hlavnim cHem nove zemedel
ske politiky rychla transformace a zmena celeho agrarniho sektoru, ktera ma vest k: 

1. zakladani norych soukromych podniku na zaklade vyreseni majetkovych pray u pudy 
a jineho zemedelskeho majetku, 

2. zlepsovani rykonnosti konkurenceschopnosti a trzni orientace, 
3. vytvoreni stabilnejsich trznich podminek, 
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4. modernizaci zemildillskych technologii, 
5. dosafenf lepif regionalnf distribuce ryroby, ktera by odraiela jak prfrodnf, tak i trinf 

podmfnky. 
Dlouhodobymi C(ly jsou udiet zakladnf smilr trinf orientace, rykonnosti a mezinarodnf 

konkurenceschopnosti. Mezi dalif priority naleif trvaIa udriitelnost, minimalizace nega
tivnfch dopadu na iivotnf prostfedf, ochrana prfrody a zlepiovanf kvality ryrobku. 

Stiliejnim reformnfm zasahem je narovnanf majetkopravnich vztahu v zemildillstvL 
Jedna se 0 tfi procesy: 

1. Restituce 
2. Transformace 
3. Privatizace. 
Navrat k pi'irozenym majetkovym vztahum patfi k jednomu z nejviltiich problemu 

Ceske republiky. Prijaty princip restituc( zahrnoval uplne restituce vei§kereho majetku, 
nemovit8ho i movit8ho, vyvlastnilneho statem po unoru 1948. Veikere restitucni naroky 
byly a jsou uspokojovany ze statniho majetku. 

Vlastni proces transform ace zemedillskych druistev se sesUval z vypoflidani ma
jetkorych naroku a z vlastni transformace druistev na jine pravnicke osoby. 

Viltiina Clenu puvodnich zemedillskych druistev se rozhodla prijmout novou formu 
druistva. Na rozdil od dominantniho postaveni rodinnych farem v zemildillstvi vyspillych 
zemi budou hrat v zemMiIlske ryroM Ceske republiky nadale dominujici roli zemildillska 
druistva. Dojde viak k daliimu vyvoji zemildiHskych druistev. 

Vlastni proces odstatnilni a privatizace statnich statku probiha v tilchto krocich: 
1. navraceni majetku, ktery podleha restitucnim zakonum, 
2. ujasneni vlastnickych vztahu k pudil a zemedillskemu majetku, 
3. zpracovani privatizacniho projektu ajeho schvaleni, 
4. pr~vod majetku statu na Fond narodniho majetku ci na Pozemkovy fond za ueelem 

realizace schvaleneho projektu, 
5. pronajem casti majetku, 
6. ptimy prodej majetku nebo jeho casti ptedem urcene osoM, nebo na zaklade vetejne 

drdby ci vetejne souteie, ptevod majetku na pravni formu akciove spolecnosti, 
7. bezuplatny ptevod casti majetku na obce, socialni fondy. 
Postup privatizace statnich statku by) a je determinovan znacnym rozsahem restituci. 

Zavazky vuci opravnenym osobam se totii staly brzdou celeho procesujejich privatizace. 
V pruMhu transformacnich procesu ceskeho zemildeJstvi nedoilo k podstatnemu 

zryieni podilu rodinnych farem. Autor ve svem ptispevku rozebira hlavni pticiny. 
Posledni cast ptispevku je venovana praktickym aspektum privatizace Statniho statku 

Zihle, okres Plzed-sever (zapadni Cechy). 
Zaverem je konstatovano, ie ptes roztfistene vlastnictvi si ceske zemedillstvi podrzelo 

na evropskle rozmilry velkovyrobni strukturu hospodatenL D1ouhodoMjsi dusledky teto ve
likosti zemMiIlskych podniku, budou-li zpravovany efektivnil, mohou byt vyznamne nejen 
pro ceske zemildillstvi, ale i pro zemedil)stvi roziirene Evropske unie. Postupnil bude 
dochazet k horizonUlni ci vertikalni integraci, ktera vychazi ptedevsim z nutneho propo
jeni zemMeJske prvoryroby a zpracovatelskych podniku. 

V perspektivillze predpokJadat, ie v zemildillstvi budou existovat ctyti formy: 
- male dopldkove farmy, 
- male a stfedni rodinne farmy s trini ryrobou, 
- druistva vlastniku vzniklli zpravidla na bazi transformovanych zemMeJskych 

druistev, 
- obchodni spolecnosti, zejmena typu akciovych spolecnosti ci spolecnosti s rucenfm 

omezenym. 

Obr. 1 - Clenilnf na zemMeJske virobnf typy. Oblasti: A - kukuticna, B - tepafska, C -
bramborafska, D - podhorska. Ceska republika byla pted 50 lety rozclenilna mezi ctyfi 
"zemMMske ryrobnf typy" podle charakteristickych, ptestoze nikoliv nejrozifteniljsich 
plodin. Je to rozdilleni pod Ie urodnosti pudy na typy: A - kukuficny. Jde 0 nejteplejsi 
oblastijiinf Moravy, kde dozrava kukurice na zrno; B - teparskY. Jsou to ostatni nizin
ne oblasti statu, kde se z okopanin pilstuje cukrovka jako prumyslova plodina pro 
ryrobu cukru. Je to neju.roddjsi oblast; C - bramborafskY. Je to pahorkatinna oblast 
a s ohledem na geomorfologicky charakter uzemi statu je to oblast nejrozsiteniljsi; D -
podhorskeho zemildelstvi s vyznamnym pilstovanim picnin na orne pudil a s vysokym 
zastoupenim luk a pastvin. V sedesatych letech bylo provedeno cledni, na zakladil 
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pedologickeho pruzkumu pudy, ale zakladni zjednodusene cleneni na ctyJi typy je 
pouzivano dosud. 

Obr. 2 - Transformace zemedelstvi: podil zemedeIske pudy, patrici soukromym rolnikum, 
transformovanym druzstvum a privatizovanym statnim statkum, z celkove rozlohy 
zemedeIske pudy v % (1. ledna 1994). Mapa vyjadi'uje rozdil pudy, ktera byla jiZ privati
zovana a v pi'ipade dru!stev transformovana na spolecnosti, na celkove vYmere 
zemedeIske pudy. V prumeru ceJeho statu to v soucasnosti cini 96 %. Zbytek tvoti statni 
statek, tj. zbytkove statky, skolni a vojenske statky. Vysoky podil transformace je ve 
vsech oblastech statu, snad s vyjimkou severozapadnich Cech, kdy transformaci brzdi 
devastovana tezebni krajina s nepi'ehlednymi restitucnimi naroky. Take v okoH Prahy 
je transformovano mene ne! jinde s ohledem na vytizene restitucni naroky. 

Obr. 3 - Prubeh restituci v zemedelstvi: majetkove vypoi'adani v % uplatnenych naroku (fl
nancni hodnoceni; k 1. lednu 1994). Zemedelske restituce byly nejvice problematickym 
zasahem do zemedelstvi po roce 1989. Vytizovani uplatnenych naroku na majetkove vy
poi'adani v poslednich letech znacne pokroeilo a k 1. lednu 1995 bylo ukonceno 57,8 % 
restitucnich ptipadu. Na mape je znazornen stay 0 rok di'ive. Celkem je patrno, ze ve 
vnitrozemi pokracuje vyi'izovan,i restituci uspokojive, zatimco v pohranicnich okresech 
(ale take v Praze a jinych velkomestech) je navraceni zemedelskeho majetku slozitejsi 
s ohledem na obtibost dokladani naroku. 

Obr. 4 - Transformace dru!stev: podil transformovanych druistev na rozloze zemedelsU 
pudy v % (1. leden 1994). Di'ivejsi "jednotna zemedelska dru!stva" typu sovetskych kol
chozu byla po roce 1990 z povinnosti transformovana na rUzne typy akcioveho hospo
dateni. Rozhodovalo se mezi "dru!stvy vlastniku", vlastnimi akciovymi spolecnostmi, 
obchodnimi spolecnostmi a jinymi pravnimi subjekty. Ptitem dru!stva ze zakona 
musela vratit pudu tem restituentum, ktefi na pude chteli hospodai'it sami. N a mape je 
znazornen podil transformovanych, tj. privatizovanych, druistev na celkove rozloze 
zemedeIske pudy. Nizky je podil v oblastech, kde di'ive dominovaly statni statky, tj. na 
severovychode Cech, a pak na severni Morave. Naopak vysoky je podil v tradicne 
zemedeIskych vnitrozemskych oblastech, tj. v severomoravske nizine Hana, v severnich 
okresech jiznich eech a v severovychodnich Cechach. 

Obr. 5 - Soukromi rolnici: pod!1 pudy soukromych rolniku na celkove rozloze zemedelsU 
pudy (k 1. lednu 1994). Podil pudy soukromych rolniku na celkove rozloze zemedeIske 
pudy cini asi 23 % (odhad pudy ve vyberovem seti'eni v roce 1995). Je logicke, ze je vetSi 
v ok6H Prahy, proteze tam maji zemedelci lepsi moznost odbytu sve produkce, ale take 
proto, ze jde 0 nizinnou oblast. Na druM strane je vysoky podil i v zapadnich Cechach 
a v casti severnich Cech, zatimco v moravske zemedelske oblasti (nizinna Hana) je 
pomerne maly zajem 0 soukrome hospodai'eni. 

Autorem map a koment6l'u k nim je Antonin Gotz. 

(Author is with Zihle Farm, ZiMe 106, 331 65 ZihleJ 

Arrilled to the editor's office on January 25, 1996 
Recommended for publication by Illan Bicik and Antonin Gotz 
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RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT AND TERRITORIALLY 
FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE BRNO CITY 

IN THE PERIOD OF TRANSFORMATION 

O. M i k u Ii k, A. Va ish a r: Residential Environment and Territorially Functional 
Structure of the Brno City in the Period of Transformation. - Geografie-Sbornik eGS, 101, 2, 
pp. 128 - 142 (1996). - The article evaluates the residential environment of Erno according 
to the individual town wards. A more detailed analysis is done for the centre of the town. 
Parametres of housing resources, environment hostile functional clashes, extent of green 
areas and state of social environment have been taken into consideration. The results show 
a bad residential environment in the industrialized town wards in flat relief and a good one 
in the town wards situated in articulated relief. 
KEY WORDS: residential environment, functional structure, Erno 

1. Residential environment and territorially functional structure 

One of aspects of conceiving environment. in a cit.y is t.he conception of resi
dential environment. This conception considers towns and settlement sys
tems as environment for life, especially for human housing. Residential en
vironment is defined as that part of human environment in which mainly 
the complex function of housing is materialized. Housing is a process of 
cyclically repeating and changing activit.ies of inhabitants aimed at reproduc
tion and development of their life. The function of housing includes not only a 
simple accommodation, but also activities connected with family life and 
housekeeping, family economics, newly with business (when run directly in 
the domicile), leisure, self-realization, et.c. It is composed of natural, technical 
and social environment. The residential environment can be understood as 
interior (flat and house) and exterior (Horky, I., 1984). 

Its differentiation on the urban territories has its laws given by the inter
action of hist.orical and present-day aspects of physical-geographical position, 
social-economic function and social differentiation. The evaluation consists in 
identification and quantification of positive and negative aspects of housing 
and quality of life in different types of residential districts. The research 
methods used are mainly the field research and mapping, using of statistical 
data and position analysis. Individual characteristics of flats or of their in
habitants are not object.s of research. 

The problem's structure is the following: 
a) characteristics of flat resources 
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evaluation of technical equipment of flats (category or different equip
ment), 
evaluation of using of flat resources, 
evaluation of household's equipment by objects of long-term consumpt.ion 



b) characteristics of house resources 
- houses according to their ownership (family houses, private, communal 

and co-operative flat houses), 
- height level of houses 
- material of supporting walls 
- character of housing (streets, loose, blocks of flats) 

c) characteristics of natural environment and its state 
relief inclination 

- mesoclimatic conditions and their impact on health 
green areas, their extent, proximity and quality 
pollution of natural environment directly influencing the quality of resi
dential environment 

d) characteristics of residential district 
- technical infrastructure for housing 
- local social infrastructure 

e) social characteristics 
- structure of population 
- stability of popUlation 
- presence of risk groups of population and security factor 
- acceptability for establishing social contacts 

o characteristics of location 
- with respect to work possibilities 
- with respect to extra-local services 
- with respect to recreation areas 
- with respect to transport facilities 

The above-mentioned 21 factors do not form an absolutely exhausting list. 
They are mainly factors which can be quantified or at least qualitatively de
fined and evaluated. The evaluation is done from the viewpoint of the resi
dential function, that means from the viewpoint of the inhabitant of the giv
en residential district. In the same time, there is an interference of general 
factors (typical for different types of residential districts) which become ob
jects of generalization with the individual ones. 

The most general possibility is to compare the residential environment of 
different towns or of their parts. Accessible statistical data or elaborated 
typologies can be frequently used. This approach can offer certain global 
characteristics which would rather illustrate the position of different resi
dences in the system of settlement and in localizing the system of national 
economics, the degree of urbanization and the physical - geographical re
gion. Nevertheless especially in the case of towns, it gives too averaged val
ues which, because of an increasing social differentiation, do not illustrate 
the real state of residential environment. A certain possibility to approach 
the reality might be using this approach for generalization of a more de
tailed research work. The representation of different types of residential 
districts, the characteristics of which will be generalized, will help to evalu
ate the real structure of the residential environment quality even in the in
ter-urban comparison, without nevertheless taking into account individual 
factors. 
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Such generalization must be preceded by an analysis of residential envi
ronment within towns and settlement systems. According to present-day 
findings, following principal types of residential districts (which can be 
further divided into subtypes) can be classified: 

- urban brick flat houses of the pre-industrial, industrial and between-
wars period, 

- flat houses of early socialist period built in streets, 
- estates of prefabricated blocks of flats, 
- working class and Romany lodgings, 
- residential districts of villa-type of the pre-war period, 
- after-war family houses built in streets, detached or semi-detached, 
- suburbs at principal roads. 

The empirical research can attribute certain typical characteristics to each 
of the above-mentioned types or sub-types. Different types (which can be per
meable mutually and with other functions) form on the territory of towns a 
structure which can be in a certain way generalized. This structure in combi
nation with individual characteristics of residential environment gives a de
finitive view on differentiation of residential environment quality in towns. 
This structure can be cartographically mapped and analysed from the point 
of view of residential and functional structure of towns and definition of re
construction zones. The quality of residential environment is likely to be soon 
exprimed by flats and lots prices. In this sense, it is related also to the so
called housing problem. 

The methods of our analysis of the residential environment quality consist 
in putting together the evaluation of statistical data on different residential 
districts on the basis of data on houses and flats resources from the census of 
inhabitants, houses and flats on March 2, 1991, and possibly also other sta
tistical data and field mapping and analyses of different residential districts, 
streets and houses. Experience of analyses of the social environment level in 
different types of housing (Vaishar, A., 1988) have been used. Also the 
method of analysing territorial and functional structure and territorial clash
es has been used for identification of residential districts problems. 
Statistical data, if disposable, are used for possible specification and quantifi
cation of problems. The method has been verified during a several-year basic 
research Vaishar (1989, 1990, 1995) and in application studies in number of 
Moravian towns. Evaluation of territorial and functional structure has been 
done from the viewpoint of penetration, or neighbourhood, of functional zones 
with a more pronounced negative impact on the residential environment 
(production and transport zones) and with stressed claims on the quality of 
environment (recreation zones, residential and near-centre facilities). 

An attentive reader will certainly notice that all the criteria of residential 
environment evaluation, given in the theoretical part, are not discussed in 
this paper. Some of them are not relevant at the level of town wards part or 
urban districts, others are hidden in the complex of other evaluated items. 
When analysing the residential environment, the attention was aimed main
ly at the following aspects: technical equipment and using of housing re
sources, type and age of housing resources (compare Ocovsky, S., 1989), local
ization of residential district with regard to sources of pollution and to envi
ronment deterioration, aesthetic qualities of environment, quantity and qual
ity of green areas, equipment, social environment (compare Hapl, L., Link, J., 
1985). 
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The first stage of evaluation of the internal differentiation of the residential 
environment has been done according to different town wards. The further 
stage has been devoted to a detailed analysis of the town ward Brno - Centre 
according to different urban districts. Only urban districts with residential 
function have been taken into consideration. From pragmatic reasons, individ
ual urban districts have been identified with residential districts, although in 
fact they can be composed of several districts or represent a mixture of differ
ent types of buildings. Following aspects have been evaluated: parametres of 
housing (technical equipment, density of population), functional clashes, state 
of social environment, possibility of compensation of stresses in green areas. 
Different aspects have been evaluated by a point scale within the interval 1 to 
5. The verbal description of point values is the following: 

Housing: 
1- the best technical equipment of housing resources, the highest habitable surface per 

person, the lowest number of persons per room 
2 - a good technical equipment, a high habitable surface per person, a low number of 

persons per room or inconsistent characteristics among which positive aspects are never
theless prevailing 

3 - average characteristics of housing or inconsistent ones with a globally neutral aspect 
4 - a bad technical equipment, a low habitable surface per person, a high number of per

sons per room or inconsistent characteristics with a prevailingly negative aspect 
5 - the worst technical equipment, the lowest habitable surface per person, the highest 

number of persons per room 

Functional clashes: 
1 - neither in the urban district, nor in its neighbourhood, there are no activities dis

turbing residential function 
2 - there is a less important functional clash with transports or medium clash with ac

tivities in neighbouring urban districts 
3 - there is a more important clash with transports or industry or several less impor

tant functional clashes or an important clash with activities in neighbouring districts 
4 - there are very important clashes, or possibly medium important clashes in a greater 

quantity and in the majority of the territory 
5 - the urban district is a place of complex functional clashes, possibly even stressed by 

clashes in the neighbourhood 

The state of social environment: 
1 - a stable environment of districts with family houses with normal age structure of 

population and without disturbing effects 
2 - a relatively stable environment of older mixed housing with minimum of disturbing 

effects 
3 - social environment of near-centre territories with relatively stabilized population, 

but with a great number of newly arrived which diminishes the level of social control, so
cial environment in neighbourhood oflarge parks with a reduced level ofsecurity 

4 - social environment of districts of newer flat houses, mainly in open areas, character
ized by a low level of social control and with a high instability of population 

5 - social environment of deprived town quarters with a higher frequency of socially fee
ble and unstable strata of population 

Compensation of stress factors through green areas: 
1 - the urban district is rich in green areas, mainly in combination of family houses gar

dens, of gardens near social facilities, of trees in streets and of smaller parks 
2 - the urban district has a sufficient quantity of green areas which are possibly com

pleted by green areas in the neighbourhood 
3 - in the structure of the urban district, green areas, possibly completed by green areas 

in the neighbourhood, are represented 
4 - the urban district has less important green areas or there are more important green 

areas in the neighbourhood 
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5 - the urban district nearly lacks green areas and even in the neighbourhood, there are 
no larger or qualitatively satisfactory green areas 

We are aware that the individual evaluated aspects are not complete and 
not equally important. We nevertheless suppose that any equal importance 
cannot be objectively settled, as its character is subjective. The most deficient 
lacking factor is generally considered as the most important one. For that 
reason, when interpreting the results it is necessary to take into considera
tion always not only the total sum of points, but also their structure. In ur
ban wards, it is necessary to take into consideration that their residential en
vironment can be largely differentiated and the average level must not ex
press the state of each of its parts. As the same criteria have been used for of 
evaluation of town wards and urban districts of Brno - City, extreme values 
for town wards do not appear in certain criteria. 

2. Brno town in the period of transformation 

The evaluation of the residential environment level and of the territorially 
functional structure must be also based on the evaluation of functions of the 
town in the period of transformation. Brno is the second most important 
town in the Czech Republic and the most important centre of Moravia. It has 
390,000 permanent inhabitants (1994), about 80,000 persons are regularly 
coming to study, to work, to use the services or other facilities in the town. 
The position of the town in the national system of settlement (for more de
tails, see Vaishar, A., Mikulik, 0., Zapletalova, J., 1995) corresponds to its 
advantageous localization, to its historical development, early connection to 
the railway net and to the localization of some supraregional functions. 

Among the basic urban functions of Brno, we will mention mainly the fol-
lowing ones: 

- commerce and trade fairs 
- science, schools, culture, innovation 
- industries 
- transports and storage 
- central servicing 
- tourism 
- administration 

Realization of the above-mentioned functions must be reflected in the in
ternal structure of the town and in its environment. Situation in three model 
problems sets has been analysed: transports, green areas and of retail trade 
distribution (Vaishar, A., Mikullik, 0., Zapletalova, J., Bartak, R., Dokoupil, 
M., 1995). A comparison with towns of similar size in Italy and Great Britain 
has shown that the present decisive feature of the decision making process in 
the sphere of the structure of the town and its environment in the conditions 
of the Czech Republic is namely the transformation, that means also to 
search optimal forms of town administration and their low stability. 

According to Zahradnicek (1993), there are two basic conceptions: one of 
them is based on the opinion that Brno has already reached its maximum 
and that a further development is not desirable, the other one is convinced 
that the prosperity potential of the town is not yet exhausted and that, on the 
contrary, new sources have appeared. According to our opinion, the problem 
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of the development essence is important. A further quantitative increase of 
population is really undesirable and, in addition, it is opposed to the present 
development trends of towns in the corresponding stage of urbanization. On 
the other side we are convinced that a qualitative development, understood 
as development of the prosperity of the town, is not only desirable, but that 
new sources can be found. This qualitative development must nevertheless 
take into consideration not only the town in its administrative limits, but the 
whole urban region which will be progressively penetrated by suburban ac
tivities. 

The traced perspectives will certainly reflect into the progressive recon
struction of the internal structure of the town and of its individual wards. 
Mainly the following changes can be considered: Clearance of the large and 
heavily devastated industrial areas near the railway station will improve the 
environmental situation of that zone. On the contrary, a deterioration of en
vironment can be expected as a consequence of a rapid increase of individual 
transports. This increase will be due to realization of all the above-mentioned 
functions. For that reason, the solution of transports problems is the major 
task of the town development. Following partial problems are concerned: in
terconnection of internal and external transports, transfer of the railway sta
tion, conception of the airport, parking facilities in all parts of the town, pub
lic transport organization, solution of transit roads, etc. 

Equally the problem of residential environment is important in the 
sketched connections. The residential environment is probably the most im
portant aspect of the environment from the human viewpoint. The culture of 
the residential environment should largely correspond to the cultural impor
tance of the town. Another topical problem is the competition for human re
sources between towns and regions. At present, an absolute growth of popu
lation is not important, but it is necessary to gain elites of different branches 
of human activities. A good residential environment can be one of the most 
attractive offers of Brno for these persons. 

The small and middle business has some other claims on the residential 
environment. It is important to harmonize the residential and the work func
tions of different districts. The transformation changes also other aspects of 
the residential environment, the differentiation of the residential environ
ment is increasing. The question naturally is, in which extent, in which time 
and in which proportion Brno will be affected by suburbanization processes, 
that is by a transfer at first of commercial and work activities and conse
quently also of housing from the inner city and by the gentrification, that is 
revitalization of the residential environment in the inner city (Sykora, L., 
1993). 

3. Evaluation of the Brno residential environment 

On the basis of the above-mentioned methods, the evaluation of residential 
environment has been done in different town parts. The results are shown in 
Figure 1 and in Table 1. 

The worst evaluated town wards have been Brno-Centre and Brno-South, 
where the functional clashes are the most intensive. Already this statement 
shows the necessity of a corrected correlation of obtained results. Although 
the central part of Brno and the industrial ward Brno-South have approxi
mately the same characteristics of a not very good housing, of scarce green 
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Fig. 1- Brno: Quality of dwelling environment: 1 - very good (7-8 points - see Table 1),2-
good (9-10), 3 - medial (11-12), 4 - poor (13-14), 5 - very poor (15-16) 

areas, of migration of socially deprived population and of clashes of varied 
functions, including an intensive transport of all kinds and of industry (in
dustrial works are even older in Brno-Centre), the attractiveness of both 
quarters is diametrically different. While Brno-Centre is highly attractive , 
Brno-South really represents one of the worst addresses in the town . The 
cause can be hardly quantified, but in the case of a town centre there is a ge
nius loci which will make of the centre the principal point of the town even in 
the process of the expected suburbanization. 

Another group of town wards with functional problems is located in the 
south-eastern sector. Average levels are given to unilaterally developed es
tates of blocks of flats and also to number of larger town wards with diversely 
developed functions. In the last case, the average evaluation is rather a re
sult of making an average of quite different values than a homogenous quali
ty. 

Ancient country settlements at the town margins have been mostly evalu
ated as level 2. Their main functional problem is their distance from the cen-
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Table 1 - Evaluation of residential environment in Brno town wards 

part A B C D total part A B C D total 

1 Bohunice 3 3 3 3 12 16 Weil 4 3 3 1 11 
2 Bosonohy 3 2 2 1 8 17 Medlanky 3 2 2 1 8 
3 Brno-sever 3 3 3 2 11 18 NovY Liskovec 3 2 2 1 8 
4 Brno-stfed 3 5 4 3 15 19 Obfany-Malomefice 4 3 3 2 12 
5 Bystrc 3 3 4 1 11 20 Ofelln 4 2 3 1 10 
6 Cernovice 4 3 3 4 14 21 Re~kovice 3 2 3 1 9 
7 Chrlice 3 3 3 3 12 22 Slatina 4 4 3 4 15 
8 Ivanovice 3 2 2 1 8 23 Sta..y Liskovec 3 3 3 3 12 
9 Jehnice 4 2 3 1 10 24 Tufany 4 3 3 3 13 

10 Jundrov 3 1 2 1 7 25 Utechov 4 2 2 1 9 
11 Knini~ky 3 2 3 1 9 26 Vihohrady 3 3 4 2 12 
12 Kohoutovice 3 2 4 1 10 27 Zabovfesky 2 2 2 2 8 
13 Brno-jih 4 5 3 4 16 28 Zebetin 3 2 2 1 8 
14 Komln 3 2 3 2 10 29 Zidenice 4 4 4 3 15 
15 Kralovo Pole 3 3 3 3 12 

Key: A - housing level, B - functional clashes, C - state of social environment, D - green 
areas 

tral activities. On the other hand, when compared to blocks of flats estates, it 
is a more natural way of settlement, where this deficiency is compensated by 
other functional advantages. 

As far as green areas are concerned, the situation of Brno is not bad, main
ly in the northern half. Certain problems are to be found in central and near
centre quarters, where green areas in the interior of blocs and in parks have 
been partly displaced by parking facilities and other equipment and in the 
southern part open to the agricultural landscape with prevailing arable land. 

The total image of the residential environment differentiation in Brno in a 
relatively complex conception and according to individual town wards is the 
following: The best residential environment is in the town wards of the west
ern half of the town, in many cases in spatial1y separated annexed settle
ments. Among the inner parts of Brno, the bes! residential environment is in 
Jundrov and Zabovresky, on the other side in Reckovice and Medhinky. They 
are town quarters mainly in an articulated relief directly linking with large 
forest areas in the neighbourhood of the town and with a high ratio of family 
houses in the housing structure. Similar characteristics are to be found in 
some new blocks of flats estates, as for instance in Kohoutovice and Komin, 
while the majority of the other ones reach only average values. 

An average residential environment can be found in the majority of inner 
parts of Brno, a typical one being Kralovo Pole. Until 1919, this town quater had 
been an independent town. Since that time, it has maintained many elements of 
the structure of an independent town with all the types of housing and function
al clashes. With the criteria used, it must necessarily represent a mean value. 

4. Detail: Brno - Centre 

On the territory of the town ward Brno - Centre, there are all functional 
zones of a town, that is the centre, the subcentral zone, the industrial zone 
including the energetic centre, the transport-storage zone, the residential 
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zone, the recreation zone and even agricultural areas. Differently from the 
majority of other town wards, it can be considered as a full-value town. 

The relief of this town ward is diverse. Its central and north-western part is 
forIIted by arti,!!ulated grounds of isolated hills, the most important of which be
ing Spilberk, Ziuty kopec, Kravi hora and Cerveny kopec on the right Svratka 
River bank. The southern and partly also the western part in the meadows of 
the Svratka and the Svitava Rivers have a plain relief. The contact zone be
tween the articulated relief of the northern part and the flat relief in the south 
probably were, together with the Svratka River ford, the initial localization fac
tor of the town constitution. The Svitava river, forming the western border of 
the town ward, was the initial localization factor of the industry. 

The centre of Brno is limited by the historic city, once situated inside the 
walls. A great part of the centre is pedestrian zone. The southern part is 
closed by the railway station. From the point of view of individual transports, 
parking becomes a serious problem. 

The housing resources of the near-centre zone are partly very precious. 
They are mainly older flat houses in classical street form. A great part of res
idential buildings and complexes have a great urban and often also architec
tural value and have rather large and we]] organized flats. Their technical 
state, given by the age of the housing resources, represents often a problem. 
Valuable is the proximity of the centre, as we]] as sufficient green areas in 
parks and within the blocks of houses. The intensive transit transports are a 
disadvantage. 

Eastwards and south-eastwards from the centre, the subcentral activities 
are in a bizarre way mixed with production areas. In these parts, the subcen
tral zone has become a refuge of the socially deprived population. This fact 
deteriorates the level of social environment and sensibly reduces the attrac
tiveness of the near-centre zone. 

The project "Southern Centre Brno" is being realized at the southern mar
gin of the centre. There will be mainly super-urban tertiary and quaternary 
activities profiting of the very advantageous position as far as of the connec
tion to the external transport systems, completed by housing and green ar
eas. This part of Brno could play in future a decisive part in connection of 
Brno to the external world. 

The industrial zone is situated at the eastern and southern margins of the 
town ward Brno-Centre. The older eastern part is limited by water courses, 
the younger southern one by the transport zone next to the railway station 
and today also by a highway junction. Sporadica]]y, there are also isolated 
older industrial works, for instance in Stare Brno, on the territory of the 
town ward Brno-Centre. 

Among the both industrial districts, the eastern one including the ener
getic centre of the town and the oldest factories of textile and machinery in
dustries, is more problematic. The problems are due not only to exhalations, 
but also to the state of buildings and mainly to the mixture of industrial and 
other activities, housing included. In addition, this industrial zone is situated 
in the immediate proximity of the centre and limits the eastward develop
ment of the near-centre zone. The localization of the southern industrial 
zone, including research institutes and other modern infrastructure, is more 
advantageous. The zone crosses the borders of the town ward Brno-Centre 
and continues southwards. 

One of the most serious functional clashes is the transport situation in the 
town ward Brno-Centre, where local transports intersect the urban and the 
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Fig. 2 - Panoramic view of Brno-central part (postcard) 

inter-urban ones. The basic problem of the public transport system is its 
crossing and its connection to the external transport system. Electric trans
port traction does not pollute the environment, but. it affects t.he environment 
by noise . 

The problem of the Brno railway station has been discussed since a long 
time. Its location at the eastern margin of the centre was optimal in the past 
and even today it is very advantageous for the inhabitants and the visitors of 
Brno. Its transfer to t.he south is motivated by efforts to enlarge the centre in 
this direction and by capacity reasons. The Brno bus station at Zvonafka is 
probably one of the largest in Central Europe. Its accessibility from the 
northern parts of Brno, where building of new houses estates was recently 
concent.rated, is however problematic. Parking is a great transport problem 
in the centre. Brno nearly lacks great capacity lay-by garages and parking 
places at the centre margin. 

The inner transport circular road uses areas situated at the place of the 
ancient town walls demolished at the beginning of the 19th century. At pre
sent, this system is beginning to be congested in consequence of a rapid de
velopment of individual transports. As the external circular roads by-passing 
the inner town are not yet finished, this serious functional clash is even ag
gravated by transit transports. 

An important residential zone ~ith a high part of family houses has devel
oped in the articulated relief of Zluty kopec and Kravi hora. Initially, they 
were quarters of high middle classes of the Brno population. This housing is 
characterized by a stable social environment (given also by the ownership sit
uation), by a higher individuality of residential environment, by a higher 
standard of technical and social equipment and of surface per habitant and 
by a relative abundance of green areas. The distance from the centre is not 
great, connection through trolleybus transports is optima\. The location of 
the district is prestigious. 

Housing caRacities mixed with infrastructure and other activities are char
acteristic for Styfice southwards from the centre. Less marked residential 
districts are also in other parts of the town ward Brno-Centre. They are old 
flat houses from the period between two wars, from the fifties and from later 
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periods. The transport position of Styfice is also advantageous. However, 
housing resources are partly obsolete. The quality of social environment is 
lower because of a higher migration and ageing of population. Green areas 
are less frequent. Some parts of this residential zone are affected by an inten
sive traffic. 

The residential districts in the eastern margin of the town ward are com
posed of low standard flat houses, initially intended for workers. But there 
are also buildings intended initially for middle classes. At present however, 
practically all the housing resources are devastated, locally quite devastated 
and abandoned. The social environment is problematic. There are practically 
no green areas in that part of the town and if some, they are not maintained 
and their state is very bad. 

Although the main recreation areas for Brno inhabitants are situated at 
the town margins, even Brno-Centre disposes of number of areas for a short
term recreation of its inhabitants and visitors. An important recreation zone 
is the castle hi11 Spilberk directly in the centre. The recreation function of 
Pisarky had to give ground at first to trading activities and today also to the 
circular road. Important recreation areas are also the Luzanky park, the 
Kravi hora zone with observatory, swimming pool and health area and num
ber of smaller parks and public green areas. 

A specific green area is the central cemetery at the southern margin of the 
town ward. At present however, town parks have become less safe, mainly at 
night hours. 

A specific Brno zone is the exhibition grounds, built in 1928 in an attrac
tive zone of the Pisarky valley. Some of its constructions are architectonic 

Table 2 - Evaluation of the residential environment in the town ward Brno-Centre 

part A B C D total part A B C D total 

1 hrad Spilberk 3 1 3 1 8 34 nam. Miru 2 1 1 2 6 
2 nam Svobody 3 2 3 3 11 35 Rezkova 1 1 2 2 6 
3 Zelny trh 3 4 4 3 14 36 Gorkeho 3 2 3 3 11 
4 Janafkovo divadlo 3 2 3 2 10 37 Konecneho nam. 2 2 3 3 14 
5 Pekafska 4 3 4 4 15 39 MaAova 4 2 4 4 14 
7 Vaclavska 3 3 4 4 14 40 U stadionu 3 2 3 4 12 
8 Nove sady 3 4 3 4 14 41 Dfevafska 3 2 3 3 11 

9 Uvoz 3 3 3 3 12 68 tf. kpt. Jaro§e 3 2 3 3 11 
10 Zluty kopec 2 2 3 2 9 70 PfiCnf 4 4 5 5 18 
11 RyMfska 2 3 4 3 12 71 Soudnf 5 4 5 5 19 
12 Kamenna 4 1 3 2 10 72 Hvi!zdova 5 4 5 4 18 
13 Bakalovo nabl. 3 2 4 4 13 73 Tkalcovska 4 5 5 5 19 
14 Strail 2 3 4 3 12 74 Vranovska 4 3 5 4 16 
15 Havlenova 3 2 4 2 11 92 Spitalka 4 5 5 5 19 
16 Vsetinska 2 3 3 3 11 96 Skofepka 4 5 5 4 18 
20 Vinai'ska 2 2 2 2 8 97 Stavebnf 5 5 5 5 20 
22 Neumannova 2 1 2 2 7 98 Masna 4 4 5 4 17 
23 Kamenomlynska 1 1 1 2 5 100 Uhelna-Opustena 3 5 5 4 17 
27 Cerveny kopec 1 1 1 1 4 102 Rosicka 5 4 3 4 16 
33 Vailkovo nam. 2 1 2 2 7 

Key: A - housing level, B - functional clashes, C - state of social environment, D - green 
areas 
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dominants of Brno. Among the main problems of the exhibition grounds, let 
us mention the transport connection and an insufficient social infrastructure 
in the immediate neighbourhood. Parking places are insufficient for the pre
sent traffic density. Depart of visitors after the end of working hours regular
ly causes a transport collapse. 

The inter-urban structure of Brno-Centre has developed historically. In 
its time, location of each activity had its logic. The last fifty years have af
fected the Brno-Centre structure less than the other town wards. The pre
sent problems of the inter-urban structure are logically those of the inner 
parts of historic cities in interaction with physical ageing of objects. The 
years of socialism were characterized rather by non solving of existing prob
lems. 

The main territorially functional clash of the urban ward Brno-Centre is 
the conflict between transports and the other functions and equally the con
flict between different transports types and routes. Although this problem is 
apparent mainly in the urban ward Brno-Centre, it is the result of the trans
port system of the whole town. A serious conflict problem is that of the east
ern industrial zone and mainly of terrains between the railway and the bus 
station. Another conflict represents the building and structure state of cer
tain parts of the near-centre zone. 

An evaluation of the residential environment has been done only for the 
districts with residential function. The non-residential districts have been 
taken in consideration when analysing the neighbourhood effect. Evaluation 
of individual districts is given in Figure 3 and Table 2. 

On the territory of the town ward there are not only all the functional 
zones typical for a town of Brno size and function, but nearly the whole spec
trum of problems of residential environment (with exception of spatially sep
arated block of flats estates and former villages attached to Brno relatively 
recently). Extreme levels of the residential environment quality are at one 
hand in the districts of family houses in Stranice and Pisarky with a stable 
social environment, sufficient green areas and a low intensity of functional 
clashes, and on the other hand in the districts with damaged housing re
sources in Zabrdovice and Trnita with a high occurrence of socially problem
atic groups of population, lacking green areas and serious clashes between 
their housing, productive and transport activities. 

The average level of residential environment is to be found mainly in resi
dential districts in the central and in a great part of subcentral zones, mainly 
in the northern and western corridor. The indices of housing level reach aver
age values, green areas are sufficient, functional conflicts are due mainly to 
clashes with intensive transports and to a great quantity of different activi
ties. Even. here there are socially problematic groups of inhabitants either 
living there or bound to the railway station or other activities. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper has been initially intended as an information for the Brno town 
council. Its aim was not to evaluate the regional differentiation of the resi
dential environment quality for the needs of the decision making process in 
view to improve it, but to include other problems, namely air pollution moni
toring, into the global environment situation in the town from the viewpoint 
of the inhabitant. We do not suppose that its importance should consist in 
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Fig. 3 - Brno-center: Quality of dwelling environment: A - very good (4-7 points - see Table 
1), B - good (8-10), C - medial (11-13), D - poor (14-17), E - very poor (18-20), F - areas 
without dwelling function 

concrete evaluation of the residential environment differences, which should 
be more or less known in the Brno decision-making sphere . On the contrary, 
intuitive findings about the differences of the residential environment quali
ty in Brno have shown us that our method correspond to the reality as known 
empiricalJy. It induces a certain probability of illustrating principal differ
ences in the residential environment quality even in an other, not quite 
known town. 

The aim of this paper has been to present the philosophy of one approach 
to the analysis of the residential environment in towns. We wanted to intro
duce the residential environment as a relatively complex category formed by 
natural, technical and social factors . It is also an attempt to present an alter
native to the ecological evaluation of environment stressing mainly biological 
aspects. 

In any case we did not want to calculate the quality of the residential envi
ronment on the basis of fixed algorhitms or to elaborate generalJy usable 
methods of its evaluation. On the contrary, we would like to stress traditional 
geographical methods as observation, field mapping, interviews, etc. The ex
perience in perceiving the life of a town and of its individual parts can some
times better reflect the reality than exact methods. 
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Shrnuti 

OBYTNE PROSTREDI A UZEMNE FUNKCNI STRUKTURA MESTA BRNA 
V OBDOBI TRANSFORMACE 

Jednim z aspektu chapani Zivotniho prostl'edi ve meste je koncepce obytneho prostl'edL 
Obytne prostl'edi je definovano jakota cast zivotniho prostl'edi Cloveka, v niz se realizuje 
pl'evazne komplexni funkce bydleni. Bydleni je proces cyklicky se opakujicich a promenu
jicich cinnosti obyvatel, zamerenych na reprodukci a rozvoj jejich zivota. Obytne prostl'edi 
se deli na vniUni (byt a dum) a vnejiii. Sklada se z aspektu pfirodnich, technickych a so
cialnich. 

Hodnoceni kvality obytneho prostl'edi byl9 provedeno ve meste Brne v obdobi, ktere je 
charakteristicke transformacnimi zmenami. Uzemi mesta Brna bylo hodnoceno podle mest
skych casti, pfiCemz mestska cast Brno-stred byla analyzovana podle urbanistickych obvodu. 
V uvahu byly vzaty aspekty kvality a obloznosti bytoveho fondu, funkcni strety nepfiznive z 
hlediska obytneho prostl'edi (z nich nejcastejsi je naruseni prosUedi tranzitnf dopravou), 
kvalita sociaIniho prostl'edi (tj. prostredi tvoreneho samotnymi obyvateli sledovanych obyt
nych casti) a kompenzace nepfiznivych environmentalnich jevu prostl'ednictvim zelenych 
ploch. Kazdy z uvedenych aspektu byl hodnocen bodovou skalou v rozmezi 1 - 5. 

Nejhure byly hodnoceny mestske casti Brno-sUed a Brno-jih, kde dochazi k nejinten
zivnejsim stl'etum funkcf. V pfipade centra Brna je vsak nutno brat v uvahu vysokou 
atraktivitu plochy a historickeho prostredi. Dalsi skupina mestskych casti s funkcnimi 
problemy se nachazi v jihovychodnim sektoru. Prumerne jsou hodnocena jednak funkcne 
jednostranne rozvinuta sidliste, jednak !'ada vetsich mestskych casti s rozmanitymi 
funkcemi. V poslednfm pfipade je ovsem prumerne hodnoceni vysledkem zprumerovani 
rozdilnych hodnot. Hlavnim funkcnim probJemem byvalych venkovskych sidel na okrajich 
Brna je jejich odlehlost od centralnich aktivit. Na druhe strane ve srovnanf se sidliStijde 0 

pl'irozemejsi zpusob osidleni. 
Celkovy obraz diferenciace obytneho prostl'edi ve meste Brne v relativne komplexnim 

pojeti a podle jednotlivych mestskych casti je nasledujicf: Nejkvalitnejsf obytne prosUedi je 
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v mestskych i!&stech zapadni poloviny mesta, a to v mnoha pfipadech v prostorovtl od
dt!lenych pfip'ojenych sidlech. Z vnitfnfch casti Brna je nejkvalitntljsf obytne prostfedi 
v Jundrove a Zabovfeskach a na druM strantl v Reckoviclch a Mendllinkach. Jde 0 mestske 
casti zpravidla v clenittljsim reliefu, bezprostfedne navazujicl na rozsahIe lesni plochy 
v okoli mesta a s vysokym podilem rodinnych domu ve struktufe zastavby. Podobne 
charakteristiky maji i nektera nova "sidlisttl", z nichz nejkvalitnejsf obytne prostfedf je 
v Kohoutovicich a Komine, zatimco vetiiina ostatnich spada do prumtlru. 

Na uzemi mestske i!&sti Brno-stfed se vyskytuji nejen vsechny funkcni z6ny, typicke pro 
mesta velikosti a funkce Brna, ale i temet ceIe spektrum probIemu obytneho prosttedi. 
Extremnfmi hodnotami kvality obytneho prostfedi jsou na jedne strane okrsky rodinnych 
domu katastralnich uzemf Stranice a Pislirky se stabilnim socialnfm prostfedfm, s dostat
kem zelentl, nfzkou intenzitou funkcnich stfetu a na strantl druM okrsky zchatraIeho do
movniho fondu v katastralnich uzemich Zabrdovice a Trnita s nadprumtlrnym vYskytem 
socialne probIemovYch sku pin obyvatelstva, s nedostatkem vefejne zelentl a zavainymi 
stfety mezi bydlenfm, vYrobnfmi a dopravnfmi aktivitami. 

Prlimernou kvalitu obytneho prostfedi reprezentujf zejmena obytne okrsky centra 
a znacne casti subcentralni z6ny zejmena v severnfm a zapadnim koridoru. Ukazatele 
urovntl bydleni zde dosahujf prumtlrnych hod not, vefejne zelene je dostatek, funkcni kon
flikty vyplyvaji zejmena ze stfetu s intenzivnf dopravou a z nahromadeni ruznych aktivit. 
I zde se vyskytujf socialne probIemove skupiny obyvatel. 

Smyslem tohoto pfispevku bylo pfedstavit filozofii jednoho z pfistupu k analyze zivot
nfho prostfedi ve mestech. Slo 0 to uvest obytne prostfed{ jako relativne komplexni kate
gorii tvofenou pfirodnimi, technickymi i socialnfmi faktory mimo jine i jako pokus 
postaveni alternativy k ekologickemu hodnocenf zivotnfho prostfedf, kladouciho do centra 
pozornosti biologicke aspekty. V ZAdnem pffpadtl nam neiilo 0 "vypoCtenf" kvality obytneho 
prostfedf na zakladtl stanovenych algoritmu. Chceme naopak zduraznit tradicni geo
graficke metody jako pozorovani, mapovani v terenu, rozhovor a podobne. Zkusenost pfi 
vnimanf zivota mtlsta a jeho jednotlivych casU muze ntlkdy odrazet podstatu reality Iepe 
nei exaktni metody. 

Obr. 1 - Brno: kvalita obytneho prostfedf: 1 - velmi dobra (7-S bodu - viz tab. 1),2 - dobra 
(9-10), 3 - prlimtlrna (11-12), 4 - spatna (13-14),5 - velmi spatna (15-16) 

Obr. 2 - Panorama mtlstske casti Brno-stfed (pohlednicel 
Obr. 3 - Brno-stfed: kvalita obytneho prostfed{: 1 - velmi dobra (4-7 bodu - viz tab. 1),2-

dobra (S-10), 3 - prumtlrna (11-13), 4 - spatna (14-17), 5 - velmi spatna (1S-20), 6 -
uzemf bez obytne funkce 

(Auth.ors are with. Institute for Geonics, Drobneh.o 28, PO box 23, 61300 Brno) 

Arrived to th.e editor's office on February 6, 1996 
Recommended for publication by Radim Perlin 
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A NEW APPROACH TO THE ASSESSMENT 
AND DELIMITATION OF ENVIRONMENTALLY 
DAMAGED AREAS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

V. Po S t 0 1 k a: A New Approach to the Assessment and Delimitation of 
Environmentally Damaged Areas in the Czech Republic. - Geografie-Sbornfk CGS, 101, 2, 
pp. 143 - 157 (1996). - The paper deals with the proposal of new criteria and methodology 
for geographical delimitation and differentiation of "environmentally damaged areas" in 
the Czech Republic. This new approach is based on "ecological, social and health load as
sessment" on the municipality area level by means of 27 proposed indicators. By means of 
this methodology more than 1200 selected municipalities out of the more than 6000 ones 
existing in the Czech Republic, all the municipalities from the North-West Bohemia area 
included, were assessed. 
KEY WORDS: Ecological, social and health load indicators - environmentally damaged 
areas - environmental zones delimitation and differentiation - North-West Bohemia. 

Preface 

The so-called "damaged" or "affected" areas in the Czech Republic were de
fined and approved by the Czech government in 1974. The "damaged areas" 
(DA) have been defined as "territories where the civilization factors impact 
has significantly unfavourable effects upon the natural environment, health of 
the population and its well-being, and all these negative effects have to be, at 
least partly, compensated for by special measures taken by tlte state pdminis
tration and authorities" (Kaulich, K., 1982, Usneseni vllidy CSR a CR, 1973, 
1974,1980,1990). 

The latest amendments and changes regarding the delimitation and the 
range of these areas were taken by the Czech government in August 22, 1990 
(Usneseni vhidy em, 1990). 

At present, according to this "last approved delimitation" of nine regions 
and eight cities, there are on the territory of the Czech Republic in total 17 
damaged areas representing about 10 % of the total area with 39 % of the to
tal population of the Czech Republic. 

The used method of delimitation, together with to the wrong political prac
tice before 1989, has been abandonned consequently to new requirements 
and demands in order to distinguish the extent, structure and intensity of en
vironmental risks and problems within those damaged areas. 

This was the reason why the new Czech government aspired after the polit
ical changes in 1989 to take new measures and regulations to improve the en
vironmental situation preferably in the most damaged areas, including those 
aiming to compensate the impact of worsened living conditions in these areas. 

Therefore, in November 1991, the Ministry of Economy and the Ministry of 
Environment were charged to ensure "a delimitation of areas with environ-
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mental deterioration and to set regional policy priorities in these areas in
cluding measures for their support" (Usneseni vhidy CR, 1990). 

In July 1993 the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Health pre
sented to the Czech government "a revised delimitation of ecologically dam
aged areas in the Czech Republic and a proposal of systematic measures in 
view to improve the environment in these areas". 

Therefore, the Ministry of Environment proceeded to draw up the "Criteria 
and methodology for delimitation and internal differentiation of ecologically 
damaged areas in the Czech Republic" and to test them in the area of North 
and North-West Bohemia (the Czech side of the so-called Black Triangle). 

The Czech Ministry of Environment decided in April 1992 to entrust the 
Research Institut~ for Building and Architecture (Vyzkumny 1istav vjstavby 
a architektury, VUVA) and its Centre for Environmental Studies in Usti nad 
Labem (in the North Bohemian brown coal basin) to prepare the first draft of 
the revised delimitation of the so-called affected areas in the North and 
North-West Bohemia (Postolka, V. et aI., 1992). 

Criteria and Methodology of the Total Environmental Load 
Assessment 

From the beginning, two basic principles have been stressed: 
1) A comprehensive methodology should be created comprising not only the 

data on the physical or natural environment quality, but also indicators rela
ted to its social and health consequences, and particularly on their negative 
impacts upon the exposed population. 

2) By means of this methodology, the extent, structure, intensity and impact 
of the so-called "ecological load" on the municipality administrative area 
should be evaluated. 

The previous system of delimitation of the "affected areas" did not differ 
the extent, structure and intensity of the "ecological load" neither among 
"distinguished regions" nor within them. On the territory of the North 
Bohemia the "affected areas" included on the one hand whole districts with 
all there existing municipalities and on the other hand some of municipali
ties from some other districts. In both cases, however, comparable and com
patible data refering to such decision were missing. Naturally, almost all the 
municipalities tried hard to be included into the delimited "affected areas" to 
get special state subsidies compensating the local ecological problems 
(Kaulich, K., 1982). 

The proposed system of criteria and methodology for delimitation and in
ternal differentiation of the "ecologically damaged areas" is based on the idea 
to define, to indicate and to measure by means of some basic selected indica
tors the extent, the structure and the intensity of the so called "total ecologi
cal load" or the "total environmental load". 

Even though we have stressed in our methodology the main and prevailing 
part of the indicators and coefficients related to "negative impacts of physical 
and chemical factors on the environment" shOWing the intensity of negative 
effects due to the air, water, soil, landscape and biodiversity, noise and radia
tion loads, we prefer to emphasize the "total environmental load of the area". 
It includes also additional negative effects and consequences of social and 
health problems, risks and threats affecting inhabitants Hving in monitored 
territories (partly as a result of feedback). 
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It is just the combination of all the three different types of risk factors -
the ecological (in a strict sense), the social and the health load (though the 
last one can be also a part of the social load) - showing more expressively the 
existing differences among municipalities. If evaluated separately, without 
respect to social and health risks and problems, they can often show a quite 
similar or a nearly similar intensity of the "ecological load". 

Certain problems are connected with evaluation of health consequences 
and risks and with their territorial differences. For the time being all the ac
cessible and available data make possible to assess and to differ among whole 
districts only, but do not allow the same within individual districts for the all 
municipalities areas. 

The principle problem of this methodology is to define and to choose a set 
of reliable criteria and indicators, to determine as well as possible their mu
tual weight-proportions and to find an appropriate internal evaluation scale 
for each of these selected indicators. Therefore, we tested six different evalu
ation scale systems on two "model districts" - Liberec and Teplice in the 
North-West Bohemia - and the following conclusion has been drawn: none 
of the six different evaluation scales had fundamental effects on the change 
of municipality sequence according to different ways of the "ecological load" 
evaluation. The sequence of municipalities remained almost the same, 
meanwhile the total sum of "points" expressing the "ecological load" was 
changing. 

Hence we suppose that this proposed methodology makes possible to com
pare the extent of ecological problems and to distinguish the municipalities 
in compliance with this measured extent. 

Indicators for Ecological, Social and Health Load Assessment 

We proposed to use a system containing 27 indicators of the total environ
mental load and consisting of three separated, but interlinking parts 
(groups). 

Among the three proposed parts, we accept and validate the essential sig
nificance of the assessment and evaluation of the "physical environment" and 
of its deterioration (75 from the 100 points possible from the entire "total en
vironmental load"). 

Within the remaining quantity of25 points we want to acknowledge and to 
stress mutual linkages and relations between the quality of the "physical" 
and the "social environment", with a special respect to "health conditions, 
health risks and threats". 

Table 1- Multicriterial System of the Total Environmental Load Assessment - Proposal 

Group of factors Number of indicators Number of points-max. Span of points 

Ecological load 14 75 2 -15 
Social load 7 10 1-2 
Health load 6 15 1-4 
Total 
environmentall. 27 100 1-15 

N.B.: A more detailed information on the proposed structure and contents of the multicrite
rial system ofthis evaluation is given in Table 5. 
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Out of a set of the 27 chosen and used indicators of negative effects and im
pacts, we assign the main significance to the following indicators (including 
their proposed order; see Table 2). 

For the remaining 13 used indicators - two last for "physical risks", four 
for "health load" and seven for "social load" - we use the range from 0 to 2 
points. 

Table 2 - Indicators Sequence According to their Significance for Assessment 

Order Indicator (type of load) Max.points 

1. The share and extent of devastated landscape and land E 15 
2.-3. Air pollution by flying dust (particular matters) E 8 

Air pollution by sulphur dioxide E 8 
4. Destruction of ecological biodiversity (instability or stability) E 6 

5.-8. Flowing (river) water pollution E 5 
The share of people supplied with unsuitable drinking water E 5 
The share of damaged and dying forests E 5 
The share of people affected by excessive noise E 5 

9.-12. Air pollution by other harmful pollutants E 4 
The extent of hazardous and toxic waste sites E 4 
Life expectancy H 4 
Appearance of malignant neoplasms H 4 

13.-14. Soil contamination E 3 
Others physical risks (as radioactivity, radon) E 3 

Since we want to assess only negative effects and to differ areas only ac
cording to the extent and intensity of these risks and threats, we propose to 
appoint the used points merely there, where the acceptable or reasonable 
limits of these negative effects will be exceeded. 

If not, then we use mark 0, which means an area without excessive loads 
or threats. 

For instance, as the lowest limit related to air pollution both by sulphur 
dioxide and by flying dust we decided to accept the limit of 44 }lg per cubic 
metre as an average immission concentration per year. 

Areas with a lower air pollution concentration have 0 points and are eval
uated as "unloaded areas" (only from this point of view) without further or 
deeper differentiation. On the contrary an area with air pollution exceeding 
the given limit of 100 }lg per cubic metre have 8 points (in maximum) and is 
qualified as a "critically overloaded area", also without any further and more 
detailed differentiation. The areas (in our case "administrative area of mu
nicipality") affected by air pollution in the range between 44 - 100 }lg per cu
bic metre and year have 1 to 7 points (black points) according to a special 
evaluating table and can be characterized as a less or more "loaded territo
ry". 

Similarly it is possible to assess the extent and intensity of two or more se
lected problems by means ofrelevant indicators or of their associated groups. 

We can also divide our proposed methodology into eight logical groups of 
topics, which generally cover all the essential problems of the "environmental 
deterioration and crises". 

In compliance with this division it is possible to clarify the order of these 
issues and problems within our methodology (according to the highest possi
ble number of relevant black-points). 
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Table 3 - Topics and Problems Related to the Total Environmental Load Assessment 

Group of topics and problems N .of indicators Number of max. points 

1. Air pollution 4 22 (8,8,4,2) 
2. Water pollution 2 10 (5,5) 
3. Landscape and soil degradation 4 24 (15,4,3,2) 
4. Biodiversity instability 2 11 (6,5) 
5. Other physical impacts 2 8 (5,3) 

ECOLOGICAL LOAD 14 75 (15 .... 2) 

6. Social structure 5 6 (2,1,1,1,1) 
7. Migration of population 2 4 (2,2) 
8. Health consequences 6 15 (4,4,2,2,2,1) 

SOCIAL AND HEALTH LOAD 13 25 (4 ...... 1) 

TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD 27 100 (15 .... 1) 

Table 4 - Sequence and Significance of the Assessed Topics and Problems 

Order Group of topics and problems and number of possible black-points 

1. Landscape and soil degradation 24 5. Water pollution 10 
2. Air pollution 22 6. Others physical impacts 8 
3. Health consequences 15 7. Social structure 6 
4. Biodiversity instability 11 8. Migration of population 4 

Above all, we consider this comprehensive methodology as an "open sys
tem", in which it will be possible to make any further changes in favour to im
prove its practical implementation. We also know that our is only one of many 
possibilities and ways how to to identify, assess and measure the extent, 
structure, intensity and essential consequences of environmental problems. 

Within the group of these "ecological indicators" we can distinguish two 
different types. On the one hand there are the so-called "basic" (meaning 
above all "with the possibility to be distributed almost everywhere" or "with a 
large scale distribution and impact"), on the second hand there are still the 
so-called "specific" indicators (with appearance or impact only within some 
areas or places). 

While the basic indicators can be mostly acquired or derived from "large 
scale information and data sources" (e.g. from thematic yearbooks, maps and 
databasis concerning the whole area of the Czech Republic), the specific indi
cators are to be gained from "local or regional information sources" (in our 
case, mainly from the District Council authorities). 

Among the 14 selected "ecological indicators" we differ ten basic and four 
specific ones. 

A. Basic ecological indicators 
1. Flying dust 
2. Sulphur dioxide 
3. FloWing water contamination 
4. Population supplied by an unappropriate drinking water 
5. Landscape and landsurface devastation 
6. Soil contamination 
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7. Wind and water erosion 
8. Biodiversity destruction (instability) 
9. Damaged and dying forest 
10. Noise pollution 
(In total 10 indicators with 62 black-points in maximum). 

B. Specific ecological indicators 
11. Other harmful air pollutants 
12. Offensive odour in the air 
13. Hazardous and toxic waste sites 
14. Other physical risky factors (e.g. radioactivity, soil radon, etc.) 
(In total 4 indicators with 13 black-points in maximum). 

N.B. A more detailed information on all the selected "ecological indicators" - including 
information on their availability (sources), reliability (quality) and ways of their elabora
tion and interpretation - is comprised in some VUVA's research papers (see Apendix). 

Beside the "ecological indicators", the "total environmental load criteria 
and methodology" include the proposed indicators of "social and health envi
ronmental consequences" (see also Table 1). 

Table 5 - The suggested Criteria Enabling the Total Environmental Load Assessment 
Containing Indicators of the Ecological, Social and Health Load Assessment 

NUMBER POINTS INDICATOR - measure unit 

1 max. 8 Flying dust, mikrogram per cubic metre per year for period ... 
2 8 Sulphur dioxide, mikrogram per cubic metre per year for period ... 
3 4 Other harmful pollutants in the air, acc. to expert estimation 
4 2 Offensive odour in the air, ace. to expert estimation 
5 5 Flowing water contamination, acc. to water quality indicators 
6 5 Drinking water, % inhab.supplied by the un appropriate 

drinking water 
7 15 Surface and landscape devastation, % of the total area 
8 3 Soil contamination, acc. to expert estimation 
9 2 Erosion by wind and water, acc. to expert estimation 
10 4 Hazardous waste sites, acc. to expert estimation 
11 6 Biodiversity instability, calculated acc. to land-use structure 
12 5 Damaged and dying forest, % of the total forest area 
13 5 Noise pollution, % inhab.affected by the excessive noise 
14 3 Others physical risks (radioactiVity, geopath.zones ... ), 

acc. to expert est. 
15 1 Uncomplete families, % of all families 
16 1 One-person households, % of all households 
17 1 University educated people, % of all population 
18 2 Native people (living in their birthplaces), % of all population 
19 1 Unemployment, % of people in activ age 
20 2 Migration balance, per 1000 inh. per year for period ... 
21 2 Migration volume, per 1000 inh. per year for period ... 
22 4 Life expectancy, separately for males and females 
23 4 Appearance (morbidity) of malignant neoplasms 
24 2 Mortality caused by malignant neoplasms 
25 2 Mortality from diseases of the respiratory system 
26 2 Mortality from diseases of vascular and circulatory system 
27 1 Infant mortality 
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1 to 14 max. 75 Ecological load - air, water, landscape, biodiversity 
and physical factors 

15 to 21 max. 10 Social load - social structure, unemployment and migration 
22 to 27 max. 15 Health load - life expectancy, morbidity and mortality 

1 to 27 max.100 TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL LOAD - ecological, social 
and health risks 

N.B .: The starting pointof each of the indicators is equal to 0, which means an area without 
any excessive negative impact and inclusive risk. Each of the indicators has its own "pointing 
scale" from this starting point 0 to the maximal possible number of points (black points). 

This proposed evaluation scale is a result of discussions, various tests and final debates 
within a group of experts and authorities from the whole Czech Republic going on in 1993. 
Later, a modified and simplified new version of this criterial system (without evaluation of so
cial and health problems and risks) was completed by the North Project Foundation in Usti 
nad Labem. 

For more details, see also Fig. !. 

The evaluation of the so-called "health load" is done by separated indica
tors for men and women, with exception of t.he mort.ality rate of sucklings. 
We have put more emphasis on the "average life expectancy" indicator and on 
the sickness rate (morbitality rate) caused by cancer. We have evaluated 
these two indicators by a double number of point.s in comparison with the 
other health indicators, that is 4 (2 for men + 2 for women) possible points. 

The evaluation of the so-call ed "social load" was done by 1 to 2 points only. 
We suggest to use as perhaps the most import.ant indicators of "deteriorat.ed 
social environment" the low share of inhabitants living at present in their 
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Fig.!. - Indicators of the total environmenta l load assessment and maximal possible num
ber of points at the proposed and used pointing scale . Axis x - indicators number, a xis y -
number of points . The list and structure of indicators : 1 - 4: Air pollution (1 = Flying dust, 
2 = Sulphur dioxide, 3 = Other ha rmful pollutants, 4 = Offensive odour) ; 5 - 6 Water pollu
tion (5 = Flowing water, 6 = Drinking water); 7 - 10 Landscape and surface (7 = 
Devastations , 8 = Soil contamination, 9 = Erosion, 10 = Waste sites); 11 - 12 Biodiversity 
(11 = Land use, 12 = Forest); 13 - 14 Physical factors (13 = Noise pollution, 14 = 
Radioactivity); 15 - 19 Social structure (15 = Uncomplete families, 16 = One-person house
holds, 17 = Educated p., 18 = Native people, 19 = Unemployment); 20 - 21 Migration (20 = 
Migration balance , 21 = Migration volume); 22 - 27 Health problems and risks (22 = Life 
expectancy, 23 = Morbidity caused by cancer, 24 = Mortality due to cancer diseases, 25 = 
Mortality due to by respiratory diseases, 26 = Mortality by circulatory diseases, 27 = Infant 
mortality) . 
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birth places, the migration balance and the migration volume rate. This type 
of indicators is particularly significant for the borderland of the North-West 
Bohemia. 

According to the official migration volume data there is a theoretical ex
change of population within some municipalities in a relatively short time pe
riod. Such instability of population and settlement has also its negative effect 
upon the "environmental situation" of these areas. 

The Main Results of Environmental Load Assessment 

For evaluation and classification of the so-called "total ecological load", a 
system with a scale of 100 points in maximum (100 %), 75 points (75 %) and 
14 indicators are used for "ecological load", 15 points (15 %) and 6 in
dicators for "health load", 10 points (10 %) and 7 indicators for "so
cialload". (For further details see Table 5). 

According to this evaluation system, the maximal possible level of sepa
rately assessed loads was reached only once, in one type of load and in one 
municipality only. Ten black-points were achieved for "social load" in munici
pality of Rovna (District of Sokolov) in the West Bohemia. 

The highest number of black-points for "health load" (only whole districts, 
but for the whole area of the Czech Republic, were evaluated) was somewhat 
surprisingly found for district of Cheb (14 points) in the West Bohemia as 
well. 

The highest levels of the "ecological (physical) load", but of the total sum of 
"ecological and social loads" and the highest level of "total environmental 
load" including "health load" were found in the area of two neighbouring dis
tricts of Most and Teplice in the North Bohemia brown coal basin (for de
tails see Table 7). 

Nevertheless we have found in these most. affected and devastated dis
tricts of the Czech Republic also some municipalities with a lower or a low 
level of both "ecological" and "social load" that did not reach the lowest limit 
(number of black-points) corresponding to their designation as" ecolOgically 
damaged area". 

These differences within relatively small areas (both Most and Teplice dis
tricts belong among the smallest Czech districts) and also the extraordinary 
span of evaluated loads serve as an objective evidence of a widely diversified 
level of "ecological problems, risks and threats" (and living conditions of pop
ulation as well) not only among districts, but in the same time within these 
districts and regions. 

Therefore it is a vital political task to establish the necessary and convinc
ing limits both for classification and structuring of "ecologically damaged 
areas" according to municipality areas into different levels (zones or de
grees) according to the degree of ecological, health and social loads affecting 
their territories, landscape, nature and human population. 

We have proposed 20 points for "ecological (physical) load" - it means 
25 % of the possible maximal load or 40 % of the really identified maximal 
load (51 black-points were achieved in Komorany, part of Most) - as the low
est limit to claSSify any area as an "ecologically damaged area" (further 
on, the abbreviation EcoDA is used). 

According to the "ecological load" level, we propose to divide EcoDA into 
three basic groups: 
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1. degree (20 - 29 points): areas with a "high ecological load" 
2. degree (30 - 39 points): areas with a "very high ecological load" 
3. degree (40 and more points): areas with a "critical ecological 

load". 
This system of evaluation has allowed to classify and categorize more accu

rate]y the level of ecological problems, risks and threats and also to express 
the differences among municipalities (respectively their parts), districts and 
regions. 

We consider this system of EcoDA delimitation and classification - if nee
ded completed by the "health and social load" - as a vital basis and a turning 
point of the regional state policy in favour of areas and inhabitants affected 
by a deteriorated environment and in compliance with the extent, structure 
and intensity ofthis deterioration. 

Out of the 6098 municipalities existing in 1992 in the Czech Republic, se
lected 1242 ones have been evaluated, which means about 20 % of all the 
municipalities, but also more than 25 % of the total area with more than 
57 % ofthe whole population of the Czech Republic (in 1991). 

We can say that this number includes nearly all the known existing and 
potentially assumed areas (municipalities) affected by environmental prob
lems and risks. Therefore, we suppose that our results could be considered as 
an objective picture of ecological and environmental problems in the Czech 
Republic and on the Czech side of the so-called Black Triangle area (or 
European Black Boomerang). 

Out of the 1242 evaluated municipalities ( according to the proposed 
methodology) there were 525 municipalities with 20 and more black-points 
of "eco]ogica] load" which could be included into EcoDA. This means almost 
9 % of all the municipalities and about 12 % of the total area with 
more than 49 % of the whole population of the Czech Republic are in
cluded into affected, threatened and damaged zones. (See attached 

Table 6 - Number and Share of the Municipalities in the Czech Republic (in 1992) and 
their Distribution into Three Zones of the "Ecologically Damaged Areas" 

The area CR totally NWBohemia RestofCR 

Total 6098 657 5441 
Evaluated 1242 657 585 

% 20.4 100 10.8 
EcoDA total 525 336 189 

% 42.3 51.1 32.3 
1. degree 392 236 156 

% 74.7 70.2 82.5 
2. degree 108 85 23 

% 20.6 25.3 12.2 
3. degree 25 15 10 

% 4.7 4.5 5.3 

N.B.: The NW Bohemia includes the whole area of 13 districts along the borders with 
Saxony and Poland and on the Czech side the prevailing part of the crossborder area of the 
Black Triangle with an enormous concentration of environmental problems. 

From the remaining 63 districts in the rest of the Czech Republic muniCipalities from 
other 38 districts were selected, but in only in seven of them all the municipalities were 
evaluated. 
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maps of geographical distribution of ecological, social and health load in the 
Czech Republic). 

The Problems of the North-West Bohemia on the Municipality Level 

All the municipalities of the whole territory of the North-West Bohemia, in 
general assessed as the most affected and damaged part of the Czech 
Republic, have been evaluated. 

This area includes 13 districts along the border with Saxony (in the former 
DDR and now one of the so-called new lands of Germany) and Poland (in the 
area of the so-called Lower Silesia) from Cheb (on the West) to Jablonec nad 
Nisou (on the East). This area constitutes the main part of the Czech side of 
the so-called Black Triangle, which is one of the most polluted and the most 
environmentally affected areas in Europe. 

In accordance with our evaluation more than 51 % of municipalities 
within this area, which means about 51 % of the whole territory and 
83 % of all population, can be classified as "ecologically damaged 
areas". 

An evidence of the significant differences in the level of ecological problems 
is e.g. a huge span of the "ecological load" between Most (51 black-points) 
with the absolutely highest load and Brandau (only 14 points) in the same 
district of Most (one of the smallest districts in the Czech Republic), and 
Cetenou (the district of Liberec) with the lowest level in this territory (only 5 
black-points). The span between the municipalities of Most and Cetenov rep
resents a ten times higher or lower "ecological load", burdening both nature 
and people of these areas. 

More than 1,2 million inhabitants live on the territory of EcoDA in the 
North-West Bohemia, which means about 83 % of the all there living in
habitants (from the total number of 1,48 million in 1991). 

Almost 60 % of the total area qualified as EcoDA in the Czech 
Republic belongs to the territory of the North-West Bohemia with more 
than 31 % of the whole population living in the Czech Republic in the areas 
with a "very high and critical ecological load". 

The situation of the North-West Bohemia will get considerably worse, if we 
take into consideration the "health and social consequences" (in comparison 
for instance with Prague and Ostrava regions, where the "ecological load" 
seems to be roughly the same). 

There are 214 municipalities in the Czech Republic with a moderate and 
high social load, 197 (92 %) of them being located in the North-West 
Bohemia (see Table 7 and attached map). 

In addition, 10 out of 13 districts in the NW Bohemia have been clas
sified with a high and a very high "health load" (see also Table 7 and 
attached map). 

All this gives an evidence of an extraordinary concentration not only of 
ecological problems, but also of serious social and health problems cumulated 
in this area. 

The attached table gives the basic data on the distribution of municipali
ties in the districts of the North-West Bohemia in compliance with their "eco
logical, social and health load" assessment. 

We suggest to divide these "loads" into four levels according to the achieved 
number of the so-called black points (from the total sum of 100 black points): 
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Ecological load (EL) with the maximal possible number of 75 black 
points. 1. low - less than 20, 2. high - 20-29, 3. very high 30-39, 4.critical 40 
and more. 

Social load (SL) with the maximal possible number of 10 black points. 1. 
very low 0-2, 2. low 3-4, 3. moderate 5-6, 4. high 7 and more. 

Health load (HL) with the maximal possible number of 15 black points. 
1. very low 0-3, 2. moderate (low) 4-7, 3. high 8-11, 4. critical 12 and more. 

(N.B. it was possible to assess only whole districts.) 
Municipalities in the area of the North-West Bohemia (in 1992) according 

to the districts and the ecological, social and health load in compliance with 
the proposal of criteria and methodology for monitoring and evaluation of en
vir;onmental problems, risks and threats (for a more detailed information, see 
VUV A's research papers). 

Table 7 - Number of Municipalities in the Area of the North-West Bohemia (in 1992) 
According to the Zones of Ecological, Social and Health Load 

District CH SO KV CV MO TP UL LN LT DC CL LB IN Sum 

Type of load 

Totally 39 39 53 49 33 41 27 65 105 52 59 60 35 657 

low 31 14 33 19 6 6 0 40 29 23 45 46 29 321 
high 7 13 18 20 11 15 18 23 56 23 14 13 5 236 
very high 1 10 2 8 11 14 9 2 20 6 0 1 1 85 
critical EL 0 2 0 2 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

very low 8 3 9 5 5 19 12 28 49 19 22 41 27 247 
low 18 12 20 15 3 9 12 21 42 16 24 13 8 213 
moderate 7 12 19 11 14 11 3 8 11 13 10 5 0 124 
high SL 6 12 5 18 11 2 0 8 3 4 3 1 0 73 

very low 0 
moderate 105 60 35 200 
high 53 41 27 65 52 59 297 
critical HL 39 39 49 33 160 

Districts on the territory of the North-West Bohemia (and their abbreviations) :, Cheb -
CH, Sokolov - SO, Karlovy Vary - KY, Chomutov - CV, Most - MO, Teplice - TP, Usti nad 
Labem - UL, Louny - LN, LitomeTice - LT, Decin - DC, Ceskii L£pa - CL, Liberec - LB, 
Jablonec nad Nisou -IN. 

A further information is given in the attached maps (Fig. 2 - 5). 
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Fig. 2 - The Czech Republic: Ecologically Damaged Areas . Comparison with the "affected regions" 
according to the Czech Goverment's Regulation . 1 - Affected areas according to the Regulation of 
Czech Government from August 22, 1990. Ecological load (EL): 2 - high, 3 - very high, 4 - critical. 
5 - towns with ecological load . 
N.B. Municipalities and district areas on the attached maps correspond to the state in 1992. 

Fig. 3 - Ecological Load in the North-West Bohemia. Selected 1242 out of the total of 6098 
municipalities were assessed . Degree of ecological load : white - not assessed, light grey -
low, grey - high, dark grey - very high, black - critical. 
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Fig. 4 - The Czech Republic : Health Load. On the district level (for all the 76 districts). 
Health load (HL): 1 - medium, 2 - high, 3 - very high . 4 - towns with ecological load. 

Fig. 5 - Social Load in the North-West Bohemia. Selected 1242 out of the total of6098 mu
nicipalities were assessed . Degree of social load : white - not assessed, light greyO - low, 
grey - medium, dark grey - high. 
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A p pen d i x: The Basic and Used Data and Reference Sources 

All of the mentioned basic data and reference sources were prepared and issued by the 
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~rague, liquidated in 1994, and by its former Centre for Environmental Studies, located in 
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1. Metodika hodnoceni ekologicke zateze uzemi Ceske republiky na rok 1993 (Ecological 

Load Assessment Methodology - The Proposal for the Czech Republic Area and 1993 
year), February 1993. 

2. Metodika hodnoceni ekologicke zateze na piikladu tizemi okresli Liberec a Teplice 
(Ecological Load Assessment Methodology - Case Study based on the example of 
Liberec and Teplice District Areas), June 1993. 

3. Hodnoceni ekologicke zateze obci Ceske republiky (Ecological Load Assessment on 
Municipalities in the Czech Republic), November 1993. 

4. Hodnoceni sociaIni zateze obci Ceske republiky (Social Load Assessment on 
Municipalities in the Czech Republ!c), November 1993. 

5. Hodnoceni zdravotni zateze uzemi Ceske republiky (Health Load Assessent of the Czech 
Republic Area), November 1993. 

6. Hodnoceni celkove zateze zivotniho prostiedi na uzemi Ceske republiky (Total 
Environmental Load Assessment on the territory of the Czech Republic), April 1994 

Shrn uti 

NOvY PRISTUP K HODNOCENI A VYMEZOV ANI POSTIZENYCH OBLASTI 
V CESKE REPUBLICE 

Na uzemi Ceske republiky jsou od roku 1974 vymezovany a vladou vyhlasovany tzv. 
postizene oblasti jako uzemi s vyrazne nepiiznivymi vlivy na piirodni a zivotni prostiedi, 
zdravi obyvatelstva a jeho zivotni uroven, v nichz bylo a je potfebne piijtmat zvlastni 
ochranna a kompenzacni opatienL Podle posledni tipravy v roce 1990 je v CR vymezeno 
celkem 17 takovych postizenych oblasti - devet regionli a osm mest - na 10 % rozlohy 
a s 39 % obyvatelstva CR. 

Novy pristup k reseni problem Ii zivotniho prostiedi v CR vyvolal na pocatku 90. let mj. 
i pozadavek na revizi jejich vymezeni. Ministerstvo zivotniho prostiedi CR zadalo vypra
covani "Kriterii a metodiky pro vymezovani a vnitrni diferenciaci ekologicky poskozenych 
uzemi CR" a jejich oveieni na uzemi sev~rozapadnich Cech. Ukolem byl poveien 
Vyzkumny ¥stav vystavby a architektury (VUVA) a jeho byvale Pracoviste pro zivotni 
prostiedi v Usti n. L. 

Piedkladany piispevek cerpa z vysledkli praci dosazenych za vedeni jeho autora v prli
behu let 1992 - 1994. Behem relativne velmi kratke doby bylo nutI!e shromazdit, pripravit a 
zpracovat velkou iadu udajli 0 stavu a vjvoji zivotniho prostiedi v CR a navrhnout novy zpli
sob hodnoceni a vymezovani "postizenych oblasti" vcetne jejich vnejsi i vnitini diferenciace. 

Navrhovany novy piistup k hodnoceni urovne zivotniho prostiedi spociva v rozliSovani, 
oddelovani, ale i spojovani tzv. ekologicke, sociaIni a zdravotni zatHe tizemi, a to pomoci 
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bodovacf stupnice vybranych ukazatehi vypovidajicich 0 rozsahu nebo stupni poskozovani 
ci ohrozovani zivotniho prosti-edL Zakladni uzemni jednotkou pro hodnoceni jsou zasadne 
cele obce (spravni obvody), v nekterych pi'ipadech a u vetsich mest to jsou vsak mensi 
ucelove vymezene casti obcL 

Na zaklade cetnych diskusi a na zaklade overovacfch testu na dvou modelovych 
okresech byl navrzen soubor 27 ukazatelu pro hodnoceni tzv. celkove zateze zivotniho 
prosti-edi s bodovaci stupnicf do maximalne 100 bodu. Z toho je urceno 14 ukazatelu a 75 
bodu pro hodnoceni tzv. ekologicke, sest kriterii a 10 bodu pro socialni a sedm kriterif a 15 
bodu pro zdravotni zarez uzemL Pro kaidy z pouzivanych ukazatelu byla vypracovana 
vlastni hodnoticf bodovacf stupnice. Hlavni vahu v hodnoceni ziskaly predevsim faktory 
devastace povrchu a krajiny, znecisteni ovzdusi a vodnich zdroju. 

Predlozeny prispevek popisuje a hodnoti navrhovanou metodiku a vybrane ukazatele 
pro hodnoceni uvadenych typu zateze uzemL Podle takto.pl'ijate metodiky byla stanovena 
tzv. ekologicka a socialni zatez pro 1242 vybranych obci CR (z celkem 6100 obef v r. 1992) 
vcetne vsech obef SZ Cech a tzv. zdravotni zatez pro vsech 76 okresu CR. 

V dalsi casti prispevku jsou uvadeny hlavni vysledky tohoto hodnoceni na uzemi SZ 
Cech. Ty ukazuji na mimoradne vysokou vnitrni diferenciaci mezi okresy a mezi obcemi. 
Na jedne strane tu nachazime uzemi s nejvyssimi hodnotami zatHe - jako Most u ekolo
gicke, obec Rovna (okres Sokolov) u socialni a okres Cheb u zdravotni zateze - ale i uzemi 
s ryrazne nizkymi hodnotami zarezL Z tohoto hlediska Ize vysledky navrhovaneho hod no
ceni povaZovat za velmi vyznamne a dulezite pro rozhodovaci a planovacf cinnost. 

Podle rysledku pouziteho hodnoceni Ize vice nei 51 % celkoveho poctu obef a plosne 
vymery a asi 83 % vsech bydlicich obyvatel na uzemi SZ Cech oznacit za "ekologicky 
postizena uzemi", ktera jsou dale navriena C1enit na ti-i stupne (na uzemi s vysokou, velmi 
vysokou nebo kritickou zatezi). V kombinaci s vysledky hodnoceni socialni a zdravotni 
zateze Ize vymezovat z6ny ruzneho typu a velikosti zareze uzemL 

Jednim z cflu uvedene metodiky a noveho pristupu k hodnoceni, vymezovani a diferen
covani "postizenych oblasti", jakkoliv je muzeme povazovat za problematicke a diskutabil
ni, je prave snaha pl'ispet k objektivizovanemu hodnoceni a reseni probJemu zivotniho 
prosti-edi v nutne sirsim zajmovem prostoru nasi republiky a tohoto regionu. 
Obr. 1 - Indikatory pro hodnoceni celkove zatHe zivotniho prosti'edi a maximalni mozny 

pocet bodu podle navrhovane bodovaci stupnice. Osa x - cislo indikatoru, osa y - pocet 
bodu. 

Obr. 2 - Ekologicky post!zena uzemi Ceske republiky. Porovnani s "postizenY!1li oblastmi" 
podle usneseni vlady CR. 1 - postizene oblasti stanovene usnesenim vlady CSR c. 76/80. 
Ekologicka zatez: 2 - vysoka, 3 - velmi vysoka, 4 - kriticka. 5 - mesta s ekologickou 
zatezL 

Obr. 3 - Ekologicka zarez uzemi Severozapadnich Cech. Hodnoceno vybranych 1242 z cel
koveho poctu 6098 obcL Stu pen ekologicke zateze: bila - nehodnoceno, svetle sed a -
nizka, seda - vysoka, tmave se~a - velmi vysoka, cerna - kriticka. 

Obr. 4 - Zdravotni zatez uzemi Ceske republiky. Zdravotni zarez na urovni okresu (pro 
vsech 76 okresu). Zdravotni zatez: 1 - sti'edni, 2 - vysoka, 3 - velmi vysoka. 4 - mesta s 
ekologickou zatHL • 

Obr. 5 - Socialni zatez uzemi severozapadnich Cech. Hodnoceno vybranych 1242 z 
celkoveho poctu 6098 obcL Stupen socialni zateze: hila - nehodnoceno, svetle seda -
nizka, seda - sti'edni, tmave seda - vysoka. 

Poznamka: Hranice obci a okresu na prilozenych mapach odpovidaji roku 1992. 

The proposed contribution is a part of the author's individual project, which has been 
done in the framework of the Global Security Fellows Initiative concerning the Black 
Triangle Focus Area, at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences at the University of 
Cambridge (UK) in 1994 - 1995. 

(Author is wi(h Faculty of Environmental Studies, J. E. Purkyne University, Na okraji 
1001, 400 01 Usti nad Labem.) 

Arrived to the editor's office on March 21, 1996 
Recommended for publication by Ivan BiCik and Antonin Gotz 
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GEOGRAFIE - SBORNiK CESKE GEOGRAFICKE SPOLECNOSTI 
ROK 1996 • CiSLO 2 • ROCNiK 101 

HANA K(1HNLovA, KAREL KUHNL 

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AS PART 
OF GEOGRAPHICAL COURSES IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

- PROBLEMS, SUGGESTIONS, AND CHALLENGES 

H . K u h n I 0 v Ii , K. K u h n I: Environmental Education as Part of Geographical 
Courses in the Czech Republic - Problems, Suggestions, and Challenges. - Geografie
Sbornik CGS, 101, 2, pp. 158 - 168 (1996). - Improvement of the environment is conditioned 
by a systematic environmental education. The role of geography in such an educational sys
tem is also crucial. As a result, geographical courses require changes. A sound knowledge of 
one's local region much contributes to the understanding of environment in the broad sense. 
Environmental education must include the historical development of natural and social ele
ments as well as future prospects. The concept of eco-museum could bring much inspiration 
to this process. The article deals with the idea of eco-museum of Cental European impor
tance which should primarily influence the environmental thinking of the population. 
KEY WORDS: geographical education - social aspects of environment - eco-museum - en
vironmental history. 

Introduction 

Czech Republic ranks among countries with the greatest extent of environ
mental damages. In most regions this damage includes not only various kinds 
of air, water, and soil pollution, as well as destroyed forests and other natural 
features. Moreover, damage of the social environment is equally or even more 
important since it brings long-lasting consequences and improvements are dif
ficult. Increased morbidity and mortalit.y (including infant mortality) are gen
erally viewed as the best indicators of the overall damage of human environ
ment. These indicators are, however, likely to be influenced to a lesser extent 
by pollution of air and other nature components and rather more by the 
lifestyle, attitudes towards one's health and by the health servicel). 

1) WHO (World Health Organization) claims that the quality of physical environment 
and lifestyle is by 80 % responsible for the health of population and the level and organiza
tion of the health service accounts just for 20 % (Dzlirovli, D., 1993). 

The international research project based in the Czech Republic "Teplice Programme" 
has come to similar results after 15 years of investigations. This project compares two re
gions: North-West Bohemia which has extremely damaged environment, and Prachatice 
District, South Bohemia, with high quality natural environment. So far, however, it has 
not been proved that damaged physical environment (especially air pollution) would influ
ence the health of population more than improper lifestyle (bad nutritional habits, lack of 
physical activities, stress, smoking, impaired family relations, risky behaviour, etc.) 
(RubeS, F., 1994). 

Though the influence of damaged environment on human health is generally recog
nized, direct proofs that would support a close relation between the rate of environmental 
damage and mortality are rare (see Statni politika zivotniho prosti'edi, Ministerstvo zivot
niho prosti'edi CR, 1993). 
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It seems more and more likely that most health indicators of the human 
enivronment and its damage are conditioned by a broad array of circum
stances. Apart from natural factors also psychological factors and the quality 
of social environment2) play an important role. The quality of life, however, 
should not be reduced only to a reasonable state of health. It largely depends 
on other matters and facts many of which are closely related to space in gen
eral and contribute to the social climate (lifestyle, values, interpersonal rela
tions, cultural level, attitudes towards traditions, leisure activities, etc.). 

Such a complex approach towards the environmental issues and the quali
ty of life should also be adopted in the environmental education and should 
become part of environmental awareness. 

It is this awareness, however, which is on much lower level in Czechia 
compared with conditions in economically developed countries. The 
Communist regime banned many environmental information and provided 
no systematic environmental education. The roots of environmental degrada
tion were not discussed or even hidden. Environmental issues received no of
ficial interest under Communism and the centrally planned economy post
poned these problems to futere generations. 

It will last long till environmental damages will be repaired and Czech 
population will again live in healthy conditions. Such a long-lasting process 
requires practical ecological provisions and also systematic environmental 
education: This education should stress intelligent and sensible approach to
wards natural and man-made structures. It also must encourage the role of 
behaviour and values that much contribute to the quality of social environ
ment. Priority must be given to the concept of individual responsibility. Since 
environment is a complex concept, environmental education should be given 
a more important position in the framework of geographical education3). It is 
necessary to sort and process more information from other scientific branch-

2) Social environment may be defined as the part of environment consisting of popula
tion itself, various population structures and interpersonal relations. Compared with the 
natural environment the social environment features material aspects (human beings) and 
also immaterial concepts as are language, culture, legal and ethic standards, traditions, 
values, etc. The quality of social environment is difficult to assess; it should be based on 
the complex quality of social indicators and social relations. The quality of social relations 
is influenced by the occurrence of negative social and demographic phenomena and fea
tures on one side and by progressive social facts on the other hand. As such, social rela
tions indirectly indicate the quality of social environment (Illner, M. et aI., 1989). 

In the Czech Republic, many negative social attributes affecting the social environment 
occur in regions with the worst life conditions. These are typified by a high share of sui
cides, alcoholism and drugs, prostitution, children under threat, abortions, increased di
vorce rate, etc. 

Social environment in the most devastated regions has been largely influenced by the 
degradation of countryside and the whole settlement structure. It included total clearance 
of many villages and towns, as well as negative changes of the urban landscapes (building 
of socialist-style housing estates). Ruthless approach towards cultural monuments was 
adopted and many were destroyed. All these aspects, however, occurred also in other Czech 
regions, though to a lesser extent. 

3) Environmental information and data were first included in Czech geography courses on 
primary and secondary levels as late as in the 1980s. Ironically, the importance of environ
mental education in Czechia has been even higher than in other countries. Apart from other 
reasons, the structure of geographical university education much contributed to such a de
lay. Environmental concepts were included into geographical courses at the university level 
later and to an incomparably lesser extent than in case of courses dealing primarily with 
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es. Apart from the traditional links with natural sciences (especially with 
ecology) geographical education is supposed to include sociological and eco
nomic data as well as information produced by physical and regional plan
ning. Historical development of all environmental components should also be 
taken into account. It is most likely that geographical education enriched in 
the above mentioned way would occupy more significant position in the 
process of raising environmental awareness and improving the quality of life 
especially among the young generation. To achieve this goal, however, it is 
necessary to alter the contents of geographical education on primary and sec
ondary levels. Also university courses that provide training for future geogra
phy teachers need changes. 

Environmental Issues as Part of Geographical Education 

The concept of landscape ecology and assessing of socioeconomic landscape 
components (including basic principles of regional planning) have received a 
great interest among school geographers, textbooks authors, and teachers in 
developed countries over the past decade. Human values, behaviour, and re
sponsibility are viewed as part of the decision-making process. Moreover, the 
scope of education clearly tends towards the extension beyond geographical 
boundaries: students and pupils recieve a wide range of information based on 
interdisciplinary contexts. Currently there are two main directions. First, the 
education focuses on global problems and problem regions of the world. 
Second, deeper understanding of the domestic region, town, and place of resi
dence is stressed; raising of environmental awareness is viewed as very im
portant. 

The above mentioned approach conforms the basic principles of the IGU 
International Charter of Geographical Education4). The Charter emphasizes 
the importance of geography for the environmental awareness of future gen
erations. 

The Czech educational system gradually adopts the general trends in geo
graphical education and its contents. Sections on landscape and environment 
were first included in teaching programmes and geography textbooks on pri
mary and secondary schools at the turn of 1970s and 1980s. Information on 

biology, chemistry, agronomy, and even with some technical sciences. A general beleif that 
environmental issues have little to do with geographical education and research long pre· 
vailed among the Czech geographical community. As a result of this delayed and careful ap· 
proach towards environemntal concepts, the geographical methodology of assessing the en
vironmental quality received little attention. Geographers just described the state of envi
ronmental damage or the protection of natural components. A complex approach towards 
the environment was rarely adopted and concerned first of all only the natural sphere. 
Sociogeographical aspects of the environment are still taken into account only exceptionally, 
both in empirical research and in the framework of theory and methodology. Though syn
thesis is one of the basic geographical concepts, in the case of environmental issues this ap
proach has not been adopted over many years. This fact is reflected also in the geographical 
education. Description still prevails and individual environmental components are just clas
sified. Complex approach towards environmental issues based on solving problems is rare. 

4) The International Charter of Geographical Education was approved by the partici
pants of the 27th IGU Congress in Washington D.C., 1992. The Charter calls for general 
attention to geographical education and to its key role in the process of shaping future gen
erations responsible for this world (Haubrich, H., 1994). 
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nature protection and quality of life (perceived as the level of man-induced 
damage of natural environment), on the most damaged regions and partly on 
measures taken to improve the state of environment in Czechoslovakia and 
abroad received more and more interest in the course of 1980s. Before the po
litical changes in 1989, however, the environmental "education" was limited 
just to partial information. Deeper investigations were not presented, the 
roots of topical problems were not discussed and little attention was given to 
possible solutions. Many facts were falsified or even tabooed and information 
misinterpreted. The regime did not encourage open discussions about the en
vironmental devastation that included open pit mining, plants based on 
burning of low quality coal, and toxic waste in water and soil. As a result, 
sound and complex environmental training was not supported. The education 
was much focused just on the necessity to protect natural components 
against pollution. 

Relatively important changes have been enforced over the past five years 
(1990 - 1995) in the field of general concept, contents and methodology of the 
environmental education in the Czech Republic. Above all, information on 
the state of the environment are not banned any more and real roots of the 
environmental problems are discussed and assessed. Environmental issues 
became integral part of many geographical courses and programmes. The im
provement of environmental knowledge is now perceived as one of chief tar
gets geographical education should be aimed at. Geographical textbooks re
leased after 1989 also devote much more attention to environmental prob
lems. 

The application of r-ecent educational trends much depends on teachers, 
their activity and scope of knowledge. The traditional educational concepts 
still much influences most teachers. The young generation, however, rapidly 
adopts new ways of thinking and the practical educational process gradually 
becomes to conform West European standards. The general prestige of geog
raphy as a subject is thus likely to be increased. 

The environmental section of geographical education in the Czech 
Republic will be influenced by practical needs. It also will reflect foreign ex
perience in this field. The main trends in foreseeable future should be based 
on the following ideas: 

a) The knowledge of local region and municipality should be extended. 
Environmental and landscape changes in the past and resulting conse
quences must be stressed. It is necessary to devote more attention to future 
environmental development including desired changes of rural and urban 
landscapes, quality of hoUSing, interpersonal relations, and generally the 
quality of Hfe. 

b) Geographical education should emphasize the activities and abilities 
needed for the environmentally responsible decision making (issues con
cerned with housing, new planning and landscape concepts, etc.). More atten
tion should be devoted to activities, discussions, projects, and scenarios con
cerning the development of society within the environmental framework. 

It is especially important to promote the idea of personal responsibility for 
sustainable development and generally raise the global environmental 
awareness. 

a) To extend the know lege of local region and place of residence is an effi
cient way how to link geographical education with environmental issues. It 
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also creates conditions for im~roving the human attitudes towards local area, 
especially among youngsters ). Deeper local knowledge enables comparison 
with other regions and creates a sound base for understanding the coexis
tence between society and environment. Theoretical statements and isolated 
pieces of information concerning environmental damages are thus replaced 
by a broader approach towards historical contexts of the state of local envi
ronment. The interconnection between the perception of local landcscape or 
local settlement and the general landscape development is especially impor
tant. The detailed scale also enables to observe the everyday life. If students 
would understand the current state based on the knowledge of the past, they 
would be more likely to adopt knowledgeable approach towards the future 
and undertake environmentally responsible decisions. 

b) Observation of the local environment produces a diverse material for in
formal environmental education. Natural and social features can be de
scribed, sorted, and assessed in field classes. Some projects and scenarios 
aims to solve real (or simulated) problems. Activities focused on improving 
the local environment and on raising the environmental awareness of stu
dents' families should also be supported. Regular discussions on current is
sues oflocal, national, and global importance are important, too, as are round 
tables with invited guests of various professional background. Leisure time of 
youngsters should be enriched by activities concerned with environmental 
protection and sustainable development. 

Generally, environmental education should be more future-oriented (in the 
sense of future space-time relations) and based on examples from familiar re
gions. To do so, it is necessary to combine the assessment of natural and so
cial components and adopt integrated educational approaches. 

The transition of geographical education aims to deepen the environmen
tal thinking of Czech population. The basic approach towards environmental 
studies as part of geography, however, should be changed. 

The Concept of Eco-Museum as a Method how to Extend 
Environmental Thinking and Enrich Geographical Education 

Geography as a scientific discipline undergoes permanent changes. 
Environmental issues in the broad sense as well as historical contexts be
come increasingly important in current geography. The environmental as
pects of historical development are devoted great attention in many devel
oped countries. Taking such contexts into consideration could iniciate 
changes in contents and scope of Czech geographical education, too. 

The environmental history ranks among the modern historiographic sub
disciplines. It studies ecological aspects of historical events in the broad con
text. Related to the environmental history is the historical geography of envi
ronmental changes - discipline which has originated in Europe in mid-1980s. 
Environmental history is the history of nature and its changes as perceived 
by humans; the history of natural images reflected in ideas, culture, and art; 

5) The experience from geographical education in developed countries, for instance in 
SWitzerland, has proved this fact (Aerni, K. et aI., 1993). The same is true with foreign geo
graphical courses, programmes, and textbooks in Germany, Austria, etc. (Geographie 1985, 
Lehrplan 1991). 
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the history of environmental politics. Environmental historians continue to 
emphasize the links with other scientific branches - with geography, ecology, 
sociology, philosophy, etc. Environmental history6) has developed rapidly es
pecially in the U.S.A. (Jelecek, L., 1993). 

Neither Czech geographers, nor historians have systematically studied the 
environmental aspects of human history so far. The knowledge of history, 
however, could much contribute to the process of environmental repairs and 
to raising the environmental awareness. 

The concept of eco-museum7) is an example of the historico-geographical 
approach towards the environmental studies at a small regional scale. The 
eco-museum itself proves how important for geographical education are links 
with history, ecology and other branches as ethnology, urban planning, histo
ry of culture and architecture, sociology, technical sciences, economics, phi
losophy, etc. 

G. H. Riviere, father of the eco-museum concept, conceived it in the end of 
1970s as an integral image of nature and life on a relatively small area over a 
certain period of time. The idea of spacial development has thus been 
stressed. Riviere's ideal eco-museum would show human beings as part of dy
namic bilateral relations between man and environment. Under the term 
"environment" he understood the entire space, the realm of nature and cul
ture. Apart from the rural environment, often shown in vernacular architec
ture reserves, the Riviere's concept also includes the urban and industrial en
vironment. A permanent exhibition shows the historical development and the 
character of respective region is documented in crucial stages of natural and 
human history up to the present. Future prospects are also included. 
Important realities that directly influence the future development are em
phasized. Apart from the permanent historical exhibition the eco-museum al
so contains natural and cultural features in the open air that typify the area 
and contribute to the understanding of local environment. These include rur
al, urban, and industrial architecture, historical sites, archaeological find
ings, natural phenomena (geological freaks, habitats of unique animals and 
plants), typical man-induced structures, etc. Such objects are linked with in
troductory trails and provided with written information8). This idea, howev
er, does not allow to place an eco-museum under one roof. In contrast to an 
eco-museum, a traditional museum is usually concerned with a larger region 
and the local population does not directly take part. On the contrary, the 
Riviere's eco-museum concept underlines the role of local people. Locals are 

6) Environmental history should be distinguished from historical ecology. The former 
deals with the development of nature-society relations and their positive and negative con
sequences on both sides. The latter studies namely negative aspects of human activities in 
the sphere of nature (Jelecek, L., 1993). 

7) To a certain extent, the idea of eco·museum in general has been influenced by the cri
sis of traditional museums. These do not reflect modern needs and new forms are looked 
for. Georges Henri Riviere, founder of the Museum of Folk Art and Traditions in Paris, 
first promoted the idea of eco-museum (Hinten, W., 1985, Riviere, G. H., 1985). The word 
"eco-museum" which reflects the special environmental concern has been first created by 
Huguesde Varine Bohan, Riviere's successor in the International Council of Museums. R. 
Poujad, French Minister for Environment, officially approved this term. 

8) The idea, aims, and practical forms of an eco-museum, however, differs significantly 
from museums in the open air, vernacular architecture reserves, and introductory trails 
that have more limited scope. 
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invited to cooperate according to one's abilities and interests. Since they are 
asked to contribute with their knowledge and experience and as such to in
fluence the future development of their domicile, locals mostly take the cre
ation of eco-museum seriously. Being co-authors, local people are also likely 
to take part in promotion and advertising9). 

France was the first country that has pioneered eco-museums since 1980s 
(Ecomusee de la Grande Lande de Gascogne, Ecomusee du Mont Lozere, 
Ecomusee de la communaute urbaine Le Creusot-Montceau-les-Mines, etc.). 
Other developed countries such as The Netherlands and Switzerland fol
lowed. 

We take the structure and purpose of the Simplon Pass Eco-Museum, Switzerland, as 
an example. 

The foundation that has built this museum in between 1991 and 1996 aims to provide 
visitors with a comprehensive picture of the economic and cultural life in the Simplon re
gion. It is located on the important ancient trade route over the Alps in a unique natural 
environment. The Simplon Eco-Museum administration is housed in the rconstructed his
torical building at Simplon-Dorf. Permanent exhibition on local history opens there in July 
1996. The main focus, however, is put on the reconstructed Stockalper Route that came in
to existence in the 17th century and followed the mediae vel route over the pass. The latter 
linked Northern Italy with French market places. Brig in the RhOne Valley and Gondo at 
the Italian border were important settlements at both sides of the pass. This trade route 
provided the source of living for local population over more than one hundred years and it 
brought prosperity to the whole region. The reconstruction aims to preserve the route for 
Swiss people and foreigners passing over Simplon. Selected natural and cultural objects 
scattered along the 35 km long section gradually become parts of the eco-museum. Apart 
from the reconstructed route itself these are former store houses, 17th century shelters 
and huts, mountain pub and chapel of the same period, etc. The eco-museum management 
also aspires to acquire some histrocally important monuments that would house various 
regional exhibitions (Kiihnlova, H., 1993). 

The concept of eco-museum is based on the study of local development and 
should result in a complex picture of the respective region. It is a picture of 
nature which has been gradually changed by humans and a picture of cultur
al and ecomomic activities that are largely influenced by the natural and so
cial environments. Apart from the local context also relevant national and in
ternational circumstances are presented. 

The eco-museum ensures the protection, restoration, and revitalization of 
natural landscape and man-made structures. It is also concerned with re
vival of traditions and conservation of cultural monuments. 

Educational programmes and raising the public awareness are important 
issues, too. These include widening of interests among locals and enriching 
the tourist and recreational activities as well as the upgrading the knowledge 
on local region in the framework of general edll;cation. 

9) The organizational structure of and eco-museum is usually based on three committees 
with precisely specified tasks: scientific committee, users committee, and administrative 
committee. 

Members of the scientific committee are mostly university scholars - experts in various 
branches. The selection is influenced by practical needs of the respective region. Generally, 
experts in geology, biology, geography, natural and social ecology, archaeology, general his
tory, art history, ethnology, agronomy, and other branches take part. 

Local people become members of the users committee. They are grouped into various 
supporting associations and clubs. . 

Institutions providing the financial support and management of the eco-museum have 
representatives in the administrative committee. 
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In general the eco-museum should contribute to upgrading the status of 
the respective region in people's minds and to enforcing local roots. All this is 
based on a deeper knowledge of local environment and local affairs. This im
proved knowledge and changes in behaviour that include accepting more re
sponsibility in decision making are part of the local patriotism and pride. 

The stimulative ideas on which eco-museums are based could be well ap
plied in the Czech Republic, too. Czechs are mostly educated people and the 
country boasts old cultural traditions. Many Czech citizens have a wide 
range of interests including reading, regular trips, visits to museums, monu
ments, and introductory trails. These activities are especially frequent 
among young families. Since the standard of living in Czechia is expected to 
rise under new conditions, it is likely that based on the long-time experience 
new introductory trails will come into existence and also eco-museums might 
be built. 

The coal mining region in North-West Bohemia would be an ideal setting 
for such an eco-museum. This area suffers from high air-borne pollution and 
severe devastation that rank among the worst of all Europe. 

The landcapes of North-West Bohemia have been devastated by the ruthless opencast 
coal mining and by high concentration of coal-fired plants. Some parts really resemble a lu
nar landscape: giant open pits, huge heaps of useless waste, polluted underground water, 
hazardous dumps, and devastated forests. 

This region was inhabited by Germans and Czechs side by side over many centuries. 
Thus, it was a setting of unique historical development. Fifty years ago, however, an im
portant population change ocurred there: Germans were expelled and the region has been 
resettled by people from various parts of Czechoslovakia. North-West Bohemia suffered 
from a large migration turnover also under the following "socialist" period. The stability of 
local population remained low over a long time. The border regions show a large population 
instability even now. 

High level of social pathology is typical for North-West Bohemia. The local population is 
by Czech standards less educated. The relatively high proportion of Gypsies (Romanies) 
makes a lot of problems, too, since many do not accept the general social standards. 
Certain diseases are more frequent due to the unhealthy way of living that also contributes 
to higher divorce rate, criminality, and dependence on narcotic drugs. 

The historical part of North-West Bohemian eco-museum would focus on main stages of 
development from the ancient times up to the present. The gradual environmental devas
tation resulting in a total damage would be demonstrated at the background of social de
velopment. The settlement history, population composition, as well as the destruction of 
social environment under Communism would be shown. 

Typical natural and cultural phenomena of this region - witnesses of the landscape 
degradation - would form parts of the eco-museum, too. There would be examples of recla
mation and forest revitalization. Devastated cultural monuments as well as those that es
caped damage would be shown (Most, Jezefl Castle), and also the prefabricated "socialist" 
architecture. Some urban sites are ideal candidates to become parts of the eco-museum, 
too: Kadan. (historic town), Duchcov (historically important town where the urban struc
ture has been recently deformed), and Teplice (the spa district). Other routes could direct 
visitors to the attractive recreational areas outside the coal mining region, as are Declnske 
steny (Decin Rocks), and Ceske Stfedohofi (Bohemian Highlands). Some environmentally 
friendly establishments could be linked to a separate exhibition focused on the changing 
environment in North-West Bohemia. These could include an ecological dump site, coal
fired plant;. industrial factory, or a residential area. The issue of through truck traffic 
should be demonstrated, too. The exhibition itself should be located in a carefully selected 
place where examples of the recent damage would be seen. Ideally, it would become an im
portant centre for environmental education. 

Creation of such an eco-museum in the coal mining district of North-West Bohemia 
would ineVitably bring many problems to cope with. Compared to the existing eco-muse
ums throughout Europe it would be interspersed on quite a large region (approx. 
1,500 km2) which does not attract much tourism and recreation in the traditional sense. 
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The eco-museum, however, should become a touristic destination, too. Moreover, the area 
of interest will continue to face complicated technical, economic, environmental, and social 
problems. Nevertheless, putting the eco-museum idea in action would much contribute to 
upgrading the environmental education. Regarding the size and scope it would become a 
unique project in the European context. 

North-West Bohemia would take benefits from the eco-museum, too. It would undoubtly 
increase the local environmental awareness and contribute to the improvement of social 
climate which is a crucial condition in the process of environmental upgrading lO). 

The concept of eco-museum gives a complex picture of the environmental 
conditions in a selected region. It proves that complex landscape studies 
make sense. The historical approach is crucial in the process of making one
self familiar with the respective region which is an essential condition for un
derstanding the past development and current problems and for future con
siderations. This broad approach towards the environment could much en
rich the environmental education and also improve the level of courses on re
gional geography in the modern sense. 

Conclusions 

Environmental awareness and environmental thinking must be upgraded 
if the environment in the Czech Republic should be improved. Geographical 
education that encompasses both the natural and social aspects of the envi
ronment should in future become more concerned with environmental knowl
edge and activities. Practical education should ever more be focused on the 
environmental responsibility as a message for future generations and on en
couraging values necessary for a better quality of life. Such a shift, however, 
reguires reformes in the essence of teaching geography. The traditional de
scriptive form and separate assessment of individual geographical aspects 
should be replaced by an integrated environmental concept. In order to suc
cessfully make this difficult transition of geographical education, geography 
as a science needs structural and conceptual changes, too. 

Eco-museums are institutions that trace the environmental history of 
small regions from the ancient times to the present and suggest how the fu
ture trends could be like. Eco-museums effectively contribute to raising the 
environmental awareness and encourage the environmental concept as part 
of geographical education. Since the Czech environment is infamous and 
ranks among the worst in Europe, the authors take the opportunity to sug
gest the project of eco-museum in the coal mining region of North-West 
Bohemia. This proposed eco-museum would have brilliant prospects to be
come an important Central European centre for environmental education. 

10) There are many other Czech districts where an eco-museum - if properly managed -
would contribute to protection of cultural monuments and to ,nature conservation. Let us 
mention the National Parks: Krkonose (Giant Mountains), Sumava (Bohemian Forest). 
and Podyji. The early industrial regions (Kladno. Ostrava. Liberec-Jablonec) would also 
provide a suitable setting. as would the spa district in West Bohemia. the Treboii region 
dotted with lakes and cultural monuments. ValaSsko (East Moravia). and others. 
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Shrnuti 

ENVIRONMENTALNi vYCHOVA JAKO SOUCAST GEOGRAFICKEHO VZDELAv ANi 
V CESKE REPUBLICE - PROBLEMY, NAMETY A vYZVY 

Ceska republika paUi mezi zeme s nejrozsahlejsim poskozenim zivotniho prosti'edi. Ve 
vetSine postizenych uzemi viiak nejde jen 0 ruzne stupne a projevy poskozeni pi'irodnich 
slozek krajiny. Stejne vjznamne, a mnohdy vyznamnejiii ve smyslu dlouhodobych dusledku 
a obtiznosti naprav, je naruseni sociaIniho prosti'edi. 

Zvjiiena nemocnost a umrtnost obyvatelstva, ktere jsou nejcastejipovazovany za nej
prukaznejsi indikatory celkove narusenosti zivotniho prosti'edi cloveka, jsou pravdepodob
nil mensim dilem zpusobeny poskozenim ovzduSi a ostatnich pi'irodnich slozek prosti'edi 
a spise viltSim dilem celkovjm zivotnim stylem, postojem a chovanim lidi k vlastnimu 
zdravi a urovni zdravotni pece. Prokazuje se, ze uroven zdravotnich indikatoru narusenosti 
zivotniho prostfedi je dusledkem pusobeni podstatne sirsiho okruhu faktoru, mezi nimiz 
krome faktoru pi'irodniho charakteru zaujimaji vjznamne misto take faktory psycholo
gicke a kvalita socialniho prosti'edi. Socialni prosti'edi ma na rozdil od pi'irodniho prosti'edi 
nejen svou materialni slozku, ale i slozku nematerialni (zpusob zivota, kulturni vyspeIost 
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obyvatelstva, pravni a mor~Hnf normativy, hierarchie zivotnfch hodnot, mezilidske vztahy, 
vztah k tradicim, vyuzitf volneho easu atd.). Kvalita socialnfho prostredi je tezko meritel
nou velieinou, kterou je nutno odvozovat od kvality komplexu sociaInfch znakli a vztahli 
obyvatelstva. Na zaklade intenzity vyskytu Bocialne patologickych, negativnich de
mografickych a naopak socialne progresivnfch jevli Ize hodnotit rliznou kvalitu sochilnich 
vztahli a indikovat tak neprimo i kvalitu socialnfho prostredf. 

Chapanf zivotnfho prosti'edf a kvality zivota v tomto sirSfm kontextu je nezbytne po
stupne promitat do celkoveho environmentalnfho uvedomeni obnatelstva, ktere je jednfm 
z nezbytnych pi'edpokladli pro zkvalitneni zivotniho prosti'edi v Ceske republice. Je proto 
zapoti'ebi prohloubit environmentalni vychovu ve vseobecnem vzdelavanf a v jeho ramci 
pak podstatne zkvalitnit environmentalnf slozky geografickeho vzdelavanf. 

NiiSf uroven environmentalniho uvedomeni obyvatelstva Ceske republiky ve srovnani 
s obyvatelstvem nejvyspelejsich zemf je diisledek zamerne neinformovanosti a chybejici 
soustavne environmentlilni vychovy v obdobi minuleho rezimu. 

S odvolanfm na soudobe svetove trendy ve vyvoji obsahu geografickeho vzdeJavani za
merujici se stale vice na zivotnf prosti'edf a kvalitu zivota se v clanku konstatuje naIehava 
poti'eba prestavby platnych ucebnich osnov zemepisu na vseobecne vzdelavaci skole. Tato 
transformace vsak neni myslitelna bez urcite promeny v pi'lstupech ke studiu zivotniho 
prosti'edi v geografii jako vednim oboru, z nehoz skolska geografie vychazf. 

Do vyuky zemepisu na obou stupnich vseobecne vzdelavaci skoly v Ceske republice se sidi 
informace 0 zivotnim prosti'edi dostaly teprve v 80.letech. Jednou z priein opozdeneho nastupu 
k tato problematice, jejiz dlilezitost a nalehavost vystupovala v Ceske republice jeste vyrazneji 
oproti jinYm zemim, byla take skuteenost, ze ceska univerzitni geografie se zacala ekologickou 
tematikou systematieteji zabYvat podstatne pozdeji a v nesrovnatelne mensfm meritku nez jine 
vedni discipliny (biologie, chemie, agronomie a nektere dalsi technicke obory). 

V uvodu kapitoly 0 zamereni obsahu geografickeho vzdela vani na zivotni prosti'edi jsou 
struene shrnuty hlavni smery zajmii skolskych geografii ve vyspelych evropskych zemich. 

Po shrnujicim prehledu vyvoje pojeti a obsahu vyuky 0 krajine a zivotnim prostredi 
v Ceske republice a po informaci 0 hlavnfch koncepenfch zmenach po roce 1989 jsou uvede
ny dva dlileiite a dosud opomfjene ukoly rozvoje koncepce environmentalnich slozek geo
grafickeho vzdeIavani: 

a) Prohloubit poznavanf mistniho regionu a obce se zamerenim na dejinne souvislosti 
promeny krajiny a vyYoje zivotnfho prostredf. 

b) Vyrazneji orientovat vyuku zemepisu na cinnosti a na dovednosti rozhodovat se 
s ohledem na zivotni prostredi (napr. v ramci bydleni, pri diskusich 0 planovanych zme
nach v sidelnich utvarech i v krajine apod.), venovat vice prostoru cinnostem, diskusim, 
projektiim a scenarlim zamerenym na vYvoj spoleenosti v prostredi. 

Autoi'i cJanku dale doporueuji sirsf a integrovany pristup pri poznavani zivotniho 
prosti'edi mfstniho regionu obohaceny 0 historicky a take futurologicky pohled na vyvoj 
prirodnf i socialni slozky krajiny. Za mySlenku podnetnou pro pojeti geografie mensi oblasti 
i pro posileni environmentlilni vychovy obecne je autory povazovana koncepce ekomuzea. 

Ekomuzeum je chlipano jako interpretace prirodni i socialni slozky mensiho krajinneho 
celku prostrednictvim historicke expozice v centralni budove muzea a na ni navazujicich 
prfrodnich i kulturnich objektii prfmo v krajine, ktere predstavuji reprezentativnf prvky 
dokladajfci koexistenci cloveka a prostredi v dejinnem vyvoji. Tvorba ekomuzea zalozena 
na vyzkumu vyvoje regionu smeruje k vytvorenf komplexniho obrazu oblasti - obrazu 
pfirodniho prosti'edi meniciho se postupne pod vlivem eloveka a obrazu kulturni a hos
podai'ske cinnosti cloveka ovlivnovane prirodnim i sociaInim prostredim, a to nejen v me
fitku mistnim, ale i v sirsich regionalnich souvislostech narodnich i nadnarodnich. 

Stat obsahuje namet na vybudgvani ekomuzea stredoevropskeho vyznamu, a to v pa
nevnim prostoru severozapadnich Cech, ktery v ramci Evropy patTi k oblastem s nejvetsim 
znecistenim ovzdusi, s rozsahlou devastaci krajiny a s narusenYm socialnim prostredim. 

Clanek je vyzvou k prestavbe pojeti a obsahu geografickeho vzdelavani, ktere by se v bu
doucnu malo podstatne vyznamnaji podflet na ovlivnovani environmentaIniho mysleni oby
vatelstva. 

(Authors are with Dpt. of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of Science, 
Charles University, Albertov 6, 12843 Praha 2.) 
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REVIEWS 

MARTIN BRANIS 

ENVIRONMENT IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC: STATE OF THE 
ART AND RECENT DEVELOPMENT UNDER ECONOMIC 

AND POLITICAL TRANSITION 

M. Bra n is: Environment in the Czech Republic: State of the Art and Recent 
Development Under Economic and Political Transition. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 101, 2, 
pp. 169 - 179 (1996). - Environmental protection in the Czech Republic has undergone cru
cial changes since 1989. The initial improvement of environmental quality, however, 
should be viewed to a great extent as a passive consequence of the inevitable economic re
structuring. It is especially the case of chief airborne pollutants that were much reduced 
since coal mining and the use of fertilizers has been restricted. On the other hand the low
er production and use of ozone-destructive chemicals as well as investments into desul
phurization of plants are examples of environmental improvements by purpose. The tran
sition towards market economy brings also some negative effects. The amount of municipal 
waste has risen and public transportation has lost its previous importance. In spite of cur
rent positive trends in the environmental protection this branch will require a lot of mon
ey. The share of environmental expenses on GDP in the Czech Republic is at the moment 
two to four times higher than in many EU countries. 
KEY WORDS: Czech Republic -'environment - economic transition. 

1. Introduction 

The first detailed report on the state of the environment was compiled in 
1983 by members of the Czechoslovak Biological Society, Academy of Science 
(Moldan, B et aI., 1983). Since this report confirmed the catastrophic state of 
natural environment in early 1980s - fears shared by experts and general 
public - it evoked negative responses within the official Establishment. The 
stubborn effort of the Communist government to keep pace with the economic 
development in the West at any expense was the source of evil. Expenses in
cluded unlimited exploitation of natural resources, landsacape devastation, 
deteriorated environment mainly in cities and towns, around giant plants 
and industrial establishments. 

Though many authors of the above mentioned report were oppressed or 
even prosecuted, five years later the Biological Society again prepared an 
analysis of the environment in Czechoslovakia (Vavrousek, J., Moldan, B., 
1989). The latter report was a detailed one and had much broader scope. It 
was no longer just a topic of conspiratory discussions among Society,mem
bers. It was a basis for the complex and respectable publication known as 
"Blue Book" (Moldan, B., 1990). The Blue Book was among the first docu
ments on the state of the environment readily available to experts, state ad
ministration, and the public after 1989. It came into existence sooner than all 
economic and political analyses and served as a reliable base for constructive 
environmental activity immediately after the political change of 1989. 
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Fig. 1 - Coal Production in the Czech Republic (million of tonnes per year); 1 - brown coal, 
2 - black coal 

The environmental situation in the Czech Republic at the turn of 1980s 
and 1990s was a genuine disaster by European standards. The immense 
amount of coal production (almost 100 million tons per year in the period 
1984 - 1987; see Figure 1), exploitation of raw materials and consequent air 
and water pollution, soil degradation due to heavy agricultural machines and 
excessive use of fertilizers especially in infertile mountainous areas - all this 
exceeded reasonable environmental limits. The unsatisfactory state of gener
al health mainly in mining and industrial areas, as well as in big cities, was 
also perceived as being related to the polluted environment. 

"Diagnosis has been identified". For the sake of environmental improve
ment in the beginning of 1990 there was no urgent need for more environ
mental experts .who would carry out more and more detailed analyses. The 
monitoring network was also satisfactory. Even raising public awareness did 
not belong among the chief priorities. Many foreign experts were amazed by 
the activities ofNGOs and by public knowledge about the environment. What 
really was urgently needed in Czechoslovakia of early 1990s, however, could 
not be provided by general public and NGOs: it was the legal and institution
al framework for environmental protection and conservation. 

2. Environmental Development Since 1990 - Causes and Trends 

Industrial restructuring, privatization, controlled and sometimes also 
spontaneous disintegration of huge companies have brought significant - yet 
often unplanned - environmental improvements. Industrial decline (first of 
all decrease of heavy industries) and especially decline of brown coal produc
tion, stone, sand and gravel mining, and the gradual decrease of uranium in
dustry has resulted in radical decrease of airborne, water, soil, and rock pol
lution (Figure 2). 
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Fig. 2 - Total Emissions of Main Airborne Pollutants in the Czech Republic (thousands of 
tons per year) 
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Fig. 3 - Consumption of CFC (11, 12, 113, and 115) in the Czech Republic (tons per year) 

Chief airborne pollutants have been reduced by 20 % or even more . 
Harmless fuels (natural gas) became more frequent and exports of electrical 
energy declined. Production and consumption of ozone-destructive chemicals 
has much decreased, too (Figure 3). 
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Environmental investments in the period 1990 - 1994 included reconstruc
tion of 150 sewage treatment plants. Desulphurization programmes at large 
coal-fired plants started. The CEZ company (number one energy producer) 
plans to desulphurize power generating units of 3,610 MW capacity by the 
end of 1996; 220 MW will undergo reconstruction. Desulphurization costs 
will amout to more than 10 billion CZK. 11 unsuitable power units with a to-

Fig. 4 - Use of Main Fertilizers in the Czech Republic (kilograms per hectare) 
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Fig. 5 - Production of Waste in the Czech Republic (OECD classification; total production 
in 1992 = 187 million tons); A - municipal, B - energy production, C - industrial, D - other 
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Fig. 6 - Production of Municipal Waste in the Czech Republic (kilograms per capita) 

tal capacity of 1,225 MW were closed by the beginning of 1995 and this 
process continues. Altogether 1,504 MW will come to a halt. 

Agricultural production has also declined as the industry did. The extent 
of arable land has been reduced by 2.5 %. This happened mostly in regions 
with unsuitable climate and poor soils . Some arable land, often of good quali
ty, ceased to exist due to building activities around cities and towns. The use 
of nitrogenous and phosphoric fertilizers as well as pesticides has declined 
(Figure 4). These changes, however, can not be viewed as a consequence of 
planned activities aimed at reducing the environmental load . They were just 
passive results of cuts in state agricultural subsidies. 

No improvements were recorded in the field of waste management (Figure 
5). Recent analyses (Ministry of Environment, 1994; Branis, M., Poncova, M., 
1995) have proved that the total waste production does not tend to decrease. 
The amount of municipal waste has risen tremendously (Figure 6). The in
vest.igat.ions of waste production, however, bring unreliable results: neither 
crude data nor data processing are accurate. (The legal definition of "waste" 
is vague and to some extent allows manipulation with data.) There were 
1,511 dump sites in the Czech Republic in the beginning of 1995; only 280 of 
them met required standards. Less than 40 incinerators out of 210 conformed 
to the environmental laws. 

Transportation also shows environmentally unfriendly trends. The 
amount of freight transported on railways has much decreased (Figure 7) and 
less coal is shipped on the Elbe. On the other hand the intensity and capacity 
of truck transport has increased. Instead of trains and buses, private cars are 
used more and more. The number of motor vehicles has been gradually in
creasing over the period 1991 - 1994 (Figure 8). On the contrary lead emis
sions have decreased by 75 % since more cars (ca. 8 % of all) have catalytic 
converters now. The content of lead in gasoline has been much reduced to 
just 0.15 g per litre. This figure is comparable to EU countries with the most 
strict standards (Germany, the Netherlands).!) 

I)The same legal limit in France is 0.5 g and in UK 0.4 g per one litre of leaded gasoline . 
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Fig. 7 - Railway Freight in the Czech Republic (million of tons per year) 

Fig. 8 - Number of Cars and Other Vehicles (vans, lorries, buses, and special vehicles) in 
the Czech Republic (in million); A - cars, B - other vehicles 

The so-called old environmental loads remain a long-term problem that 
could hardly be found anywhere in Western Europe. The centrally planned 
economy, namely industry, had almost no legal limits and resulted in long
term environmental pollution and devastation. The former state-owned en
terprises were often not forced to conform to the existing laws. As a result 
loads of toxic chemicals were depositied around factories and plants; the total 
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amount has not yet been specified. The presence of Russian occupation troops 
had similar consequences (especially as regards soil and underground water 
pollution) as had leaks from landfills. The uranium mining is a special case of 
an "old" environmental load: in order to obtain uranium ore different acids 
were injected underground and the uranium solution was subsequently 
pumped up. 4.4 million tons of sulphuric acid, nitrogenous acid and other 
chemicals penetrated into the Cenoman uranium strata close to Straz pod 
Ralskem (North Bohemia) by 1993. This method of uranium extraction has 
later been reduced and finally terminated. The devastated area is estimated 
at ca 30 km2 and 188 million m3 of water is expected to be contaminated. 

Decontamination that would remove the old environmental loads is esti
mated at 10 billions USD. The work will take ca 30 years; decontamination of 
the uranium district, however, will last 70-100 years. The Czech Government 
decided to stop the uranium mining by this drastic method on March 6, 1996. 

3. Environmental Laws and Economic Tools 

Passage and enforcement of environmental laws have much contributed to 
the environmental protection in the Czech Republic. Over 50 environmental 
laws and decrees of great importance have been approved since 1990! The fun
damental law on the environmental protection has been passed and the out
dated law on nature and landscape conservation has been thoroughly redone. 
Laws concerning waste management, air pollution, etc. were also enforced. 
The essential Environmental Impacts Assessment Act (EIA) has become part 
of the Czech environmental legal system. Though there are many imperfec
tions in this Act (Branis, M., Kruzikova, E., 1994) it remains an invaluable 
tool that helps to protect nature, resources, and human health under the cur
rent conditons of a building boom and new technological processes. 

Controversy, however, has ocurred recently within the Government and 
Parliament when implementation of more strict environmental standards 
was discussed. It reflects the clashes between the strong industrial lobby and 
hard-line environmentalists. Water protection (especially consumption of 
surface and underground water), forest management (conflict between the 
economic and non-economic functions of forests), and agricultural land 
(namely trends encouraging the conversion of agricultural land into building 
plots, industrial areas, and transportation lines) were among the hot topics. 
Industrial enterprises have also raised objections against the strict Air 
Pollution Law that imposes high penalties and fines for production of ozone
destructive chemicals and common harmful substances. 

Many environmental laws include charges for releaSing dangerous chemi
cals up to a legal limit and also fines and compensations if these limits are 
exceeded. Tax reliefs are still unsatisfactory (though some exist) and no taxes 
have been imposed so far on environmentally hazardous activities (Le. carbon 
dioxide tax, energy consumption tax, etc.). Labelling of environmentally 
friendly products is a sort of economic tool, too, but it lacks better promotion. 

4. Environmental Budget and Finances 

It has been estimated that some 3.5 % of Czech GDP was spent on environ
mental protection and conservation in 1995 (detailed data are not yet avail-
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Table 1 - Environmental Budget/Expenses in the Czech Republic (million CZK) 

Year State Budget State Environmental Other Total %GDP 
Fund sources 

1990 3,300 1,400 1,300 6,000 1.0 
1991 7,800 1,100 500 9,400 1.3 
1992 10,800 1,500 4,600 16,900 2.1 
1993 8,200 3,400 8,400 20,000 2.2 
1994 8,300 3,600 16,400 28,300 2.7 
1995 8,500 4,900 N.A. N.A. 3.5 

able}. 8.5 billion CZK came from the state budget (Ministry of Environment, 
1995); moreover the State Environmental Fund contributed a significant por
tion, too (Table 1). 

The Fund is fed by charges for air pollution (818 million CZK in 1993; 
1,587 million CZK in 19951), waste water release, waste disposal, extraction 
of underground water, conversion of agricultural land, and extraction of raw 
materials. Fines imposed on excessive pollution also come to the Fund. The 
Fund received 4,960 million CZK in 1995 and almost all this money (nearly 
4,900 million) was used to support ecological programmes. Both the state 
budget sources and Fund money are invested into preventive or corrective 
projects that include extending the natural gas network, sewage plants, 
drinking water supply, dumps and incinerators, trolley buses, fish pro
gramme, vegetation revitalization, research activities, etc. In 1995 the Fund 
spent 40 % more money than in 1994 and 73 % more compared with 1993 
(State Environmental Fund, 1996). 

Apart from the above mentioned financial sources environmental pro
jects were also backed by large sums of private money. These were mainly 
used for direct ecological investments in industrial businesses such as 
desulphurization, dust reducing programmes, etc. Reduction of the old en
vironmental loads was in case of privatized companies partly financed by 
the National Property Fund (NPF). The NPF environmental money 
amounted to 2 billion CZK in 1995. The PHARE subsidies should also be 
mentioned. PHARE money (ca. 25 million ECU), however, could not be 
spent on direct investments. This should be changed in the future (Ministry 
of Environment, 1995). 

Measured by the share of GDP the amount of money invested in environ
mental protection in the Czech Republic seems to be much higher than in 
other Europe;ln countries (in 1995 this share was twice as high as in the UK, 
Germany, and Switzerland). Nevertheless, Czech environmental expendi
tures should not be cut. The seemingly high share on GDP is counterbal
anced by the actual necessity of high environmental investments. Such needs 
do not exist in EU countries that have been investing into environmental 
protection ca. 1.5 % of GDP over many decades. The estimated costs for 
cleaning up the Czech RepUblic amount to ca 400 billion CZK and it would 
take 20-30 years. This process, however, should be by no means paid for by 
state money only. Private firms are expected to contribute a lot and gradual 
implementation of preventive arrangements should bring results, too. The 
state money saved could be spent on reducing the "old environmental loads", 
on reducing the devastating production of uranium ore and coal, and also on 
implementing environmentally friendly technological processes. 
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5. Social Responses 

A number of environmental groups exists in the Czech Republic. Apart 
from well-known international ones - e.g. Greenpeace - there are also domes
tic groups. Some were already active under Communism, others came into 
existence soon after the political change of 1989. Dozens of environmental ed
ucational centres that now play an important role in raising the public aware
ness have emerged suddenly after 1989. Ecological and environmental issues 
gradually have become part of education at all levels. Environmental courses 
are currently lectured at most universities that provide training in natural, 
technical, social, and medical sciences. A number of environmental textbooks 
and other sources of knowledge is available. In spite of some imperfections the 
above mentioned facts must be treated as a real success. Only two university 
institutes provided environmental courses before 1989 (Branis, M., 1993). 
Environmental issues at primary and secondary schools received either very 
little or no attention at all. Today, environmental knowledge now is part of 
many existing subjects or even new courses (Branis, M., 1995). However, 
nothing like a unified system of environmental education that would include 
syllabi, methodical suggestions, legal and institutional framework exists in 
the Czech Republic so far. 

One can observe a similar "green boom" also in public media although en
vironmental information is sometimes presented in an unreliable way. The 
Ministry of Environment should devote more attention to raising the public 
awareness. This kind of environmental "education" enjoys less interest at the 
moment than it did between 1989 and 1992. 

The current public availability of environmental information and data differs 
much from the situation under Communism. The Ministry of Environment runs 
several monitoring systems (air, water, etc.). Data are processed at a regular 
base, published, and available to everyone. Environmental Yearbooks are re
leased in Czech and English. The 1993/1994 Yearbook already includes OECD 
and EU standards and criteria and can be used for international comparisons. 

6. Conclusions 

The early 1990 opinion polls revealed that the devastated environment be
longed among the most pressing problems. 83 % of questioned Czech citizens 
in 1990 perceived environmental issues as "one of problems to be discussed 
by the Government as early as possible" (Moldan, B., 1990). Six years later 
most of the public interest is devoted to financial affairs, safety, and public 
security; environment is not any more number one problem. The first post-
1989 environmental ministers and their staffs successfully raised the public 
awareness and general interest in environmental problems. Though the cur
rent Ministry is often criticized for being weak and having given up environ
mental concepts in favour of the free market ideas, the Ministry remains an 
integrated part of the Establishment. This fact should be treated as a posi
tive one even if it is true mainly due to the systematic conceptual, legal, and 
public activities of the former Federal Committee for Environment and the 
Czech Ministry of Environment (1990 - 1992). 

The Czech Government approved the State Environmental Policy on 
August 23, 1995 (Ministry of Environment, 1995). This date might be treated 
as a turning point in the first phase of implementing environmental concepts 
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into the society. It also is a result of social stabilization after the post-1989 
transition. The proclamation does not include the concept of sustainable de
velopment and the relations between economic, energy, and health policies 
on the one hand and the environmental policy on the other hand is not men
tioned. As such it does not fit ideas of hard line environmentalists. Given the 
fact, however, that the proclamation was approved under conditions of strong 
pressure from technocratic and market-oriented lobby interested in exploita
tion of natural sources at any price, it is a success. 
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Shrn uti 

STAY A vYvOJ ZIVOTNIHO PROSTREDI CESKE REPUBLIKY V OBDOBI 
EKONOMICKE A POLITICKE TRANSFORMACE 

Rok 1989 byl v CR vyznamnym predelem nejen pro sferu politickou a hospodarskQu, ale 
take pro oblast zahrnujici ochranu Zivotniho prostfedi. Stay zivotniho prostfedf CR na 
prelomu 80. a 90. let byl totiz v evropskych meritkach hodnocen jako katastrofalni 
a obcane zadali rychlou kvalitativnf zmenu. Nadmerna tezba energetickeho uhli (v letech 
1984 az 1987 dosahovalo mnozstvi vytezeneho uhli temer 100 mil. tlrok, obr. 1), tezba 
surovin, nasledne znecisteni ovzdusi a vody i postupujici degradace ptidy tezkou technikou 
a nadmernym pouzivanim strojenych hnojiv pro zvyseni fertility malo urodne ptidy v pod
horskych oblastech prekracovaly meze nosne kapacity prostfedi. Do spojitosti se spatnym 
prostfedim byl take davan neuspokojivy zdravotnf stay populace, predevsim v tezarskych 
a prtimyslorych regionech. Hlavnim ukolem tehdejsi statni administrativy vsak nebyly 
dalsi analyzy stavu prostfedi, ale spise priprava a realizace potfebneho legislativniho a in
stitucionalniho ramce pro ochranu zivotniho prostfedi. 
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V prvni fazi politick~ a ekonomick~ transformace bylo zlepiovani stavu dosdeno spiie 
pasivnimi cestami. Snizenf prumyslov~ produkce, bUby hned~ho energetick~ho uhH, 
stavebniho kamene, litlum tezby uranu a pokles vjroby polotovaru tUkeho prumyslu zna
menaly vjrazn~ snizeni emisi skodlivjch latek do ovzdusi, vody i horninov~ho prostfedL 
Nasledkem omezeni dotacf do zemedeIstvi se tak~ vyrazne snizila spotfeba dusfkatych 
a fosforecnych hnojiv i pesticidu. 

Zlepsenf stavu prostfedi viiak neni mozno zaznamenat v oblasti produkce odpadu. 
Celkova produkce odpadu od roku 1987 neklesla. Enormni vzrust je patrny pfedevsim 
u komunalniho odpadu. K 1.1. 1995 bylo na lizemi Cesk~ republiky 1511 skladek, z nichz 
pouze 280 vyhoveIo danym pfedpisum. Z 210 spaloven odpadu necelych 40 splnovalo emis
nf limity dan~ zakonem. Environmentalne nepffzniva situace se vyvijf i v sektoru dopravy. 
Vyrazne poklesl objem i tonaz dopravovan~ho nakladu na zeleznici, byla omezena doprava 
energetick~ho uhli po Labi a zvjsila se nakladni automobilova doprava. Postupne je zazna
menavan stilly narust soukrom~ automobilov~ dopravy, pfedevSim na likor zeleznice a au
tobusu. 

Stalym a dlouhodobym problemem jsou tzv. star~ ekologicke zateze. Jedna se 0 dlouho
dobe poskozovani prostfedi centralne pIanovanou a velmi malo omezovanou prumyslovou 
vjrobou (dfive platn~ zakony nemusely mnohdy statni podniky vubec respektovat). 
Podobny dopad na prostfedi (pfedevsim pudu, a podzemni rezervoary vody) meIa i pfitom
nost sovetskych okupacnfch armad, prusaky z nezajistenych a mnohdy nekontrolovanych 
skladek smisen~ho odpadu a tak~ tUba uranu pomoci vtlacenf kyselin do podzemi. Do roku 
1993, kdy bylo vtlaceni vjrazne omezeno a nasledne i zastaveno, bylo v oblasti Straze pod 
Ralskem vpraveno do cenomanskeho loziska uranu asi 4,4 mil. tun kyseliny sirov~, dusicn~ 
a dalsich chemikalii. V soucasn~ dobe je odhadovana plocha postizen~ho rezervoaru na 
30 km2 a mnoZstvi kontaminovane vody na 188 mil. ma. 

Zasadnim prvkem cilenych zmen kvality prostfedi byla pfiprava a uplatnovani lady 
novjch vyhIasek a zakonu. Od roku 1990 bylo postupne uvedeno do praxe vice nez 50 (!) 
novych zakonu a vyhlasek zasadniho dosahu. Byla pfipravena zakladni pravni norma 
o ochrane zivotniho prostfedi, zcela byl pfepracovan jii nevyhovujicf zakon 0 ochrane 
pfirody a krajiny. V ucinnost vesly i zakony 0 odpadech, ochrane ovzdusi a daliL Od roku 
1992 obsahuje ceska environmentalni legistativa i zasadni zakon 0 posuzovanf vlivu na zi
votni prostfedi - EIA. Uplatnovani techto zakonu je mozno povdovat za hlavni tlak na po
tencialni znecii~ovatele zivotnlho prostfedi. 

Zlepienf stavu prostfedi lze tak~ pficist pomerne znacnemu objemu financf, kter~ jsou 
do ~to sf~ry vkladany. Na ochranu zivotniho prostfedi venovala CesU republika v roce 
1995 okolo 3,5 % hrubeho narodniho produktu. Krome statniho rozpoctu, ktery na sf~ru 
ochrany zivotniho prostfedi pfispival v roce 1995 celkovou castkou 8 500 mil. Kc, byl 
dalsim hlavnim zdrojem Statni fond zivotnlho prostfedi (celkem 4 960 mil. Kc). 

I pfes nekter~ pJetrvavajicf problemy je mozno oznacit obdobi prvnich 5 let existence 
svobodn~ho statu (CSFR a pak CR) za obdobi zlepsenf stavu prostfedi, pfisluin~ legislativy 
i respektu k institucfm zabyvajfcfch se ochranou zivotniho prostfedL Vyznamnym 
meznikem pak bylo pfijeti oficialni statnf ekologick~ politiky na sklonku roku 1995. 

Obr. 1 - Produkce uhli v Cesk~ republice. Osa x - roky, osa y - produkce v mil. tun; 1 -
hned~ uhli, 2 - cern~ uhH 

Obr. 2 - Celkov~ emise hlavnich atmosferickych polutantu v Cesk~ republice (v tis. t za rok) 
Obr. 3 - Spotfeba freonu 11, 12, 113 a 115 v Cesk~ replJblice (v tunach) 
Obr. 4 - Trendy ve vyuZlvani hlavnich druhu hnojiv v Ceske republice (v kg na ha) 
Obr. 5 - Produkce odpadu v Cesk~ republice podle klasifikace OECD (v roce 1992 celkem 187 

mil. t); A - komunalni, B - z vjroby energie, C - prumyslov~, D - zemedelsk~, E - ostatni 
Obr. 6 - Produkce komunalnicJ1 odpadu v Cesk~ republice (kg na obyvatele) 
Obr. 7 - Zeleznicnf doprava v Cesk~ republice (v mil. tun za rok) 
Obr. 8 - Pocet osobnich automobilu ve srovnani s ostatnimi druhy vozidel (nakladni auto

mobily, mikrobusy, autobusy, specialnf vozidla) v Ceske republice (v milionech); A - os
obnf automobily, B - ostatni druhy vozidel 

(Author is with Institut for Environmental Studies, Faculty of Science, Charles University, 
Benatska 2, 128 01 Praha 2.) 
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M. C i h a r: NaJure Conseroation and Landscape Protection in the Czech Republic. -
Geografie-Sbornfk CGS, 101, 2, pp. 180 - 189 (1996). - The article deals with the historical 
aspects and current trends in nature conservation and landscape protection in the Czech 
Republic. The internal structure of this branch is described as are some societal and eco
nomic contexts. The legal framework of environmental protection and basic legal terms are 
mentioned. The current trends are shown on four sub-branches: protection of species, pro
tection of dispersed greenery, regional protection, and geological protection. The analysis of 
concrete data allows to judge the state environmental policy and its negative and positive 
impacts on the nature conservation and landscape protection. 
KEY WORDS: nature conservation and landscape protection - environmental legislation -
historical aspects and current state of the environmental policy. 

1. Introduction 

The nature conservation and landscape protection in the Czech Republic 
are integral parts of the environmental sphere. This branch is a specific one 
and in many aspects stands close to the geographical perception of the reali
ty. As such it undoubtly deserves attention. 

The current legislation defines the protection of nature and landscape as 
"the care of wild animals, plants, and habitats, of minerals and rocks, 
palaeontological finds, geological units, the care of ecosystems and landscape 
features as well as the care of accessibility and aesthetic aspects of the land
scape. This care is provided by the state, individuals, and companies." 
Conservation and environmental efforts mostly focus on the natural balance, 
on the reconstruction of biological diversity, natural features and beauties, 
and on the reasonable management of natural resources. 

2. History and Present 

Some historical data will be mentioned first. 
The Maiestas Carolina decree, issued by the Czech King and Roman 

Emperor Charles IV, is probably the earliest written document that deals 
with environmental issues. It came into existence in the 14th centyry and 
concerned the forest management and protection. Hojna Voda and Zofinsky 
prales, two virgin forests, were proclaimed nature reserves - among the first 
in Central Europe - by the far-seeing Count of Buquoy as early as 1838. 
Later, some more protected areas came into existence in Bohemia and 
Moravia under the Austro-Hungarian Empire. There were also associations 
focused on nature protection and raising the public awareness. 
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Things changed after 1918 when the independent Czechoslovak Republic 
emerged. Nature protection was institutionalized. Mr. Rudolf Maximovic be
came the head of Czechoslovak nature protection. 142 protected areas were 
proclaimed by 1939. The Act No. 40 of 1956 was the result of long-time ef
forts: it first officially sanctioned the responsibility of state for nature protec
tion. The first large-scale protected area (Cesky nij; 125 km2) had been pro
claimed one year earlier. The first Czech National Park (Krkonose; 385 km2) 

came to existence in 1963. 
The Czechoslovakia of that time, however, has been since 1948 part of the 

Soviet sphere. The Soviet dominance has influenced all fields of human activ
ity including the environmental protection. Though many new protected area 
have been proclaimed (see further text), the above mentioned No. 40 Act was 
approved and environmemtnal protection received the institutional frame
work, the disperities between oral proclamations and actual state of the art 
of the environment became more and more apparent. Real environmental da
ta, however, could be publicized only after the political changes of 1989. Most 
of them were rather unpleasant. It became publicly known that 80 % of the 
Czech Republic suffered from degradation of all environmental components, 
including the natural environment (Figure 1). Most of dispersed greenery in 
agricultural regions has vanished and over one half of all forests was dam
aged by airborne pollution (Moldan, B. et aI., 1990). The biological diversity 
has been much reduced in whole Czechoslovakia. Some 50 % of fish ranked 
among endangered species; the same was true with 72 % amphibians, 77 % of 
reptiles, 62 % of birds, and 65 % of mammals (Julakova, J . et aI., 1991). 
Reparation of such a damage, of course , will take a long time - maybe gener
ations. 

The period of environmental enthusiasm lasted two years. Most of the en
vironmental laws that are still effective were enacted during that time. The 
Czech Ministry of Environment and other important bodies were established, 
new environmental projects were launched, two National Parks plus four 

0 1 

~2 

~3 

m4 .5 
Fig. 1 - Quality of environment (Moldan, B. et aI., 1990). Evaluation of the quality; 1 -
high (class I), 2 - acceptable (class lI), 3 - disturbed (class lIn, 4 - strongly disturbed (class 
IV), 5 - extremly disturbed (class V) 
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Fig. 2 - National Parks and Protected Landscape Areas in the Czech Republic: 1 -
National Parks, 2 - Protected Landscape Areas 

Protected Landscape Areas were proclaimed. Czechoslovakia became a mem
ber of world and European environment.al organizat.ions and signed int.erna
tional environmental conventions. 

Environment.ally less friendly trends, however, were gradually becoming 
apparent. Their character is defined by the unbalanced stress put on the eco
nomic aspects of transition and on the concept of sust.ainable development. 

3. Components of Nature Conservation and Landscape Protection: 
Main Trends 

The Czech approach towards nat.ure conservation and landscape protec
tion traditionally includes several overlapping and "self-cent.red" concepts. 
The protection of species 0), protection of dispersed (extra-forest) greenery 
(2), geological protection (i.e. protection of inanimate objects; 3), and regional 
protection (4) are among the most import.ant. Forest protection as well as 
protection of agricultural land is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. The above mentioned concepts are perceived either in the "spe
cial" or "common" sense (Figure 3). 

3.1 Protection of Species 

The chief aim is to save endangered wild animal and plant. species and to pro
tect them. Protection of species uses ~imilar concepts as the disciplines called 
phytososiecology and zoososiecology (Saposnikov, L. K., 1969). It also st.ands 
close to conservation biology in the western sense (Fiedler, P. L. et aI., 1992). 

The number of animal species in fOFmer Czechoslovakia has been estimated 
at 41,000 (99 % are invertebrates). There are some 3,000 of multicellular plants. 
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2. Protection of 

Fig. 3 - Nature protection in the Czech Republic: A - special protection, B - common pro
tection; 1 - landscape (regional) protection, 2 - protection of species, 3 - protection of ex
traforestry greenery, 4 - geological protection 

The biological diversity has been much reduced in Bohemia and Moravia 
mainly due to degradation and destruction of habitats, excessive exploitation 
of some wild plants and animals, introduction of alien species, and to some ex
tent also due to extinction by purpose. Among the systemic measures taken by 
the bodies concerned with protection of species have been the so-called Red 
Books and Red Lists, appropriate legislation, cooperation with regional con
servation bodies (see further text) and also special conservational tools such 
as rescue programmes, species reintroduction, habitat reconstruction, etc. It 
also includes growing and breeding of endang~red species ex situ, and - last 
but not least - purposive ecological education (Cerovsky, J. et a!., 1988). 

At the moment the "Red List" includes an overwhelming majority of all en
dangered species in the Czech Republic. Three Red Books out of five planned 
have already been published (Sedlacek, K. et a!., 1988, Baru8, V. et a!. 1989, 
Skapec, L. et a!., 1992). The Red Book of non-flowering plants will soon be re
leased in Slovakia; the volume dealing with flowering plants, however, is still 
missing. 

There has been a lot of progress in the legislative field recently. The out-of
date laws were replaced by new ones. This was the case of Act No. 40/1956 on 
the state environmental protection and related regulationes that were substi
tuted by the Act No. 114/1992 (nature conservation and landscape protection) 
and by the Czechoslovak Ministry of Environment Regulation No. 395/1992 . 
The latter lists among others also all specifically protected plant and animal 
species. As regards the quantity, there is a clear progress in terms of num
bers: 526 plant species are legally protected now instead of previous 108; 293 
animal species instead of 174. The so-called general protection of species be
came part of the legislative system: all wild plants and animals are automati
cally protected unless a legal exception is made. The category of "specifically 
protected species" has replaced "protected species". Species are grouped into 
three subcategories according to the level of endangerment (endangered, spe
cially endangered, and critically endangered species). The protection of 
species should be more closely linked to the regional protection and both 
should become more effective. 
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Fig. 4 - Number of Czech and Slovak vertebrates and number of endangered vertebrates 
(Czech Ministry of Environment Decree No. 395/1992). 1 - total number, 2 - number of 
enagered species 

Let us mention some successful programmes managed by the species pro
tection bodies. These include protection of oligotrophic river courses and the 
populations of pearl-oyster (Margaritifera margaritifera), and Formica pro
grammes. Several animals have been reilltroduced: beavers (Castor fib er) in 
Central Moravia, lynx (Lynx lynx) in the Sumava Mt.s ., and eagle (Heliaetus 
albicilla) in South Bohemia. 

3.2 Protection of Dispersed Greenery 

Dispersed (extra-forest) greenery includes all autot.rophic plant.s, namely 
trees and shrubs that grow outside forests. A long-time and well-founded tradi
tion of dispersed greenery protection in the Czech Republic exists: the Czech 
landscape has been intensively exploited over centuries and man-induced haz
ards are high. However, 240,000 hectares of grassy field boundaries, 20 % of 
meadows and pastures, 4,000 km of ribbon greenery, and 3,600 hectares of dis
persed greenery have disappeared from the agricultural regions over the past 
few decades. This has happened mostly due to the amalgamation of fields and 
other "rationalizing" measures taken by the socialist agricultural policy. The old 
Act No. 40/1956 was too weak to reverse these trends; moreover it was most 
probably not intended to do so. The Regulation No. 14211980 (concerning "de
tails of protection of trees growing outside forests") could bring a partial help on
ly. It had to be corrected by the Czech Ministry of Culture short time lat.er by a 
special recommendation. 
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The current legislation concerning the protection of dispersed greenery is 
based on the obligatory protection and care of trees by all landowners. 
Clearance is prohibited unless a precisely defined exception is issued. A new 
category of "monumental trees" came into existence. These trees are officially 
recorded by conservational bodies and their protection zone is defined. 

The protection of dispersed greenery should be separated neither from the 
protection of species nor from the regional protection (see further text). 
Among the species enjoying special protection are for instance the critically 
endangered mountain ash (Sorbus sudetica), five types of willows (Salix sp.), 
and the almond tree (Amygdalus nana). 

3.3 Geological Protection 

The Czech Republic has extremely varied geological and geomorphological 
conditions. The country is bisected by the boundary separating old Hercynian 
formations from the more recent Alpine structures. In more detailed terms 
this line divides the Czech Massif from the Carpathian Mountains. The com
plicated natural history has resulted in a remarkable diversity of rock types 
as well as in a diversity of surface and underground formations. The central 
part of the Czech Massif is the oldest region within the Czech Hercynian 
area. It contains the Moldanubicum and the Barrandien-Iron Mountains 
Zone internationally known for rich fossils finds. The latter has been named 
after Joachim Barrande, French geologist who thoroughly researched this 
area in the 19th century. The international boundary between Silurian and 
Devonian rocks has been determined there. 

Geological protection has naturally much to do with the regional environ
mental protectiQn. Most valuable parts of the inanimate nature enjoy legal 
protection. Various degrees of protection exist within the whole network of 
such protected areas. Under the old legislative system these small-scale ar
eas were called Protected Natural Elements. At the time being there are 
Natural Monuments and National Natural Monuments (see further text). 

Geological protection in the Czech Republic has two basic levels. First, it is 
the above mentioned network of protected areas focused on the inanimate na
ture. Second, the permanent and complex care of inorganic structures is also 
important. Especially the latter is much determined by the quality of envi
ronmental legislation and standards and also by some efforts that are often 
contradictory to environmental concerns (Mining Act No. 44/1988, etc.). 

Though the general geological protection lacked precise standards in the 
past, at the present time there are two groups of inorganic structures that are 
legally protected everywhere with no exceptions. These include all palaeonto
logical finds and natural caves and underground hollows. As regards the spe
cialized geological protection (Act No. 114.1992), a list of protected minerals is 
expected to be compiled. Such a list would be an analogy to the specially pro
tected animal and plant species (see Protection of Species); however, it has not 
been published so far. There are even no signs of preraratory works. 

3.4 Regional Protection 

As noted above the regional protection of nature and landscape needs to be 
complex, effective, and the system must make sense. The traditions of Czech 
regional environmental protection have been also already mentioned. By 
Central European standards the current state of regional environmental pro-
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Table 1 - National Parks (NP) and Protected Landscape Areas (PLO) in the Czech 
Republic 

Name of area IUCN management category Status Area (ha) Year notified 

Cesky nij V PLA 8646 1955 
Moravsky kras V PLA 8545 1956 
Krkonose V NP 36300 1963 
Sumava V PLA 99752 1963 
Jizerske hory V PLA 35002 1967 
Jeseniky V PLA 73689 1969 
Orlicke hory V PLA 20410 1969 
Zd'arske vrchy V PLA 70881 1970 
Cesky kras V PLA 12458 1972 
Labske piskovce V PLA 32474 1972 
Beskydy V PLA 117319 1973 
Slavkovsky les V PLA 61896 1974 
Kokofinsko V PLA 26726 1976 
Ki'ivokhitsko V PLA 63346 1978 
Podyji V PLA 10300 1978 
Tfeboiisko V PLA 70695 1979 
Bile Karpaty V PLA 71291 1980 
BJanik V PLA 4057 1981 
BJansky les V PLA 21235 1989 
Litovelske Pomoravi V PLA 9600 1990 
Broumovsko V PLA 41000 1991 
Podyji*) II NP 6300 1991 
Poodfi V PLA 8150 1991 
Sumava*) II NP 68520 1991 
Zelezne hory V PLA 38000 1991 

total 1016592 

average 40663,7 1976,36 

*) inside PLA area 

tection in the Czech Republic can be judged as an average or under-average 
one though some quantitative data show high values (Cihar, M., 1995 a, b). 
One has to keep in mind, however, the vast devastation of the natural and liv
ing environment (Figure 1). The effects of current rapid economic develop
ment and the consequences of land privatization have been so far often nega
tive. Many protected areas are under threl}t of the mining activities (Protected 
Landscape Areas Ceske Stredohon and Cesky nij). In most protected areas 
there are actual or potential conflicts with recreational functions. 

The new legislation has brought several new aspects into the regional en
vironmental protection. First, the concept and tools of general regional pro
tection of nature have been defined; second, the existing network of specially 
protected areas (so-called special regional protection of nature) has been re
structured and rules have been clarified. 

The Regional Ecological Stability Systems (RESS; Czech analogy to the 
West European ECONET - Michal, I. et aI., 1991) became effective tools of 
the general regional protection. In the future REBSs are expected to become 
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Fig. 5 - Relative number and area of National Parks and Protected Landscape Areas; axis 
x - year notified, axis y - % of actually value; 1- number, 2 - area 

an obligatory part of all planning documents at all levels. The syst.em of 
"Important Landscape Components" OLC) also enjoys legal protection. ILCs 
are either protected automatically on the basis of the Nature and Landscape 
Protection Act (forests, bogs, water courses, etc.) or are registered by the re
spective conservational bodies. The latter case includes the "landscape char
acter", natural parks, and temporary protected areas. 

The legal tools in the field of general regional protection are appropriately 
complemented by some complex and long-termed environmental projects 
such as the Water Courses Revitalization Programme or Rural Revitalization 
Programme. These projects are mostly backed by the st.ate and by the State 
Environmental Fund. 

There have also been changes in the field of special regional protection. 
Eight categories of protected areas existed in the past (National Parks, 
Protected Landscape Areas, State Natural Reserves, Protected Finding 
Places, Protected Parks and Gardens, Protected Scientific Areas, Protected 
Natural Feat.ures, and Protected Natural Monuments). These have been sub
stituted by a simplified system consisting of six t.ypes of so-called specially 
protected areas. National Parks and Protected Landscape Areas have sur
vived as typical large-scale protected areas (Table 1, Figure 5). Apart from 
these there are four types of small-scale protected areas in the time being: 
National Natural Reserves (113), Natural Reserves (99), National Natural 
Monuments (454), and Natural Monuments (988). In spite of large numbers, 
the total extent of small-scale protected areas makes up less than 1 % of the 
Czech Republic. 

4. Conclusions 

The Czech nature conservation and landscape protection won a number of 
important victories soon after the political change of 1989. New environmen
tal bodies were created, many environmental laws became effective, two 
Natural Parks were proclaimed, the Czech Republic became a member ofim
portant international organizations, signed international conventions and 
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took part in various projects. Since 1992, however, the environmental efforts 
have been becoming more and more passive and problems have been grow
ing. This is due to the changing values of the political elite and also due to 
the decay of nature conservation itself. Conservational bodies are often too 
weak and do not effectively oppose the environmentally unfriendly economic 
activities. Some decisive powers in regional planning and regional develop
ment, in forest management, geological protection, etc. have been lost. The 
network of large-scale protected areas has stagnated over the last electorial 
period. On the other hand, some long-time programmes are successfuny ful
fined. The Regional EcolOgical Balance Systems, Water Courses 
Revitalization Programme or the cooperation at the interdisciplinary Rural 
Revitalization Programme are just a few examples. 
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Shrn uti 

OCHRANA PRfRODY A KRAJINY V CESKE REPUBLICE 

Ochrana prirody a krajiny ma v Ceske republice mnohaletou tradici. Po metodologicke, 
odborne i legislativni strance paUi k dobra zajistenym soucastem environmentlilni sfery. 
MnoM ukazatele a charakteristiky jejiho aktualniho stavu odpovidaji standardum apliko
vanym ve statech zapadni Evropy, v fade pfipadu se blizi pozadavkum trvale udrZitelneho 
rozvoje. 

V dusledku zasadnich politicko-hospodahkych premen po druM svetove valce a pak na 
pfelomu osmdesatych a devadesatYch let (pad "zelezne opony" mezi Vychodem a Zapadem) 
dochazelo a dochazi k vYznamnym pnutim mezi poti'ebami hospodahkeho rozvoje a priori
tami citliveho pfistupu k prirode a krajine. To se muselo nutne projevit na kvalite celkove 
environmentlilni situace statu, ochranu prirody a krajiny nevyjimaje (Moldan, B. et aI., 
1990) . 

. K nespornym pozitivum poslednich nekolika let patfi vlastni etablovani environmental
niho rezortu, jehoz je dnes ochrana pfirody a krajiny nedilnou casti. Dale pfipomenme pfi
jeti progresivnich legislativnich norem, uskutecnovani celoploSnych programu tzv. uzem
nich systemu ekologicke stability, revitalizace ficnich toku, program "obnovy vesnice", pece 
o krajinu nebo fadu drobnejiich a vesmes lokalne nebo regionalne uspesnych projektu na 
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ochranu a rozvoj biologicke diverzity. Z iiriiho pohledu jsou pro I!eskou ochranu piirody 
velkjm pozitivem veskera zlepieni, vykazovana v ostatnich slozkach zivotniho prostfedi, 
napiiklad v ochranil ovzduii, ochranil podzemnich a povrchoyYch vod nebo v odpadovem 
hospodafstvi. 

Kriticky lze hodnotit liknavost, nepruznost a nedUslednost nElkterjch pfijimanych 
opaUeni a postupu na nejruznElj!Hch spravnich urovnich, podobnEl tak i omezenou schop
nost kompetentnich organu a struktur pfi jejich prosazovani. Bolestna byla zejmena ztrata 
nElkterjch kHl!oyYch kompetenci (napf. uzemni pIan). PravEl ve slozitych transformal!nich 
podminkach mohou takova "zavahani" pfinaset negativni a I!asto nezvratny efekt. 

Obr. 1 - Kvalita zivotniho prostfedf (Moldan, B. a kol., 1990). Zivotnf prostfedf: 1- vysoU 
kvality (tfida I), 2 - pfijatelne kvality (tfida 11), 3 - poruiene (tfida III), 4 - silnil 
poruiene (tfida IV), 5 - extremnil poruiene 

Obr. 2 - Narodni parky a chranilne krajinne oblasti v CesU republice: 1- narodni parky, 2 
- chranilne krajinne oblasti 

Obr. 3 - Ochrana pfirody v Ceske republice: A - specialni ochrana, B - obecna ochrana; 1-
ochrana uzemi, 2 - druhova ochrana, 3 - ochrana mimolesni zelenil, 4 - geologicka 
ochrana 

Obr. 4 - Pol!ty taxonu I!eskych a slovenskych obratlovcu a pol!ty zvIaStEl chranilnych taxonu 
obratlovcu pod Ie vyhIaiky MZP CR I!. 395/1992 Sb. 1 - celkovy poeet, 2 - pol!et zvlaStEl 
chranilnych druhu 

Obr. 5 - Relativni pocty a relativni rozlohy velkoploinych chranilnych uzemf v CesU re
publice; osa x - roky, osa y - hodnoty v %; 1 - poeet, 2 - rozloha 

(Author is with Institut for Environmental Studies, Faculty of Science, Charles University, 
Bendtskd 2, 128 01 Praha 2.) 

Arrived to the editor's office on March 14, 1996 
Recommended for publication by Zdenek Lipsky and Vdclav Pribyl 
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REPORTS 

Foreign Cooperation of Czech Geographical Departments 

Department of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of 
Science, Charles University, Prague is the most numerous of all geographical depart
ments and institutes in Czechia. Seven academics - former members of the Geographical 
Institute at the Czech Academy of Science - reinforced the departmental staff in 1992. 
This enlargement allowed to extend and intensify geographical courses and research activ
ities as well as to extend international contacts. 

The current international cooperation consists of traditional and new contacts. There is a 
long-time collaboration with the Warsaw University (Poland). As many as eleven Polish-Czech 
Geographical Colloquia have already been organized; the last one was held in 1995. The ongo
ing joint research projects on recreation and second housing in the hinterland of big cities have 
been started more than ten years ago. Various aspects of social and economic transition in 
both countries are also studied. Collaboration with the Universities in Lodz and Wroclaw, and 
with the PAN Geographical Institute is based on regular exchange oflecturers and scientists. 

Traditional contacts with some Russian institutes have been recently revived. This is 
the case of Lomonosov University, Moscow, and University ofSankt Petersburg. Exchange 
of small students groups are realized at present and topics of common scientific interest 
are studied. The Department also participated at the international colloquium on the agri
cultural transition and land tenure organized at the University of Riga (Latvia). 

Cooperation with the University of Paris IV-Sorbonne (France) has a long tradition, too. 
It includes lecture visits and joint colloquia on population and settlement geography. 
Students and lecturers exchange programmes were jointly organized with the 
Geographical Institute, Humboldt University, Berlin (Germany). At the moment focus is 
on the short-term visits of academics. 

The Tempus Programme (1992 - 1994) has much helped to extend international contacts. 
It was chiefly aimed at upgrading geographical knowledge (namely in social geography and 
demography). Both academics and geography students participated in Tempus; universities 
in Amsterdam, Dublin, London, Madrid, Manchester, and Paris were among the partner in
stitutes. The 1994 IGU Regional Conference has been organized by the Faculty of Science, 
Charles Unversity in Prague. Many new personal and official contacts have been established 
during the Conference. Only the most important ones will be mentioned in the further text. 

Three publications have been published as a result of the joint project with the Department 
of Geography, University of Amsterdam focused on the social geographic transition in Czechia. 

London School of Economics and Political Sciences organized specialized courses on re
gional and local administration in 1993 and 1994 in cooperation with the Department. 
These courses were labelled as one of the best British Council programmes in Czechia. A 
long-time agreement on mutual cooperation has been concluded with the Berne University 
(Switzerland). It is aimed at education offutute teachers and upgrading teachers' geograph
ic knowledge. This cooperation includes exchange of experts, students, and teachers, as well 
as articles in specialized journals. The American/Czechoslovak colloquium on the transtition 
of society and environment held in 1991 in Prague has opened the collaboration with 
Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, U.S.A. The "American Term" for Dartmouth students 
has been organized at the faculty of Science, Prague already third time in early 1996. The 
American students spent 70 days in Czechia and attended various lectures and excursions. 

The Department participates in various international projects. The brain drain prob
lems are researched in cooperation with the University of Leuven (Belgium); moreover 
there are projects on the transformation of retail services and housing in Prague, refugees 
problems, and foreign workforce. Land-use and land cover changes plus the regional as
pects of the changing nature/society relations are researched in cooperation with US and 
Polish experts. The Czech Grant Agency helps to finance various joint projects with Czech 
experts from other institutes (regionalization, changing patterns of urbanization). As a re
sult, Czech experts can participate in international conferences and colloqUia and establish 
contacts with research institutes in the EU countries. 
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The Department has organized scientific field trips for various partner universities 
(Amsterdam, Berne, Bonn, Dublin, Strasbourg, Warsaw) over the past few years. These trips 
have been complemented by lectures on topical spatial processes in the Czech Republic. 

650 years anniversary of Charles University will be celebrated since autumn next year. 
Colloquium focused on the regional aspects of the societal and economic transition will be 
held in Septmeber 1997 as part of the celebrations. Slovak and Polish experts are expected 
to participate so that the transition in Czechia, Poland, and Slovakia could be compared. 
Whole issue of the university journal Acta Universitatis Carolinae (AUC) will be devoted to 
this colloquium. Such thematic issues have already been published on similar occassions 
(Us/Slovak issue in 1992, CzechlIrish in 1993, CzechIPolish in 1994). 

Ivan Bil{k 

Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology, Faculty of Science, 
Charles University, Prague. At present the departmental staff consists of 12 scholars. 
The scientific activity includes basic and applied research and covers all branches ofphysi
cal geography: Quaternary geomorphology and paleogeography, climatology, meteorology, 
hydrography, hydrology, pedogeography, pedology, biogeography, as well as geoecology - a 
modern synthetic subdiscipline. 

The pre-1989 international cooperation focused on intensive contacts with the Moscow 
State University, Russia. It included regular students' excursions and lecture visits. These 
traditional links were weakened after 1989; at present, however, are being revitalized. 

There is an ongoing expert cooperation with the Warsaw University, Poland. 
Geographers from Warsaw and Prague attend regular meeting and exchange information 
on research work at both universities. 

Contacts with various West European universities have been much intensified since 
1989. A number of departmental teachers and students have visited universities in 
Amsterdam and Madrid as part of the TEMPUS programme. Four theses have been com
piled at host universities. 

The successful participation in the international project "Elbe" as part of the coopera
tion with the University of Hamburg, Germany, has been started in 1991. A number of the
ses on hydrology compiled by Czech and German students became also part of the project 
as well as four doctors' theses. Results of the joint research have been published under the 
title "Biologische Effekte von Schadstoffen und toxisches Potential von Wasser und 
Sediment in Elbe und Nordsee." Three students' excursions have already been organized in 
cooperation with the Hamburg University. 

Intensive contacts with the Berne Univerity, Switzerland, have brought exceptionally 
good results. Swiss geographers have made three field-trips to Czechia and Czech geogra
phers went once to Switzerland. This collaboration resulted in three publications released 
in Berne. At present there is an ongoing close cooperation with teachers from the 
Geographical Institute, Berne, in the field of hydrology and regional geography. Joint 
Czech/Swiss expedition to the Baikal Lake, Russia, will be organized in summer 1996. 

The Department participates in the international project "Dynamic Geomorphology of 
Tectonically Active Zones" which is coordinated by the IGU Natural Hazard Studies work
ing group. In the framework of this project the Department mostly cooperates with experts 
from Manchester, Strasbourg, and Heidelberg. 

Similar topics have been researched in the Cordillera Blanca Range, Peru. Hazardous 
geomorphological and hydrological processes have been studied in cooperation with 
Peruvian institutes (Univesidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, Lima; Elektroperu). 

Thriving contact exist with physical geographers at the Mainz University, Germany. 
Apart from students' excursions a joint research focused on habitat mapping in the 
National Park Sumava has been organized. At present there is a cooperation in the field of 
ecology and revitalization of water courses. 

The Department also maintains contacts with universities in Passau and Munich 
(Germany) and with the University of Vienna, Austria. 

Bohum{r Jansky 

Department of Demography and Geodemography, Faculty of Science, Charles 
University, Prague was founded in 1990. The Department provides courses on demogra
phy, geography, and related subjects. It belongs among leading Czech institutes in the field 
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of social research. The departmental staff consists of nine full-time university teachers. 
The Department boasts a long tradition of collaboration with foreign research institu

tions and universities. Contacts with French institutes were among the earliest. 
Cooperation with the National Institute of Demographic Studies (INED) in Paris dates 
back to the 1960s. (The present-day Department was part of the former Dpt. of Economic 
Geography at that time). The Czech version of R. Press at's textbook L'analyse demo
graphique (1968) was one of the first results ofthis successfull collaboration. Contacts with 
the French demographic school has later become the cornerstone of research and teaching 
activities at the Department. Currently, there are joint publications with INED as well as 
exchange programmes. Conferences on various demographic topics are also being held in 
cooperation with French colleagues. These meetings are organized in the framework of the 
agreement with the University of Paris I Panthe6n-Sorbonne and take place alternatively 
in Prague and Paris. The last one was held in 1994 and focused on households and fami
lies. Family policies will be discussed at the next meeting in May 1996. Of the other 
French-speaking countries the Department maintains close contacts with the Catholic 
University of Louvain-Ia-Neuve (Belgium). 

Contacts with the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI) in The 
Hague and with the Istituto di ricerche sulla popolazione (IRP) in Rome have intensified 
since the early 1990s. In both cases the collaboration is part of the comparative research on 
population climate in developed European countries. 

The Department has become a co-founder of the European Observatory for Population 
Education and Information. A number of European demographic institutes are grouped in 
this organization under the UNESCO auspicies. It focuses on raising the public awareness 
in demographic issues. Close contacts between the Department and the Rene Descartes 
University, Paris V have been established through this network. 

The German Institute for Population Studies, Wiesbaden, is the number-one partner 
within the German-speaking countries. This cooperation consists mostly of students ex
change programmes and information exchange. Members of the Department also regularly 
take part at the meetings organized by the Humboldt University, Berlin. 

The international contacts, however, are not exclusively focused on West European 
countries. There are traditional links with Russian and Hungarian demographers. The col
laboration with the Institute of Statistics and Demography at the Warsaw School of 
Economics has much intensified recently. 

The most important international activity of the Department, however, is the Inter
national Summer School in Demography and Geodemography organized annually in the 
Czech Republic. It is attended by foreign university students who intend to improve their 
demographic knowledge. Lectures on all basic demographic issues delivered by renowned 
demographers from all over the world, including the United Kingdom and the U.S.A., form 
the core of the Summer School. The 7th Summer School will be organized in 1996. 

Jifina Kocourkova, Libor Strouhal 

Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics, Faculty of Science, Charles 
University, Prague focuses on theoretical cartography, cartographic informatics, carto
graphic modelling, digital technologies, geographical information systems, cartographic ex
pert systems, and remote sensing applications. 

The Department actively participates in the Commission for National and Regional Atlases 
affiliated to the International Cartographic Association. The Commission consists of full-time 
members and members-correspondents from 37 countries. The Commission assembles once a 
year; the last meeting was held in Barcelona, Spain in 1995. The next annual meeting will take 
place in Prague (July 31-August 3) under the patronage of the Department. The Commission 
coordinates publishing of national and regional atlases, accumulates relevant data and pro
vides exchange of information. Development of atlas information systems and creation of multi
media atlases has recently become part of the intersert range, too. The Department has an offi
cial representative in the Commission for National and Regional Atlases. One member of the 
Department is a honorary member of The Planetary Society, USA. 

The Department collaborates with Ruprecht-Karls-Universitat, Heidelberg (Germany), 
Ludwig-Maxmilians-Universitat, Miinchen (Germany), University of Manchester (GB), 
Uniwersytet Warszawski (Poland), Osterreichisches Ost- und Siidosteuropa Institut, Wien 
(Austria), and Institut fur Landerkunde, Leipzig (Germany). 

Tomas Beranek 
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Department of Geography, Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Brno. 
Grants with international co·operation: Production of GIS in the CR. (Contemporary condi· 
tions of optimal development and of applications in international context.) - The grant 
state of art of data stand arts and data interoperability in the both government and local 
level for geographic information systems (GIS), it also deals with conditions and barriers 
influencing optimal development of GIS in the Czech Republic (foreign partner: Dpt. of 
Geography, Lab. on Geoinformatics, University of Vienna). 

- Changes in the energy balance and in the UV-radiation intensity and their influence on 
natural ecosystems in Antarctica. Main solution problem investigating of quantitative formu
lated influences of radition and heat balance components in south polar summer on the exis
tence of primitive plants and plant communities from point of view of their physiological func
tions and dynamic of development (foreign partner: Dpt. of Antarctic Biology PAS, Warsaw). 

- Reference climatic year. Oriented on climatological definition of reference climatic 
year and its use in modelling of heat and humidity behaviour of building objects and con
structions and their optimalisation in climate conditions of Moravia (foreign partner: 
Technical University Lyngby, Denmark). 

Other international contacts and cooperations: Cartography and GIS: Dpt. of Geography, 
Lab. on Geoinformatics, University of Vienna (capture and maintenance of digital data and its 
implementation into regional and municipal geographic information system); Institut of 
Geosciences, University of Bochum (digital mapping, spatial fundaments for data collection 
and analyses, environmental evalution of landscape using GIS and remote sensing); 
Laboratory S.I.T., J. Curie University Paris (object-oriented GIS, HBDS methodology for geo
graphical knowledge structuring, GIS databases); US Census Bureau Washington (global 
databases, information superhighway, geoinformation communication, data standards for 
GIS); Japan Map Centre Tokyo (thematic cartography and digital mapping, visualisation of 
geographic data); Dpt. of Geography, University of Illinois (role of map in GIS and remote 
sensing, visualisation as a modern tool for cartography); Dpt. of Cartography, University of 
Utrecht (education, training courses in cartography, digital mapping, GIS and remote sensing, 
visualisation and Internet); Dept. of Physical Geography, University ofWroclaw (geomorpho
logic processes with special focus on weathering and climate, mapping in geomorphology). 

Climatology: Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, Bratislava - Central Institute for 
Meteorology and Geodynamics, Vienna - Croatian Hydrometeorological Institute Zagreb -
Hungarian Meteorological Service, Budapest - Institute for Meteorology and Water Manage
ment, Cracow - Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen - Hydrometeorological Institute, Ljubljana
National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology, Sofia (short-term and long-term fluctuations 
of maximum and minimum temperatures as well of the daily temperature range were studied 
in central Europe and Bulgaria during 20th century); Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, 
Bratislava - Central Institute for Meteorology and GeodynamiCS, Vienna - Croatian 
Hydrometeorological Institute Zagreb - Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen (short-term and long
term fluctuations of maximum and minimum temperatures as well of the daily temperature 
range were investigated for the mountain regions in central Europe with special contrentra
tion on the Alps); Institute of History, University of Bern - Institute of Geography, University 
of Wurzburg (Collaboration is oriented on the reconstruction of climate patterns of the 16th 
century and their impacts in Europe. Collaboration is based on the regional temperature and 
precipitation indices and daily weather records.); Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, 
Bratislava (fluctuations of climatic characteristics of selected meteorological elements in the 
mountain stations in the Czech and Slovak Republic during 1941-1995 are studied) - Dpt. of 
Antarctic Biology PAS, Warsaw; Institute of Polar Ecology, Christian-Albrechts-University 
Kiel; Hungarian Meteorological Service, Budapest, Institute for Atmospheric PhYSics. 

Geomorphology: Dpt. of Physical Geography, UniverSity ofWroc1aw (The comparison of 
granite landforms, geomorphic development in the border regions of the Czech Republic 
and Poland. Rock structure and neotectonic movements are to be assessed to recognise 
their influence on the landforms history.). 

Landscape Ecology: Institute of Landscape Ecology, SAS Bratislava (landscape ecologi
cal research). 

Social Geography: Equipe P.A.R.I.S., CNRS Paris (investigation of internal structure of 
some European countries by the studying of migration flows and transportation ones). 

Didactic Geography: Dpt. of Geography, University of Vienna (geographical education, 
geographical curriculum, field work education, teaching and learning as a management 
process) - Open University, Milton Keynes, Great Britain (environmental policy in an in
ternational context, environmental education, tutorials). Pavel Prosek 
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Department of Geography, Faculty of Science, Palacky University, Olomouc 
provides training for future geography teachers in combination with various other subjects. 

Most international contacts of the Department have recently focused on the complex 
studies of natural components, and on the long-time exchange programmes. The latter 
aimed to introduce modem geographical methods into the educational system, especially 
geographical information systems and remote sensing. The Department participated in the 
International Expedition Putorana'90 (Russia). Members of the Department have lectured 
on universities in Japan, Canada, The Netherlands, Poland, Austria, and the U.S.A. 

Members of the Department participated in a number of international conferences on 
geomorphology, geographical information systems, and remote sensing. These participa
tions were often co-sponsored by cooperating foreign institutions. Members of the 
Department also work in organizational committees of international conferences. As a re
sult, Olomouc gradually becomes a conference centre. 

The most important cooperating universities and institutes are: Uniwersytet Marii Curie 
Sklodowskiej, Lublin (Poland); Uniwersytet Adama Mickiewicza, Poznan (Poland); 
Geographische Institut, Universitat Wien (Austria); Osterreichisches Ost- und Siidosteuropa 
Institut, Wien (Austria), branch office Brno; Joanneum Research - Institute for Image 
Processing and Computer Graphics, Graz (Austria); Agricultural University Wageningen 
(The Netherlands); Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel); Birbeck College, University of 
London (UK); Coventry University (UK), and GEOPS B. V. Arnhem (The Netherlands). 

Contacts with Uniwersytet Marii Curie Sklodowskiej, Lublin (Poland) and with 
Geographische Institut, Universitat Wien (Austria) enabled annual excursions of geogra
phy students to the respective countries. 

Miroslav Vysoudil 

Department of Social Geography and Regional Development, Faculty of 
Science, Ostrava University has come into existence in September 1995 when the for
mer Department of Geography and Geoecology has been divided in two separate depart
ments. The departmental staff numbers nine University teachers. 

The Department provides training for future geography teachers as well as specialized 
five years M. A. courses focused on social geography and regional development. 

As regards international contacts, an active cooperation with the following Polish insti
tutes exists: Wydzial Nauk 0 Ziemi Uniwersytetu Slaskiego, Sosnowiec; Instytut Slaski w 
Opolu; Uniwersytet w Opolu; Department of Political Geography and Regional Studies, 
University of Lodz. 

Thll1e is also a traditional and long-time cooperation with the Department of Geography 
and Landscape Ecology, Faculty of Science, Matej Bel University, Banska Bystrice (Slovakia). 

Extensive research contacts are maintained with the Austrian Institute for Eastern and 
South-Eastern Europe, Vienna (Austria). Agreement on mutual cooperation has been 
signed with the Catholic University of Eichstatt (Germany). The former contacts with geo
graphical institutes in Erfurt and Dresden (Germany) have been resurrected recently. 

Agreements on mutual cooperation with Sloven ian geographical institutes in Ljubljana 
and Maribor as well as with the University of Graz (Austria) are being prepared. 

Several university scholars from Czechia and foreign countries have lectured at the 
Department in 1995. There have been lecturers from the University of Bonn (Germany), 
University of Amsterdam (The Netherlands), the Austrian Institute for Eastern and South
Eastern Europe, Vienna (Austria), Zagreb University (Croatia), University of Ljubljana 
(Slovenia), etc. Host programmes were sponsored by the Czech University Development Fund. 

The Department will maintain the above mentioned contacts in future. 
Petr 8indler 

Department of Geography, Pedagogical Faculty, J. E. Purkyne University, Usti 
nad Labem has signed an agreement on mutual cooperation with the Geographical 
Institute, Technische Universitat Dresden (Germany) in July 1995. The Dresden col
leagues offered participation in the research programme "Geographical Education at the 
Beginning of the 21st Century". Members of the Department also partiCipate in the joint 
programme "Euroregion Elbe-Labe". Dresden academics delivered lectures on the spatial 
distribution of economic activities in former East Germany at the Department in 1996. 
Members of the Department participate in geographical colloquia in Dresden. There is also 
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a students exchange programme; the Department organizes geographical field trips for 
Dresden students and Czech students practise field work in Saxony. 

Based on the contacts from the Communist era, extensive contacts with Russian insti
tutes exist. Head of the Department became an external member of the scientific commit
tee at the Geographical Faculty, Russian Free University. He takes part once a year at the 
Faculty meetings and deliveres lectures. Contacts with other leading Russian geographical 
departments and institutes are also maintained. As an example, head of the Department 
had a lecture on regionalism in small countries at the Russian Symposium on Regional 
Studies in Nizhny Novgorod in June 1994. 

One member of the Department visited the Department of Geography, Algemene 
Hogeschool, Amsterdam (The Netherlands) in 1~93. Consequently the Dutch academics 
have organized an educational week course at Usti nad Labem for Northern Bohemian 
teachers as part of the "Teaching the Teachers" programme. 

The Department participates in the Euroregion Nisa activities, namely through the con
tacts with Akademia Ekonomiczna Wroclaw and its branch institute in Jelenia Gora 
(Poland). There is also an ongoing collaboration with the Hamburg University (Germany). 
Field trips for the Osnabruck University students (Germany) are organized on a regular 
base. There is a draft for cooperation with Suny Cortland University (USA) that would fo
cus on geographical information systems, regionalization, and environmental education. 

Jifi Andel, Ladislav Skokan 

Department of Geography, West Bohemian University, Plzen maintains interna
tional contacts mostly with German, Polish, and Slovakian institutes and departments. 
The cooperation includes participation in international conferences, joint geographical re
search, students and lecturers exchange programmes, field work, consulting doctor's the
ses, and joint publications. 

There is an ongoing collaboration with Lehrstuhl fur Wirtschaftsgeographie und 
Regionalplanung, Universitat Bayreuth (Germany). Both departments participated in a joint 
project on privatization in Czechia (case study Pilsen). Results have been published and pre
sentations dealing with privatization were delivered at conferences in Pilsen and Bayreuth. 

The Department has also thriving contacts with Lehrstuhl fur Sozial- und 
Wirtschaftsgeographie, Technische U niversitat Chemnitz-Zwickau (Germany). Scholars 
from both departments have delivered lectures at conferences in Pilsen and Marktredwitz. 
Articles on the development of Euro-regions, urban geography, and cross-boundary cooper
ation in Euroregio Egrensis were published in Pilsen, Chemnitz, and Zwickau. 

The collaboration with Widzial transportu i lacznosti, Uniwersytet Szczecinski (Poland) 
focuses on participation in joint conferences. 

The Department co-organized the 5th meeting of the German/Czech/Slovak Society 
(Academy for Spatial Studies and Regional Planning) held in 1995. This meeting focused 
on regional planning concepts as part of cross-boundary cooperation in Czechia. 

The conference in Tepla (West Bohemia) on the landscape potential and revitalization of 
the Slavkovsky les Mts. has also been organized by the Department as part of the collabo
ration with Euroregio Egrensis. 

Stanislav Mirvald 

The Czech Geographic Society Publishine House. The pUblishing house bearing 
the name of the Czech Geographic Society (CGS,lIas come into existence in 1992 in view to 
help the geographical education by compilation of new schoolbooks of geography. Since 
that time, the publishing house is a private enterprise whose financial backing of the CGS 
sensibly helps the Society to carry on its activities. 

Besides the financial backing, the activities of the Czech Geographic S~ciety Publishing 
House are connected with the CGS mainly by using the large base of the CGS members. A 
good professional quality of published books is due to the participation of leading geogra
phers from universities, secondary and elementary schools as authors or readers of school
books and other publications. Between the co-workers we can find not only university 
teachers, but also a number of geography teachers from different types of schools from dif
ferent parts of the Czech Republic. They co-operate as readers of manuscripts, some of 
them as co-authors of some pUbltcations. 

The five-year existence of the CGS Publishing House is characterized, besides the backing 
ofthe CGS's activities, by rich editing activities which sensibly contribute to the quality of ge-
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ography teaching at Czech schools. At first, the publishing house has compiled a basic series 
of textbooks for secondary schools which, at that time, totally lacked acceptable textbooks of 
geography. A series including six modern and richly illustrated schoolbooks covering all the 
main themes ofthe curriculum have been progressively published. At present, they are used 
at the majority of grammar schools, as well as at some other secondary schools in the Czech 
Republic. Most of them have been published in two or three new editions and progressively 
completed and adapted to the development in the world and in the Czech Republic. 

This series has been soon completed by a new one destined to elementary schools. It in
cludes six workbooks oriented at main themes of the geography curriculum of elementary 
school's higher classes. These workbooks, too, have been published in further modified edi
tions, as the publishing house aims to have its publications constantly developed and per
fected. This series includes also a workbook for the 9th class pupils which are more numer
ous since the introduction of the compulsory nine-year education. 

The third series, which has been already entirely completed, is the edition of the so-called 
blind or contour maps usable at schools of all levels and types, including universities. 

The secondary school textbooks are progressively completed by a series of different man
uals. The first one published is a set of questions and projects destined to secondary school 
teachers and pupils. It has been followed by a geographical view on environmental prob
lems, destined not only to geography teachers for they could master this important theme, 
but also to a large public. In the same time, it is used as textbook at some specialized sec
ondary schools. The secondary school textbooks are completed by a small dictionary explain
ing the scientific expressions contained in the textbooks mainly to students, but in the same 
time helping teachers in their work. The for the present last publication of that series is the 
Geography sketch-book including simple sketches for the needs of geography teachers. 

This year the eGS Publishing House has started to compile a new series of textbooks of 
geography for elementary schools. They have a new two-level conception, clearly (graphical
ly) distinguishing the basic and the complementary matter. This presentation of textbooks 
allows their universal usage both at elementary and select schools. Two first volumes ofthis 
series have been up to now published, the five others will be published in 1996 and 1997. 

In the future, the publishing house intends to enlarge its activities to publishing of text
books of some other school matters, mainly of biology. 

However, the activities of the publishing house are not limited to schoolbooks. At the oc
casion of the eGS's centenary, it published a volume on the 100 years of its activities. 
Further more, two volumes of a road guide through the busiest routes in the Czech 
Republic, as well as the up-to-now only book in English "The Czech Republic in brief', have 
been published. The latter one is destined to foreigners wishing to get briefly acquainted 
with the natural, social and economic situation of the Czech Republic, as well as with the 
main tourist attractions it offers to foreign visitors. 

Anybody who would be interested in a more detailed information about this publishing 
house activities, or in individual published volumes (all of them being constantly dispos
able), can address the Nakladatelstvi Ceske geograficke spolecnosti, Prosttedni 10, 141 00 
Praha 4, phone: 02-61223607, fax: 02-496477. 

Milan Holecek 

Expedition Peru'1995. The Expedition Peru'1995 has been organized in the frame
work of the 75th anniversary of the FacVJty of Science, Charles University, Prague. It also 
aimed to pay honour to the victims ofthilgiant earthquake in the Huascaran region which 
happened on May 31, 1970. That time, the whole Czech mountaineering expedition ap
peared among 67,000 victims. 

The Expedition Peru'1995 consisted of 13 members (mostly Faculty of Science students 
and graduates) under the leadership of Prof. B. Jansky. Prof. Jansky has lectured at 
Universities of Lima and Cuzco in 1990; regional geography of Latin America is his main 
scientific focus. The group has travelled almost 6,000 km in Peru in between June 27 and 
September 11, using various means of transport - buses, off-road vehicles, planes, boats, 
motor boats, canoes, horses and hinnies, moutain bikes and own feet. 

The quotation of Gacila90 de la Vega, Incas chronicler, that has been repeated by 
Alexander von Humboldt during the first European scientific expedition to South America, be
came our motto: "The journey from Peruvian Sea over the snow-capped Andes to the Amazon 
resembles a voyage from equator towards poles; one passes through all landscape types." 
Being true geographers, a visit to all three major landscape regions of Peru was a must for us: 
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the coast (Costa), the mountainous region of Andes (Sierra), and the tropical rain forest 
(Selva). We have studied outstanding natural features as well as unique monuments of past 
civilizations. Current political and economical affairs were also within our interest range, as 
were the social and cultural conditions with a special focus to environmental protection. 

Our chief aim was to make a series of films that would document the incomparable nat
ural variety, most important historical monuments and current life of local people. To do 
so, we used the equipment of KF, Jifi Trnka Studio, Barrandov. The group has been ac
companied by cameraman. 

The Expedition first travelled north to the highest promontory of Andes called 
Cordillera Blanca. We have visited the area that suffered from the earthquake of May 31, 
1970 (strength 7.8 of Richter scale). The earthquake was immediately followed by a giant 
landslide from Nevado de Huascara.n. Six metres thick layer of rock, snow, and clay cov
ered the town of Yungay having killed its inhabitants. The Czech mountaineering expedi
tion was smashed in the base camp at Lake Llanganuco (altitude 3,850 m). To commemo
rate the memory of Czech mountaineers, 4 members of our group cycled from the tragic 
place up to the pass Portachuelo de Llanganuco (4,767 m) and futher down to Yungay. 

A rather difficult section followed. We travelled along the Rio Santa River towards the 
coast, having passed through a series of hairpin bends between Huaylas and Huallanca. 
Journey through the dry region of Cordillera Negra and along the Pacific Coast took two 
days. Then we reached Pucala near Chiclaya - place which is over 40 years home to Czech 
Dusan Honke-Houfek. The story of his life is an interesting one: having experienced the 
partisan war in Yugoslavia, he dramatically fled Czechoslovakia in 1950s and finally be
came a leading person in the sugar industry in Peru. He has founded and managed over 
many years the sugar refinery cooperative in Pucala. We spent an interesting week there 
having studied various kinds of sugar cane production. The Expedition has also been 
shown the functioning and internal structure of this co-op that has its own school, hospital, 
transport, and retail facilities. 

Then we travelled south on the Panamerican Highway along the coast. Our interest was 
mostly focused on the unique monuments from the pre-Inca era. The Expedition visited the 
Lambayeque District (Master of Sipan Grave), and region close to Trujillo (Chan-chan, the 
largest ruined town from the Chimu period; Huaca de Sol and Huaca de la Luna Pyramids 
from the Mochica period). 

Visit to the Lachay National Park, 100 km north of Lima, was an exotic one. The typical 
vegetation cover called lomas exists there thanks to frequent thermic inversions above the cool 
Humboldt Stream and the misty stratum garua in the altitude 700-1,00 metres. After saying 
good-bye to Lima we moved southwards up to the Paracas Peninsula. We studied the abun
dant marine fauna in the local nature reserve. This area is cooled by the Humboldt Stream; 
the deep cold water surface here and brings a lot of nutriments. Regarding the biological vari
ety, the region is one of the richest parts of the ocean. Canoeing along the rugged cliffs ofIslas 
Ballestas and Isla San Gallan belonged among the most memorable experiences. 

Arequipa, the second city of Peru, is known as "Ciudad Blanca" (White City). The 
Expedition used it as a base for further explorations. Arequipa has been built from white vol
canic tuffs and resembles Andalusian towns. We travelled from Arequipa on a difficult track 
over deep canyons and elevated plateaus towards the mountain ranges of Cordillera de Chilca 
in Southern Peruvian Andes. This is an area of recemt volcanic activity. First, the Expedition 
visited the world's deepest canyon - Cotahuasi Canyon (depth 3,550 m), having used horses 
and hinnies in the final part of this journey. Afterwards, we climbed up from the bottom to the 
plateau at the foot of the extint volcano Nudo Coropuna (6,615 m) and descended to Valle de 
los Volcanos. This is a valley with innumerable volcanic cones including many that are just 
tens of metres high. Then the Expedition moved towards the origins of Apurimac - the upper 
course of Amazon, the world's longest river. After a difficult journey in an off-road vehicle we 
spent a very cold night (temperature -lOoC) and underwent a long hike in order to reach the 
foot of Nevado de Mismi (5,597 m). The longest river of all originates in this swampy area, 
7,025 from the Atlantic Ocean. We then went on to the 3,200 m deep Colca Valley which is a 
region with unique pre-Inca irrigation complexes. Seven Expedition members climbed Peak 
Fatima (6,012 m) in Nevado Chachani Range on the way back to Arequipa. 

Having used a night train, the Expedition travelled through the Crucero Alto Pass 
(4,471 m) and reached Puna at the shore of Lake Titicaca. One Expedition member then 
surfed across the Lake among the reedy islands Islas Uros, Isla Taquile, Isla Amantani, 
and Isla de Soto to the eastern shore and back; altogether it was a 130 km long adventure 
in the altitude of 3,812 m. 
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The way to Cuzco (former capital of the Inca Empire) took a full day on a train and in
cluded a passage through the elevated plateau Altiplano de Qollao and La Raya Pass (4,318 
00). From Cuzco we set out to the Sacred Inca Valley along the Urubamba River with many 
pre-colonial monuments. Machu Picchu, the mysterious Inca fortress placed on a rocky cliff 
above Urubamba, was devoted a lot of attention . We also visited some other Inca monu
ments : the Cuzco itself and Sacsahuaman Fortress at Cuzco outskirts. 

The Expedition explored the tropical rain forest in two regions: in the Madre de Dios 
catchment and in the surroundings of Iquitos . First, we travelled on a small truck up to the 
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Fig. 1 - The route of Expedition Peru'1995; 1 - by car, 2 - by train, 3 - by boat, 4 - by plane. 
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Eastern Cordillera Range (4,200 m) and afterwards descended through all vegetation 
zones to Madre de Dios River (450 m). The Expedition canoed downstrem on a narrow, 14-
metres long canoe until the confluence with Manu and then upstream to the core part of 
Mana Biospheric Reserve. Typical rain forest species including varied flora, caymans, tur
tles and many birds were observed there. Our visit, however, proved to be too short to be
come really familiar with the rain forest which contains an unsurpassed biological diversi
ty there. Our picture of Amazon has been completed in Iquitos, the uppermost port serving 
large freight ships. The city is 3,600 km far from the Atlantic coast and ships pass across 
the whole Brazilian Amazon. Four Expedition members sailed from Iquitos upstream to 
the confluence of two major streams that form the Amazon River: Maraiion and Ucayali. 

Final part of the whole voyage was centered to Lima - city with population of 8 million. 
We have observed all problems of the immense urban growth. Lima grows faster than most 
other cities in Latin America; almost half of its citizens, however, live in shanty towns 
called pueblos jovenes with no public utilities and in conditions of heart-wrenching poverty. 

Bohumir Jansky 

Geographical Departments and Institutes at Czech Universities 
(for Head of Department See the Brackets) 

Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague 
Department of Social Geography and Regional Development (Jvan Bicik) 
Pnrodovedecka fakulta Univerzity Karlovy 
Katedra socialni geografie a regionalniho rozvoje 
Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2 
tel.: 42-2/21952416; fax: 42-2/296025 

Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague 
Department of Physical Geography and Geoecology (Jan Votypka) 
Pnrodovedecka fakulta Univerzity Karlovy 
Katedra fyzick~ geografie a geoekologie 
Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2 
tel.: 42-2/21952424; fax: 42-2/21952341 

Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague 
Department of Demography and Geodemography (Zdenek Pavlik) 
Prfrodovedecka fakulta Univerzity Karlovy 
Katedra demografie a geodemografie 
Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2 
tel.: 42-2/21952423; fax: 42-2/296084 

Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague 
Department of Cartography and Geoinformatics (Dalibor Moravec) 
Prirodovedecka fakulta Univerzity Karlovy 
Katedra kartografie a geoinformatiky 
Albertov 6, 128 43 Praha 2 
tel.: 42-2121952440; fax: 42-2/21952341 

Faculty of Science, Masaryk University, Brno 
Department of Geography (Pavel Prosek) 
Prirodovedecka fakulta Masarykovy univerzity 
Katedra geografie 
Zerotfnovo nam. 9,60137 Brno 
tel.: 42-5/42128111; fax: 42-5/42128300 
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Faculty ofScienca, Palacky University, Olomouc 
Department of Geography and Didacticism of Geography (Miroslau Vysoudil) 
PNrodovedecka fakulta U niverzity Palackeho 
Katedra geografie a didaktiky geografie 
tr. Svobody 26,771 26 Olomouc 
tel.: 42-68/5222451-6; fax: 42-68/5228047 

Faculty of Science, Ostrava University, Ostrava 
Department of Social Geography and Regional Development (Petr Sindler) 
Pi'irodovedecka fakulta Ostravske univerzity 
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Honorar se poukazuje autoriim po vyjitf pH
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